Part A: Tsunamis
A1—Shells line no shells illustration
All around the world,
we find occasionally find un-fossilized sea-shells
that are strangely in places miles inland
and up to about 80 feet above sea level.
I collected 141 of these shells
from places in San Diego and Los Angeles.
A2—carbon dating data
Then I sent the shells for carbon dating
at a cost of about a hundred and twelve thousand
dollars.
Here is one of the test result pages.
A3—pie graph shells
The carbon dating showed that 83% of the shells
were between 200 and 6,300 years old.
A4—Tsunami timeline
The carbon dating also revealed date clusters
which are shown in this timeline.
Thus Southern California
appears to have suffered
15 large tsunamis in the last 5100 years.
The last tsunami being in around 1700AD.
If we divide the 48-hundred-year period
between these tsunamis into 14 parts, we get an
average interval of three hundred and 43-years
This is similar to the intervals seen in
Washington state and the nation of Chile, where
scientists used tree rings and sediment layers to date
tsunamis.
A5—Shells line no shells illustration
Now I especially looked for shells in high places...
and I occasionally found them in places
up to about 80 feet above sea level
in Southern California.
But I couldn't find any shells above this
elevation.
So it appears that the shells were not from human
activity,
but deposited by tsunamis.
After all: why would humans only throw
away shells always close to sea level,
but often many miles inland?
A6—Post glacial sea level chart
Now if you are thinking that the shells
were from a time where sea levels were higher,
that can't be.
The age of the shells
combined with historical sea level data
contradicts this idea.
The last time sea levels were higher than
today — was about 110,000 years ago,
and the shells we find

are all mostly
from the last 6,300 years.
Also, the age of the shells
matches up fairly perfectly
with the plateau in sea levels shown on this graph.
Before this time, the planet was still in an ice age,
and sea levels were lower.
So a few centuries before 6,300 years ago,
tsunamis struck places that are today offshore in the
ocean. And this is why we don't find many unfossilized shells
high up on land that are more than 6,300 years old.
A7—Shells line no shells illustration
Using seashells to date tsunamis offers a BIG
advantage over using sedimentation and tree rings
alone. With seashells we see exactly how high the
waters got for each tsunami in each location. The
tree rings give us precise dates, and the shells tell us
how high each tsunami got in each specific location.
A8—Map Point Loma
So for example, in Del Mar valley, where the shape of
the coastline DOES NOT funnel the tsunami waters,
the seashells and tsunami flood waters only seem to
get about 30 feet above sea level. But around San
Diego harbor, where the coastline DOES funnel the
tsunami waters, we find seashells in places up to
about 70 feet above sea level.
A10—57' waters in Japan
Now it should be noted that a 70-foot inundation of
San Diego harbor is no higher than we saw in the
recent Japan tsunami of 2011.
A10B Water culminated
Here's a town that suffered 66-foot flood waters.
a town that was completely washed off the map.
A11 Minami-Sanriku
And in the 20—11 tsunami, the run-up maximum, the
highest level the waters reached was 127-feet above
sea level... at a place called Miyako Iwate.
A12—Map Point Loma
So with San Diego Bay, it seems that the hilly Point
Loma peninsula... which points south in this image...
acts as a tsunami funnel or scoop for waves arriving
from the southwest. And this is why San Diego bay
experiences floods as high as 70-feet. The waves get
funneled, and this increases their height.
A13—Palos Verdes
In Los Angeles, the Palos Verdes peninsula forms a
tsunami funnel, like the Point Loma peninsula does
for San Diego. Although in Los Angeles, the tsunami
funnel seems to be bi-directional... So it works for

tsunamis arriving from both the west and southwest.
This is why we easily find shells miles inland
in Los Angeles. For example, some of my carbondated shells came from the intersection of Slauson
and Sepulveda, just east of the 405 freeway, and
about 3 miles inland.
A14—Banda Ache
Is it really so hard to believe that much of low-lying
coastal California will one day be washed away by a
giant tsunami... washed away like in Banda Ache
shown here. A quarter million people died in this
disaster.
And look at the edge of the tsunami wash
area
behind the helicopter.
Look at how well it matches the topography.
So we are probably looking at the cause of this sort of
topography...
this type of buried-hill coastal-plane
that exists in many places around the world,
Places like California.
A15—Japan wash picture
And is it so hard to believe that much of coastal
California will one day be washed away... washed
away like in Japan shown here. Over 20,000 people
died in this tsunami... a tsunami that hit a sparsely
populated part of Japan. A place with nearby hills to
run to... and a place that holds regular tsunami drills.
Also, look at how the tsunami wash area
shown here
so perfectly matches the edge of the buried-hill
coastal-plane.
And there are coastal features like this
all up and down the coast of California
And now everyone can read the geology.
A16
La Cienega = La Cien Agua = the century water
CIEN•AGA is the Spanish word for swamp. So La
Cienega Boulevard literally means THE SWAMP
ROAD.
And CIEN•AGA looks like CIEN AGUA,
which looks like CENTURY•WATER. Thus La
Cienega boulevard looks like CENTURY WATER
BOULEVARD... or tsunami danger-zone road.
A17—La Cienega/405 map
And La Cienega boulevard
does run roughly parallel to the coast...
about 3 to 6 miles inland.
On this map, La Cienaga boulevard
is the thin red line running vertically
past the A in Los Angeles
before it disappears under the 405 freeway,
which was built over much of it.
So La Cienega boulevard seems to mark the
flood zone from the last century flood, or 350-year

tsunami, or whatever we are going to call it. And La
Cienega boulevard is strangely, very strangely, near
Century boulevard and the Century freeway. Also
strange is how the routing of La Cienaga was greatly
changed over the years.
A18—LA topo
And what of the name Los Angeles, the city of
Angels? Perhaps this came from the Native
American term for THE SPIRITS of the poor people
who died in the last tsunami? Perhaps the name Los
Angles actually means something like tsunami
graveyard, or the place where many people once died
in a tsunami.
And nearby La Jolla does sounds like Los
Hoyos, which ALSO means graveyard in Spanish.
A19—BKK tsunami funnel
Bangkok Thailand is also in a tsunami funnel... in fact,
it is dead center in a GIANT funnel, a funnel maybe
700 miles across depending on how we measure it.
And the Thai name for Bangkok, ALSO means city of
angels, just like Los Angeles.
A couple centuries ago, the Thais moved
their capital from the safe hills of Chiang Mai into the
Jaws of death in Bangkok. Why on earth did the Thai
king do this? And how did the Thais forget that this
place was once named tsunami graveyard?
Today, Bangkok is ten times the size of the
next largest city in Thailand... and it completely
dominates Thai culture. So if a tsunami were to
strike, only the provincials, the country bumpkins
would survive in Thailand. The smartest people of the
nation would mostly all be killed off, just like in
California, where the richest neighborhoods are all
mostly near the beach.
A20—Bangladesh
The nation of Bangladesh is also in a giant tsunami
funnel... one maybe 900 miles across. And this lowlying nation, barely above sea level, is shaped just
like a tsunami wash area. So it appears that there
was a giant flood, and the Hindu Indians didn't want to
settle in this place afterwards.
So the Muslims from the desert land of no
resources moved there and laid claim instead... right
in the jaws of death. And this is how a low-lying
Islamic enclave came to exist completely surrounded
by Hindu India.
A21—Djibouti
Djibouti is another nation at the end of a tsunami
funnel that looks like a tsunami wash area. It also
another Muslim enclave surrounded by people of
another religion. At least it was initially. Apparently
the Christians of Ethiopia didn't want to settle in this
place after the last tsunami, so Muslims settled there
instead... right in the jaws of death.
Now the people living in Bangladesh and

Djibouti, pay Islamic taxes to Arabia, to the desert
land of no resources except apparently cleverness,
treachery and desperation.
A22—Beijing
The Chinese provinces of Bei•jing and Tian•jin
are also at the end of a giant tsunami funnel
one perhaps 500 miles across, depending on the
direction of the wave.
And the combined shape of these two provinces
is quite reminiscent of Bangladesh and Djibouti...
so they also look like the area wiped out by a past
tsunami.
A23 China province map
And look at the way Bei•jing and Tian•jin are
surrounded by Hebei province. Isn't it just like how
Bangladesh is surrounded by Hindu India? Isn't it just
like how Djibouti is surrounded by Christian lands?
And look at how Beijing, Tianjin and
Shanghai are strangely much smaller than the other
provinces of China.
A24 China topo map
Right after a tsunami,
nobody wants the devastated areas.
So Arab refugees, or harem bred ex-hodos
will frequently move there and simply lay claim.
Or maybe they buy the devastated lands for a
pittance.
Maybe they buy the whole graveyard location
for 24 dollars worth of beads or something like that.
Then over many generations
they struggle to turn their worthless jaws of death
location
into valuable urban real estate.
For example, in China,
they eventually got the government
to accept their tsunami lands
as the nation's Beijing,
which means "Northern Capital".
And then the Arabs sell this jaws of death
land
for huge profits...
for centuries afterwards really
Anyway, it's just worthless infidels
that don't believe in the religion
of feeding the Arabs.
And Seoul is in the same tsunami funnel.
Strange how the Koreans think that the hills are for
poor people,
and everyone else is supposed to live in flat places
vulnerable to the next tsunami.
A25—Japan tsunami damage, hills spared
Strange how land is so famously scarce and

expensive in Japan, but the Japanese don't normally
build on their safe hills. They only run to the hills
when tsunamis strike... that is if they can make it in
time.
A26—Map New York funnel
Strange how New York City is in a tsunami funnel with
a mouth up to 130 miles across. Strange how we find
seashells all over New York City. Strange how
Manhattan's bedrock is so famously shallow. I mean,
you would think that a low lying island at the mouth of
great river would be covered in river sediments...
wouldn't you?
Perhaps tsunamis wash the sediments away
periodically. And perhaps New York City, the world's
capital is located in a tsunami funnel, like some
modern-day Atlantis or Atlantic civilization.
A26B Local search: Moving-all-the-people
And you of the Mideast
This is the very message
that your people
are struggling to bring about
A27—Map Washington
Strange how Washington DC. Baltimore and
Philadelphia, are in tsunami funnels... that is if we
ignore the outer sand bars that are easily overrun.
A28—Map Boston
And Boston is right at the throat of a mid-sized
tsunami funnel too.
A29—Shanghai by the sea
And here is Shanghai, barely above sea level and
sticking out into the ocean on a peninsula.
A30—London by the water
Isn't it remarkable how MOST of the world's MOST
important cities just HAPPEN to be located in some
sort of low-lying tsunami funnel?
To the places already mentioned,
we can add London, Tokyo, Guangzhou,
Osaka, Nagoya, Bombay,
Amsterdam, Singapore, Karachi,
Hamburg, Copenhagen, San Francisco,
Seattle, Melbourne, Buenos Aires,
Jakarta, Calcutta, and many more.
It simply can't be a coincidence.
A33—British funnel
How can mankind be so dumb as to put it’s biggest
and most important cities in places where we easily
find seashells?
The smartest people in the world live in
these low-lying cities. What would become of
humanity if it’s greatest cities were wiped out? What
would become of humanity if the smartest people
were removed from the flock?

And is all our stupidity by dumb accident?
Or is it to make sure that as many smart infidels as
possible die in the next global tsunami? Maybe we
have all under-estimated the Arab house of war, it’s
ancient-ness, it’s persistence, and its treachery.
A33B Nuclear reactor cut into slope
I mean, look at the way the San Onofre nuclear power
plant was cut down INTO the ground by maybe 60feet...
Now it’s much more vulnerable to tsunamis
like the Fukushima reactor.
Is this just a dumb accident,
or have we been corrupted and sabotaged
by a bunch of oil sellers
who both hate nuclear power
and want kill as many infidels as possible.
A34—17 Seafloor age in color
This illustration shows the age of the Ocean floor and
the long-term average rate of seafloor spreading.
Look at the view of the planet in the lower left corner,
the view that is looking up at the south pole.
Look at how the Australian plate is moving
northeast in the direction of the Bearing Straight. This
is one of the most active parts of the seafloor and the
rate of movement is about 11 meters per century.
And look how the Ant-arctic plate is moving
towards South America and the At-lantic Ocean at a
similar rate. And look at how this movement has
compressed the seafloor into a loop between the
southern tip of South America and the Ant-arctic
peninsula.
A35—18B Plates and movement
The movements of Australia and Antarctica are widely
accepted by the scientific community. In fact, the long
term average rates of seafloor spreading have even
been quantified... as you can see from this textbook
illustration.
But when do these continents move?
Because over the past few centuries, we haven't
recorded any significant movements. So the
movements must be big but infrequent.
A36—wave paddle art
Also, when Australia and Antarctica move, it is not the
seafloor sliding horizontally UNDER a giant stationary
continent as we saw in Indonesia and Japan recently.
When these move, it is a continent lurching
sideways... and sliding OVER the seafloor and acting
as an giant wave paddle. So the tsunami produced is
much larger.
A37 Seafloor age in color
When Australia moves, the Pacific and Indian Oceans
suffer a massive tsunami, especially east Asia and
the Bay of Bengal. And when Antarctica moves, the
Atlantic or Atlantis Ocean suffers an even bigger

tsunami.
The Atlantic tsunamis are more destructive
because of the narrow channel-like shape of the
Atlantic Ocean. This keeps the wave from diffusing
like in the Pacific Ocean. In fact, the wave actually
compresses and grows a bit in the Atlantic or Atlantis
Ocean. And this is why we easily find seashells over
100 feet up on the southern cliffs of Portugal.
A38
Plato Timaeus 22
"Our records [in the Mideast] are the oldest. ...Since
ancient times, we have preserved a written record of
any great achievement or notable event which came
to our attention. This whether they occurred in our
part of the world, or anywhere else. By contrast,
almost everyone else has barely developed writing
and the other basics of civilization, when the periodic
[tsunami] flood strikes, sparing nobody but the
illiterate and uncultured" [those living outside the
major tsunami-prone cities].
This text is from the famous ancient Greek author
Plato, or in some languages pull a ton. It’s from the
Timaeus dialogue, section 22. The words were
supposedly written 2,400 years ago. It is supposed to
be an Egyptian, and Arab saying these words. <read>
A39
Plato Timaeus 22
"The result is that your people have to begin again
like children with no knowledge of what happened in
any part of the world, in early times. So these
histories of your people which you were just talking
about —they are little more than children's stories."
A40
Plato Timaeus 22
You remember only one [tsunami] flood, though there
have been many. And you do not know that the best
race of men that ever existed, lived in your country.
You and your fellow citizens are descended from the
few [hillbilly yokels] that survived. And you know
nothing about it because [We saw to it that] many
generations left no record."
[So it looks like some ancient civilization
has been helping the outside world
to locate their important cities in tsunami funnels.
Which ancient civilization is that?
Maybe it’s the ancient civilization
that has repeatedly sent it’s own people
to colonize nearby tsunami wash areas.]
A41 OPEC logo
You know, the OPEC logo perfectly describes the
Arab attitude about the outside world ... especially the
worthless infidels that don't follow the religion of
feeding the land of no resources.

A42—Ache mosque aftermath
And you know, judging from Banda Ache, a totally
orthodox part of Arabia's empire, even the true
believers are pretty darn expendable... that is if they
are not the chosen ones in the floating part of the
pyramid.
A43—Tsunami timeline
New Subject... We should be trenching tsunami gulfs
and valleys around the world... noting the location and
elevation of the shells we find. When we carbon date
enough shells, we'll have a worldwide tsunami history,
one going back for about 7,000 years.
A44—Ache mosque aftermath
Simo(n), C. Y. M. O. is the Greek word for wave. And
the study of tsunami history will now be called
CYMOLOGY, as opposed to seismology, the study of
earthquakes.
Soon, our global CYMOLOGY survey will
show how often each coastline suffers from tsunamis
and how high the floods go. It will also tell us which
areas are safe, and which areas are not.
And because we can use this tsunami data
to model earthquakes, it will also give us a 7,000-year
picture of large ocean earthquakes, a picture going
back to the end of the last ice age.
Also, isn't it remarkable that this mosque was
the only building standing after the Ache tsunami?
You know I don't take this as evidence of divine
protection. I take it as evidence that the Arabian
leadership of their slave's religion KNEW perfectly
well
that there would eventually be another tsunami. So
they built accordingly.
This way, their real estate scheme would be
more likely to recover and regrow a new tax-paying,
and rent-paying slave city after the next tsunami. This
way, later generations in the totally desperate land of
no resources would have another place to send their
worthless unchosen harem spawn...so as to get rid of
them.
A45—New York by the sea 9/11
New Subject, New York City, the capital of the world,
is in a tsunami funnel. And most parts of the city are
less than 20 feet above sea level. And there are unfossilized seashells to be found all around New York
City.
How can we be so foolish as to build our
houses upon the sand in a place where seashells are
to be found?
A46—Ache wash photo
You know, there are ancient flood legends
from many cultures all over the world.
And there are ancient warnings about building houses
upon the sand ... warnings that seem to be about
living in a tsunami zone.

But strangely, these valuable ancient
legends about tsunamis floods have been garbled
and blurred away with talk of rain and wind. In fact...
rain and wind are mentioned twice in Matthew 7:24.
And by the way, it’s mouth-you 7-24.
So someone wants this section mouthed up
or talked up 7-days a week, 24 hours a day.
And you know...
this is on page 3 of the New Testament...
in the most read part.
So it seems the people blurring-away the old legend
wanted their new version
to be heard by as many people as possible.
A47—tsunami coming ashore
And you know, the legend of Noah's Arc is on page 3
of the Old Testament, again in the most read part.
With the legend of Noah's Arc, the worldwide
flood was not from a giant tsunami. It was supposed
to be from 40-days and 40-nights of rain... and this
supposedly raised sea levels and flooded the entire
planet. But this is an ridiculous idea, isn't it? I mean,
everyone knows that rainwater just flows back into the
oceans. How could any amount of rain raise sea
levels? ... This is a ridiculous idea.
A48—tsunami wash area
You know, both the old testament and the new
testament come from the Middle East. And both of
these books were created by Middle Eastern people.
And both of these books have page-3 legends that
hide or blur-away the true risk of large global
tsunamis.
A49 — Moses with tablets
I guess we all know how the Arabians have a
reputation for deception and treachery. You know,
like in Ali Baba and the 40-thieves... and Aladdin and
Osama bin All•add•in.
Perhaps it is unwise to have total
unquestioning faith in ANYTHING ANYONE from the
Mideast EVER said... no matter how old and how
revered it is. And perhaps the best way to hide great
evil is to cloth it in great goodness.
A50—Lisbon funnel
New subject. Focus on the word LIS like in Lisbon
Portugal...
a city in a small tsunami funnel... but still a funnel that
magnifies the wave by more than ten-fold.
Eng. LUSH LUSCIOUS = watery or juicy
Eng. LUSTER = wet sheen
Eng. LUSTY = wet
Gr. LUSIS = dissolving or loosening
Eng. LIXIVATE = to dissolve what can be dissolved
Eng. LICK = to dissolve with the tongue
Eng. LOZENGE = a tablet dissolved in the mouth
Here we see what the word LIS originally meant. It

means the wet part, or wet aspect of a thing, or the
part that can be washed out, or the wetting or
dissolving of a thing
A50—Lisbon funnel
So LIS•bon sounds like it means dissolve-good.
And the nation of Portugal
was previously called Lusitania...
or LYSE•it•ania...
which sounds like dissolve-it-again,
or wash and again.
A51 - Lisbon old city map
Anyway, in 1755,
a 60-foot tsunami hit LYSE•bon,
killing 40,000 people.
The area north of Praca do Commercio,
the area with a grid-iron street layout at center of the
city,
that was completely washed away...
Just like in Banda Ache.
Now there was this famous theatre play
called Candide
that came out just after the tsunami.
And this play is commonly presented first
in classic literature anthologies and textbooks.
And this play repeatedly calls the Lisbon
tsunami
as an earthquake.
So clearly the tsunami propagandists are a powerful
bunch
if they can get their propaganda called classic
literature.
A52B Apocalypse = epochal lyse
And isn't it strange how we say apocalypse instead of
Epochal lyse? Say it: Epochal lyse. Epochal lyse...
it’s not an apocalypse, it’s and epochal lyse... a giant
tsunami that defines an epoch or an era.
A53—Japan tsu wash
Even today, it's easy to see the part of Lisbon that fell
into the sea, or rather was washed into the sea in the
last tsunami. And it is easy to imagine that nobody
wanted any of this deadly graveyard nether-lands, or
never-lands after the last tsunami.
So the Arabs came in and bought it all up for
$24-worth of beads... or something like that. Like
they did with New Amsterdam... and probably like old
Amsterdam, the old Never-lands, the place where
people said NEVER live there again. These NEVER
LANDS were the biggest of all the many never-lands
in Europe. And that is why this place is called THE
never-lands.
A53B Ache tsunami zone
Anyway, first the Arabs obtain a large never-never
lands holding for next to nothing. Then they send in
some of their unchosen people, their worthless

harem-spawn byproduct to watch over their holdings.
These built some docks and warehouses in
the danger zone. Then the Arabs start sending all
their international shipments to these warehouses,
totally refusing to do business in any of the other
nearby communities. And in the beginning at least,
the Arab frontmen would lease their land for next to
nothing to people who wanted to build on their
holdings.
A54—NY skyline
Meanwhile, the Arabs would quietly struggle against
all the other competing locations. These would suffer
from secret acts of arson, intentional plagues, and
other acts of Arab terrorism much more often than the
Arab-owned land. Thus, after some time, the
dangerous land which the Arabs acquired for
practically nothing was turned into a national capital.
A good example of the Arabs using plagues
to support one of their new national capital real estate
schemes is the Philadelphia yellow-fever epidemic of
1793. Until this time, Philadelphia was the US capital.
But right after the plague, due mostly the new
pestilent nature of Philadelphia, the new city of
Washington, founded only 3-years earlier was made
the national capital. And this was hugely profitable to
the owners of this real estate scheme for a distant
capital in a tsunami funnel.
And the Arabs would also get their host
nations to help their jaws of death real estate ventures
in other ways.
Like how one Arab-owned tsunami zone was
renamed as Beijing, or northern capital.
And another was made into the Thai capital
by the Thai monarchy.
Thus the Arab-owned never lands become
hugely valuable as with so many cities around the
world today. Then the Arabs would rent or sell this
land at a huge profit for centuries afterwards.
A55 Banda Ache mosque
Eventually, there would be another tsunami and the
process repeated itself. And this is how these
graveyard-places, these jaws of death locations come
to be rebuilt after each tsunami.
A56—New York dominos
And the Arabs have run this scam countless times...
wherever they could around the world for thousands
of years.
At immense cost to humanity
This taking jaws of death locations that nobody
wanted
and turning them into valuable urban real estate...
which gave them income for centuries afterwards.
And this is what Pompeii was.
The local people had learned
not to live next to Vesuvius volcano.

So There was free land to be had.
So desperate Arabs moved there
and grabbed some land for nothing.
Then over some generations,
they turned this jaws of death location
into an upscale Roman resort community.
And judging from the pre-Roman name
of Naples Italy, which was Neo polis,
or new city in ancient Greek
This new city REPLACED an old city,
that was covered in ash and lava ...
hence the name new•city.
So it seems like there's at least one city still
buried under the volcanic ash near Naples Italy. Or
maybe there are multiple layers of this. Only core
drilling of the area around Vesuvius will tell us.
A57— Sandbar city
But basically, we in the host part of the world word
hard to pay our rents and mortgages and feed the
Arabs until there is another great worldwide epochallyse. Then the world starts over again with a slightly
dumber and easier to manage human flock.
A58 Apocalypse = epochal lyse
Again, isn't it strange how we say apocalypse instead
of Epochal lyse? Is someone trying to hide this
knowledge... so they can profit from the next epochal
lyse?
A59—Tsunami timeline
You know, California suffered a tsunami in 1640BC.
And this is the same date normally given for the end
of Atlantic civilization.
And it is also the date of the thick alluvial layer that
Leonard Woolley discovered in Iraq.
So again, it appears that the world does suffers from
epochal lyses, or giant worldwide tsunamis.
And it is easy to know for sure. All we have
to do is collect seashells from the world's coastal
areas and carbon date them. Once we do a global
cymology survey, we will now.
A60 Knowledge is power
Its often said that knowledge is power. Well,
knowledge of tsunamis is power for the Arabs. And
because of their exclusive possession of this
knowledge, their people are able to profit greatly from
tsunamis every so many centuries.
And make no mistake about it,
the Arabs profit at the deadly expense
of the rest of humanity
You know, we are all just worthless infidels
who don't believe in the religion
of feeding the land of no resources.
You know, we don't matter to the Arabs.
In fact under their current belief system,
they are better off with us all DEAD... especially the

smarter ones like me, the ones that over the Millenia
have always made trouble for their parasitic way of
life.
A61—Japan washed image
Now think of all the talk we hear about California one
day falling into the ocean, talk like in the Annie Hall
film. Didn't Atlantis or Atlantic civilization of legend fall
into the ocean?
You know what falling into the ocean actually
looks like? It looks like this picture right here. And
most of the world's most important cities are at risk.
And who is saying that cities fall into the
ocean, when they really are washed away by
tsunamis like in Banda Ache? It certainly looks like
someone is trying to HIDE the true danger of
tsunamis with this similar but confusing idea.
A67
Troy = Byzantium = Constantino•polos = Istanbul
Why was the city of TROY renamed Biz•antium and
then Constantino•pol, and then Biz•antium again, and
then finally East•end•pull? Was it to hide how the
Mideast has been warring against Western
democracies and Western freedom for thousands of
years?
A69
Hellas = Helen of Troy
Persia = Paris king of Persia
Why was the nation of Hellas renamed Greece? Why
were the Helens of Hellas personified as a queen
named Helen? Why was Persia personified as a king
named Peris? Why was Persia's theft of Greece
turned into king Peris's kidnapping of queen Helen?
Was it to hide how the Mideast has been
warring and struggling and jihading against Western
democracies and western freedom for thousands of
years?
Do you know why the Arabs hate democracy
so much? It is because incorruptible government is
the biggest step we can take against their parasitic
feeding. Basically the Arabs hate any form of
government where we are able to organize against
their parasitic feeding.
A70 Lifeless desert
The words Arid and Arab are the same word you
know. And the intersection of meanings was a
problem for the Arabs... so over the centuries they
split the word into two, Arid and Arab.
Over a hundred million people live in this
place, in this Arid Arab land that can't really even feed
the livestock driven into it.
How did these people survive for the past
5,800 years? And how did their population grow to
over 100-million people if they can't produce any food
at all really?
And they have only had valuable oil since

1973... 45-years ago. What did millions and millions of
Arabs live on before oil? And how did this land of no
resources get the outside world to give them
something for nothing for thousands of years?
A71 camel cigarette ad
Apparently, this ancient and totally desperate land
has evolved a great many secret and sub•tel tricks
for getting something for nothing from the outside
world.
Parasitic tricks like the tsunami trick.
And like the tsunami trick,
many of these secret money extraction tricks
are genuinely awful and evil
for the other part of humanity,
the host part of humanity.
I mean, we have all seen those movies
that are just one long cigarette ad.
Was this our tobacco companies?
Or were the Arabs pulling us in this direction?
behind the scenes... through our tobacco
companies?
It seems like everyone's missed
how the totally desperate land of no resources
is always there.
And it’s always pulling on every cultural practice,
every industry, and every government decision.
Pulling them in a direction
that their desperate struggle can profit from.
A72
Ex•pull = e•vil
De•ex•pull = devil
E•gress is from Latin Ex•grex
E•ject is from Latin Ex•ject
E•radicate is from Latin Ex•radic
The Arabs call their economic parasitism as pulling,
or ex•pulling, or ex•pull
when they get something from the outside world.
But the letter X is dropped,
like with the words egress, eradicate, eject, efface
and many other words that should have an X,
but they don't
Thus the Arab ex•pull is the root of our word e•pull or
evil.
And this evil parasitic ex•pull
is the basis of the entire Mideast economy.
It’s what the land of no resources lives on.
And to us in the host part of the world,
in the good and honest part of the world,
the ex•pull and all of it’s many tricks
are something awful and mostly criminal.
But to the people of the land of no resources,
the evil ex•pull is the only way they have
to feed their people,
and this has been so for thousands of years,
since before the time of the great pyramids of Egypt.

So Arabs regard their evil ex•pull
their Ishtar as something great...
and they all struggle together for it.
In fact, behind all the religious disguises,
the group spirit of this evil ex•pull IS their god.
And it is the TOTAL inversion of EVERYTHING
we in the host part of the world
would EVER want for ourselves.
Because the parasite race
is actually struggling
to enslave the entire rest of the world
And they want to kill or eliminate
anyone who might get in their way.
And the only reason
that the host societies even allow
the evil Arab ex-pull to exist
is that that they just can't see it.
Because part of the struggle
is to always minimize its appearance
and to look like something else
You see, it's a hide•eious or hideous thing,
a think that needs darkness and misunderstanding
in order to thrive.
So it lies about itself,
in fact it's constantly lying to hide itself.
In fact, it spins this giant self-reinforcing web of lies
about itself and it’s interests...
a web of lies we might call the matrix.
A73 Crescent moon
Lets now look at the symbolism of the crescent moon,
the symbol of Islam. This is the cres... ....n't moon,
the opposite of a building crescendo and the opposite
of the Spanish word crescer, to grow. It is the nongrowing moon, the waining moon, the sliver moon, the
dark moon, the symbol of the darkest times on Earth,
and this is the symbol of Islam. And it speaks of the
darkness and misunderstanding that the parasite's
agenda needs to survive.
For without darkness and misunderstanding,
the totally inverted parasitic feeding is easily
recognized as something a host society would
NEVER want. Then the feeding is simply not
tolerated by any host.
It is like when you flip-on the lights and
discover a tick attached to your body and sucking
your blood. EVERYONE removes the tick once they
recognize it and once they UNDERSTAND what it is.
Thus the crescent moon of Islam also symbolizes the
way you can't feel a tick's bite... and the way ticks
have flesh-colored blood sacs... so their hosts can't
recognize the foreign parasite as easily.
Also, the Islamic crescent moon DOES look
like a tick. I mean the crescent part looks like the
tick's bloated blood sack. And the star looks like the
part that attaches to the host. So in two ways, this is
a really fitting symbol for Islam.

And TICK is also a perfect name for people
who remains cleaved with Ishtar and Islam.
Ishtar = shh•te•our
And Ishtar actually means shh te our
or shush•you•our-thing.
So Ishtar basically means SHUT-UP about OUR
secret,
the secret that feeds the land of no resources.
Or the secret of the Sphinx,
or the way Ishtar and Islam need darkness
and misunderstanding to thrive.
God devil image
And all the biblical mythology
about the good god and
its relationship with the evil devil
Its all really about this parasite and host relationship.
Its about how the people loyal to the host part of the
world
naturally want freedom and peace and more and
better
While the group of people loyal
to of the parasite part of the world
want their host to be enslaved,
and fighting in profit able wars
and to be poor and desperate
So they will demand
more of parasite's over-priced goods
and so the parasite will grow rich and powerful.
And this group spirit of the Mideast
This de•ex•pull spirit
that that feeds the parasitic land of no resources.
This de•ex•pull spirit is the real devil spirit,
the real root of all evil.
And it is the total inversion of
what is good for us.
This is the real devil.
And it’s something that very few host people
ever really become aware of
because, it’s hide•eous or hideous like a gorgon,
and takes every effort to hide itself...
including making up a whole bunch
of vivid propaganda about what devils are like.
A74
The message that ends Islam
The written part of my message shines the sun's light
on hundreds of secret, hideous or hide•eous tricks
that the Mideast uses to feed on the outside world.
And these awful tricks like the tsunami trick,
are the cause of most of the bad things
that mankind brings upon itself.
Don't let them know
where this message exists
To make this message unstoppable,
please spread the files via SNEAKER-NET
In other words, until all the world knows about this

message, please just take the files around
on thumb drives...
and share them from device to device
without any networks.
Local search: Moving-all-the-people
And you of the Mideast
This is the very message that the struggle
of your people is trying to bring about.
You Arabs must read my special message to you
before doing anything else

Part B: How oil forms
B1 Persian Gulf funnel
In the first part of this presentation,
we saw how many of the world's most important cities
are located in places
were they are vulnerable to large
but infrequent funneled tsunamis.
Let’s now look at another little-known aspect of
tsunamis
Now the Persian Gulf is the world's largest
tsunami funnel — capturing the flow from between
Africa and India...
perhaps 2,400 miles of wave front.
And we know that the Persian Gulf was
flooded in around 3,500-BC...
and again in around 1640-BC.
According to archeologist Leonard Woolley,
both floods left thick layers of sandy alluvial material
in Iraq.
In fact, the earlier flood left a sandy layer that is
EIGHT FEET THICK in places.
B2 Persian gulf soap rings around a basin
Is it just a coincidence that the world's largest tsunami
funnel is also the world's largest oil field?
Maybe the oil comes from the floating
organic material left behind when the tsunami waters
retreated. After all, the oil fields of the Persian Gulf
do look like the soap rings left when you drain a wash
basin, don't they? Especially those at the base of the
Zagros mountains. Just imagine that this map is
incomplete, and the soap rings go all around the edge
of the Persian Gulf... stacked-up, one on top of
another.
B3 Texas soap ring art
And the oil fields of Texas also look like soap rings left
when you drain a wash basin.
B4 Texas soap ring art 2
Here is the same drawing from a different oil
prospecting book.

B5 Los Angeles soap rings
And the oil fields of Los Angeles also look like soap
rings left behind when you drain a wash basin.
B6 Japan tsunami field
Here's a field of floating debris deposited by the
recent tsunami in Japan. Look at how thin and broad
the debris field it is. This is how tsunami debris is
deposited when the waters retreat.
Local search: Moving-all-the-people
And you of the Mideast
This is the very message that the struggle
of your people exists to bring about.
You Arabs must read my special message to you
before sharing this message
B7 Offshore rigs close together
Now here is a shallow offshore oil field. This is a place
that is high and dry when sea levels are lower during
ice ages.
Look at how close the wells are to each
other. This tells us that oil fields are thin just like the
floating debris fields that are deposited after a
tsunami. The wells need to be close together so the
oil in thin deposits will flow to the drain pipe.
And the fact that the wells are spread over a
wide area tells us that the oil field is wide, also just
like a tsunami debris field.
B10 stacked oil deposits
Here is an illustration from a petroleum exploration
textbook by Levorson showing many thin layers of oil
stacked, one on top of the other. You see every so
many centuries on average, there is a tsunami, and a
tsunami debris field is deposited. Then the tsunami
debris field gets buried by sediments. Then there is
another tsunami and the process repeats itself for
millions of years.
Eventually due to sediment buildup and
continental uplift, the location stops experiencing
tsunamis. Then over the eons sediments build-up on
top of the oil deposits. Here we see a very old inland
oil deposit that has been buried by more than a
kilometer of sediments.
But coastal oil fields, such as those in Los
Angeles and the Persian Gulf are actually quite
shallow and inexpensive to reach. And there are a
great many oil deposits stacked up one on top of
another.
B11 stacked oil deposits 2
Here is another textbook illustration. Note how there
are many layers of oil stacked, one on top of another.
Note how the oil deposits are thin and broad just like
the tsunami debris field we saw in Japan.

B12 Salt dome Spindletop
And here is another textbook illustration of a typical oil
field. Again, note how the oil deposits are thin and
broad and staked-up one on top of another.
And note how the oil field occurs with salt.
In fact there is a huge salt deposit.
B13 Exxon gas prices
Now here is a question for you
How does oil form?
Again, how does oil form?
You don't know exactly... do you?
Isn't it strange that you don't know?
B14 World trade center in flames
What a hugely important thing oil is
and nobody really has any idea how it forms.
B15 Science lab
It is the strangest thing, but how oil forms is a mystery
to modern science with all it’s chemical analysis and
genetic testing.
B16 Microfossils
And oil obviously comes from marine life. This is
evident from all the seashells we find near oil
deposits. Here is an illustration of that fact from an oil
exploration textbook.
B17 Levorson Ch. 11
Yet in one oil drilling textbook after another... the
origin of oil is officially a mystery.
B18 Origin of Oil
Here's another oil textbook. It ALSO says that how oil
forms is a mystery, although people do have their
theories.
So if, nobody knows for sure how oil forms...
then shouldn't we be open to the first reasonable
sounding explanation we hear.
B19
Why didn't bacteria
use the plant energy?
Now I assert that how fossil fuels form is obvious
once we ask the right question. That question is:
Why didn't bacteria use-up or eat all the life energy?
Why is the life energy still there for us to burn?
Clearly there must be some sort of
preservative that keeps the bacteria from eating and
using up the plant energy. Right?
B20 Salt dome Spindletop
What is the #1 naturally occurring preservative?
It's salt, isn't it?
Did you know that most crude oil is associated with
salt?
Once you know that oil is associated with salt,
could it be anything else but salt

that keeps the bio-energy from decaying...
from being eaten and used-up by bacteria.

B36 India fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in India. In fact, they are
in the Bombay tsunami funnel.

B21
Where are the world's oil fields?
Where are the world's oil fields? Do you realize that
they are all mostly near a present-day ocean or an
ancient ocean?

B37 China fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in China. In fact, they
are in the Beijing tsunami funnel...right where the
coastline funnels the tsunami debris.

B22 Offshore rigs close together
Oil fields are offshore, in the salty ocean, on the
continental shelf. This is actually the shoreline during
ice ages, when sea levels are lower.

B40 Tunisia and Algeria fields
Oil fields are near the ancient shoreline in Tunisia and
Algeria. And right where we would expect tsunami
debris to be funneled.

B23 Persian gulf oil fields as soap ringsOil fields
are near the ocean in the Persian gulf, in a place
where the soil is frequently too salty for plants to
grow, unless the soil is washed by river water.

B41 Alaska fields
Oil fields are near the ocean on the north shore AND
south shore of Alaska. In fact they are in the
Anchorage tsunami funnel. The Alaska oil pipeline is
also highlighted here.

B24 Libyan oil fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Libya. In fact, they are
right where the coastline funnels the tsunami debris.
In the Rand McNally Atlas, oil fields are
shown as little pyramids. I have added day-glow
highlighting to make them more visible.
B25 Kuwait oil fieldsOil fields are near the ocean in
Kuwait
B26 Iran oil fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Iran
B27 Iraq fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Iraq, near Basra.
And Baghdad, which is only 34-meters above sea
level.
B30 Nigeria fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Nigeria. In fact, they
are right where the west coast of Africa creates a
giant tsunami funnel that is up to 2000 miles across.
B31 Venezuela fields west
Oil fields are near the ocean in Venezuela. In fact,
they are right where the coastline funnels the tsunami
debris.
B32 Mexico fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Mexico
B33 Angola fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Angola
B34 Brunei fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Brunei
B35 Indonesia fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in Indonesia

B42 Saudi fields
Oil fields are near the ocean in S•audi Arabia.
B43 Kazakhstan fields
Oil fields are near the salty Caspian sea in
Kazakhstan.
B44 Caspian sea coastal fields
Here's another illustration of Caspian Sea oil fields,
from an oil drilling textbook.
B46 Texas and Louisiana map
Oil fields are near the ocean in Texas and Louisiana.
And when they are inland, they are generally near an
ancient shoreline.
B47 Gulf Miocene era 23-5mya
Here's another map of the Texas and Louisiana oil
fields... the ones from the Miocene geological era...
up to 23 million years ago.
B50 Gulf Oligocene 35-23mya
Here are some oil fields from the same coastline, but
from Oligocene geological era up to 35 million years
ago.
It should be noted that as we go back in
time, the oil fields occur further inland. This is due to
the well accepted theory of continental uplift — where
the hammering of countless earthquakes causes the
continents to slowly rise over the eons.
So here, with this inland oil, what we are
actually looking at is old oil that formed on the old
coastline that existed when the continent was lower.
B51 Gulf early Cretaceous 146-65 mya
Next are oil fields form the early Cretaceous era up to
about 100 million years ago... these are still further
inland.

B52 Gulf late Cretaceous 146-65mya
Next are oil fields form the late Cretatious era up to
about 146 million years ago... even further inland.
B53 Gulf Upper Jurassic 208-146 mya
Next are oil fields from the Jurassic era up to about
208 million years ago. So the reason for all the inland
oil is that it actually formed on an ancient coastline.
And again, note how the oil fields of Texas
and Louisiana are like soap rings around a basin.
B55 Original Drake oil well
Oil fields are also located near an ancient ocean
shoreline in Titusville Pennsylvania, about 40 miles
inland from lake Erie. In 1859, Edwin L. Drake drilled
or rather hammered the world's first oil well in
Titusville. This was near an ancient ocean coastline
that is now the shore of Lake Erie.
This well struck oil at only 69' (21m) down. It
was in an area of brine wells. People were pumping
salty brine water into salt pans where it would be left
to dry into salt for livestock. In Titusville, like many
other brine fields, the salty brine often comes out
contaminated with naturally-occurring crude oil.
B56 Kelp air bladders
New subject. Petroleum comes mostly from kelp, or
seaweed. And this should be easy to prove by
genetic testing of any shallow petroleum pool, such
those at the La Brea tar pits.
Kelp has little air bladders that help it float to
the surface, where the sunlight is strong. And
incidentally, in case you didn't notice, the kelp
pictured here is floating AT the surface. You can see
the surface reflection at the top of the image.
B57 sunlight penetration
Sunlight is heavily filtered by water. In fact, 60% of
visible light energy is lost in the first meter. And 80%
of visible light is lost in the first 10 meters. And this
filtering is especially high for the wavelengths that
plants use to photosynthesize. So ocean plants grow
3 to 5 times faster on the surface than when they are
even 1-meter down. And deeper than 10 meters, they
barely grow at all.
B60 Kelp air bladders
Again, kelp plants are vines with small air-sacks that
float the vine to the surface where the sunlight is
strong. This is how they overcome the light
penetration problem. And these same small air-sack
also make kelp float in front of tsunamis.
B61 Kelp forest tendrils
The vine part of a kelp plant only grows to 115-ft, or
35 meters in length. So kelp will only grow in waters
this deep. And like a typical forest vine, kelp has
adapted to get up to where the sunlight is strong and

once up there trail as far as possible in the rich
sunlight of the surface.
B62 Penguins and kelp
Kelp is a vine that just keeps growing and building in
the full sun of the ocean's surface. It grows until that
part either gets covered by other kelp vines, or it
breaks off. So if people don't trim the kelp, it will just
keep building in length and mass.
B63 Seaweed on beach
Frequently a great storm or tsunami
will tear up a whole shoreline's kelp forest,
which floats due to the tiny air bladders.
Then the floating debris tends to get washed on to the
shoreline — focused into gulfs and shoreline funnels
where it forms thick sheets of kelp debris
much larger than the tiny kelp pile shown here.
What you see here is the small amount of breakage
that occurs in a place where they trim the kelp.
B64 Japan thick debris field
Here's the floating debris deposited
by the recent tsunami in Japan.
Just try to imagine a layer of kelp deposited,
instead of the churned and shattered lumber
from Japanese homes.
B65 Japan kelp in the debris
If the Japanese didn't harvest their kelp as food, there
would be a much greater volume of kelp mixed in with
this debris.
B66 Deep oil propaganda
Here's illustration from an oil prospecting textbook.
It says that oil forms and incredible
one and a half to 3 and a half miles underground...
It also says that there is not much oil less than one
mile down.
But it’s really just Arab propaganda.
In truth, the kelp is deposited on the planet's
surface.
Then it breaks down into oil near the surface, and
quite rapidly in fact, in a matter of decades and
centuries. The idea that that petroleum forms many
miles underground is just Arab propaganda to make
oil seem harder to reach and thus more valuable.
Indeed, its’ probably the Arabs coined the
term fossil fuels, so that oil seemed like something
very ancient,
and thus buried far underground and hard to reach.
B67 deep drilling ad
Here's an ad from Time Magazine... from the 1970s...
really just more Arab propaganda suggesting that the
place to find fossil fuels is miles underground. ...In this
case an incredible 5-miles underground...at the limit
of our ability to drill into our planet.

And again, don't fossil fuels all come from
life? And doesn't life exist on the planet's surface?
How did the plant matter get 5-miles down?
B70 Kelp air bladders
New Subject.
Due to osmosis,
seaweed is just as salty as seawater
The stuff we find in grocery stores
has all been soaked in fresh water
to wash the salt out... before it was dried
And when we boil the kelp again,
the weight increases by about 20-fold.
So kelp is no surprise about 95% water.
So when kelp dries,
if it is not washed with fresh water, or rain,
the salt concentrations will rise up to 20-fold.
Thus salt, the world's #1 natural preservative
keeps bacteria from being able to consume
the plant energy in the kelp.
Thus the energy is preserved
for us to use as petroleum.
B71 Salt dome Spindletop
So let’s imagine a pile of kelp deposited as a great
sheet
Like that that tsunami debris field we just looked at in
Japan.
And this is a wide and flat sheet of kelp
so in hot and dry climates especially,
it rapidly dries out a bit
And becomes too salty
for even bacteria to consume.
So the kelp just sits there,
because nothing can eat it.
Eventually, the wind blows sand
over the sheet of kelp,
Then over some decades and centuries,
the organic bonds break down,
and the material liquifies.
Then the liquid separates
into brine and oil.
brine being salt saturated water
And because salt is heavy,
it accretes to the bottom of this underground pool.
That is oil over brine, over salt.
And this pool is very salty and thus it is very
osmotic. So it constantly draws water in from the
outside. Thus the periphery of the deposit has lower
salt concentrations, and thus much less salt accretes,
than at the middle part and this is where oil field salt
domes come from.
Also, the image you see here is the matrix
doublespeak version of a salt dome. Salt domes are
not tall and thin, they can be miles wide and only a
few feet thick at most.
B72 cutting the kelp
New subject. It really doesn't make any sense how

the kelp harvesting companies of California both trim
the kelp at low tide, and cut it below the water's
surface. Why must they cut the kelp to the quick?
Why must they cut the kelp to the point where it’s
growth slows?
If the kelp companies were genuinely
interested in maximizing their harvest, they would
mostly cut the kelp at high tide, and leave some of the
plant in the rich light of the surface.
And they would never run their cutters below the
surface of the water.
So apparently these kelp companies don't
want to maximize their kelp harvest. Apparently they
want to minimize their harvest. Thus we realize that
kelp harvesting is not actually a real thing
It's just another part of the Arab matrix
illusion. It’s this matrix program that keeps us from
seeing piles of kelp rotting on the beach after
storms... and so we don't realize that oil comes from
kelp mostly.
It also helps get people to live near the
shore, in the jaws of death... where the stench of
rotting kelp would otherwise be quite overwhelming at
times.
B76 Summerland beach oilfield
So petroleum is coastal and shallow by nature, at
least the most recent oil fields are ... like the oil fields
of the Persian Gulf... and Summerland beach oil field
shown here. Summerland is just south of Santa
Barbara California, on the scenic coast highway
heading towards Los Angeles.
B77 Long beach map
Now that we understand how oil fields form out of
fields of floating tsunami debris, it becomes easy to
spot the place that will have oil. We just look for
coastal features where tsunami debris would tend to
get funneled and trapped. For example, the Palos
Verdes peninsula shown here traps tsunami flows
arriving from two directions. And this is why Los
Angeles is so full of oil deposits... buried under the
city that needed to cover all of the immense alluvial
area with sprawl.
B80 one quarter up, one down
You know, our tsunami vulnerable cities, and our
dependence on Mideast Oil are just two aspects of
the same thing... two sides of the same coin... the
coin... that feeds and sustains the land of no
resources in a number of different ways.
B82 Summerland beach oilfield
Recent coastal oil deposits are not very far down,
or hard to reach,
or under much pressure.
So there is little need to worry about gushers.
And there's also no need
to drill right on the coast like this either.

B83 Micro-continents
Here we see how continents build up from the
remnants of island chains and other un-subducted
landmasses. So there are a great many ancient
coastline oil fields inland, if we care to look for them...
and drill a little bit deeper.
B84 oil fields in layers
And many of these ancient shorelines have bays that
are filled with one petroleum pool layered upon
another, extending great distances down underground
and far into the past.
B85 stacked oil deposits
Here's the same textbook illustration we looked at
before... again notice how it shows many oil layers
stacked, one on top of the other. This image
however, depicts an VERY old oil field that has been
buried by more than a kilometer of sediments. There
is really no need to drill for oil on coastlines this
ancient.
B86 stacked oil deposits 2
Here's another textbook illustration showing many
layers of oil stacked, one on top of the other. Note
how the oil deposits are thin and broad just like the
tsunami debris fields we saw in Japan recently.
B88 Summerland beach oilfield
Now let’s get back to the Summerland Oil field, just
south of Santa Barbara on the road to Los Angeles.
B89 Summerland map
The oil field was set up is just west of a community of
summer cottages, called Summerland. People had
summer beach houses here to escape the summer
heat of Los Angeles... hence the name Summerland.
The cottages were there first. But then SOMEONE
provocatively put an oil field RIGHT on the beach in
front of this community and just ruined the place.
Now California's Pacific Coast Highway is
famous for it’s scenery and this drive has been a
tourist attraction for decades. But everyone taking this
route would see the Summerland oil field. And it was
an otherwise beautiful beach
that was just RUINED by ugly oil wells.
In fact, it was an environmental tragedy that
just cried for regulation — as was probably
INTENDED by the people who decided to put an oil
field on Summerland beach. Thus they were able to
manipulate public opinion in Southern California, the
prow, or the proudest part of ship of the land of the
free... the place that sets the trend for the rest of the
nation.
B90 Summerland beach oilfield
And every so often,
there would be one of many small Santa Barbara oil

spills.
And each barrel of oil contains 159 liters.
So every 6 barrels of oil
will produce about a million crude oil blobs
that are 1 cc each.
Then the prevailing currents
would carry these coin sized oil blobs southward,
all over the famous beaches of Los Angeles and San
Diego.
B91 Long Beach oil field
In 1892, Long before the Summerland oil field existed,
Edward L. Doheny drilled the first oil well in Los
Angeles, striking oil at 200 feet, or 61 meters down.
Doheny discovered what was to be later called the
Los Angeles City Oil Field...
This was near today's Dodger Stadium, and
illusion park just east of downtown Los Angeles...
about 15 miles inland and not much above sea level.
Later someone else discovered the SALT Lake Oil
Field a few miles to the west.
By 1923, Southern California was producing
one quarter of the world's total oil output. And much of
that oil came from the Long BEACH oil field shown
here. And again, this was a BEACH oil field, a LONG
BEACH oil field.
B92 Quicksand drawing
Doheny's first Los Angeles oil well was only a few
miles away from the famous La Brea Tar-pits—a
surface oil field that became encrusted with sand.
Animals would walk on the sandy crust and fall
through the thin spots, into the oily quick of the
quicksand.
B93 Back-floating person
And while animals and people are lighter than any
combination of water and sand, they are heavier than
oil—which is not only slippery, but thick and viscous
and much harder to swim in.
B94 Quicksand scene crystal skull
So the reason why the La Brea tar pits are full of
trapped animals is that it was actually quicksand they
were trapped in.
... or you could call it a surface oil field...
B95 Stuck in quicksand crystal skull
Have you ever heard another reasonable explanation
for what quicksand is? Why would people AND
ANIMALS sink to their deaths in pools of sand and
water when they are lighter than both sand and
water?
B96 Quicksand scene Apocalypto film
Here in the film Apocalypto we see what real
quicksand looks like. Note the black crude oil sticking
to this person. And note how there is a sandy crust on
the top of the oil pool.

What happens is that oil leaches into the
surrounding sand and dirt and forms gooey tar-sand
at the edge of the oil pool. Then over time, the tar
sand hardens into naturally occurring asphalt. Thus oil
pool tend to develop hard shells that can keep the oil
fresh for tens of millions of years.
But before the oil pool develops a thick,
strong and hard shell,
it develops a thin, weak and soft shell.
Here we see someone who fell into an oil deposit
covered with a thin and soft shell,
and here we understand exactly what quicksand
actually is.
B97 Quicksand 2
Here's what people REALLY look like when they
come out of quicksand. They have crude oil all over
them, like this guy here.
Now think about how quicksand scenes were
completely over-used in children's media for decades.
In every single quicksand scene, people come out of
the quicksand, don't they? And never do we see all of
the victims die in quicksand...
B98 Indiana Jones pulled out of quicksand
What's going on is that all of the many lame
quicksand scenes are actually Arab propaganda.
Their purpose is to hide how quicksand is actually a
surface petroleum deposit.
This is primarily accomplished by showing
people coming out of quicksand that are either dry or
wet with clear water, or covered with something that is
water soluble.
B99 quicksand 3
In this scene from the Apocalypto film, we have
someone that is covered in mud that looks exactly like
crude oil when it’s wet. But look at how easily water
washes this stuff off ... So it must not be crude oil...
This particular scene is grown-up
propaganda. But most quicksand scenes are child
propaganda... occurring in kid's media... right?
This is how our Arab SHEPHERDS acquaint
their flock to the most problematic parts of their
matrix, their great self-reinforcing lie while they are
still too young to properly question them.
B100 Mideast oil-fields map
New subject. To find oil fields, look in places where
the coastal features funnel and trap floating tsunami
and storm debris. And if you are willing to drill a little
deeper, look for ancient coastal features, inland
coastal features that would funnel and trap floating
debris.
And imagine that there are Gulf-filling
tsunamis every say 3,000 years. So in the last 60million years there were say 20,000 tsunamis... and
their debris fields are stacked up... one layer, upon
another...all around the world.

B105 North American rainfall
Also, it is best to look for oil in places where there is
little rain. Rain can be a problem for oil formation
because too much rain tends to wash the preservative
salt out, leaving the kelp to be eaten by bacteria.
Thus the dry coastlines of California, both
current and ancient, would be ideal places to prospect
for oil if it weren't for the fact that the totally corrupt
state government of California has imposed some of
the strictest environmental laws in the world.
Likewise, the dry west coasts of Mexico
would be an ideal place to prospect for oil were it not
for the fact that the Mexican constitution prohibits all
possession of coastal property by foreigners.
Thus only Mexicans can drill for coastal oil in
Mexico... and Mexico's entire petroleum industry is
under the management of a corrupt national
monopoly named Pemex. So if Pemex doesn't do any
sensible oil exploration in Mexico, there IS no oil
sensible exploration in Mexico. How convenient this
situation is for OPEC.
So it seems that OPEC has corrupted our
democracies and gotten them to impose some
superficially plausible laws that restrict our ability to
compete with their super expensive oil.
B106 deep drilling ad
New subject. Here is that ad from Time Magazine
again. Clearly some group wants the world to think of
fossil fuels as occurring deep underground. And this
group is redirecting large sums of money to advertise
and otherwise promote this idea.
B110
Deepwater Horizon film trailer
"Like the mean old dinosaurs all that oil used to be.
So [for] 300 million years, these old dinosaurs have
been squeezed tighter and tighter... and these mean
old dinosaurs ... dad you need to get me a
This quote is from a super long movie trailer
for a film called 'Deepwater Horizon'.
It’s about an explosion
on an offshore drilling rig.
Apparently somebody with lots of oil wants
oil to seem like an ancient "fossil fuel" that's 300
million years old and buried far underground, and
super expensive and super dangerous to reach.
This is because all these things make their
oil more valuable. So they created a bunch of
disinformation, or propaganda like this clip here And if
this is propaganda, then isn't the opposite true? Isn't
oil shallow and easy to reach? And shouldn't oil be
cheap to find, and easy to extract?
B112 skilled petroleum engineers
Here's some more propaganda about the oil drilling
process:
<read>

And it doesn't matter where this came from,
because just about every place in the media that
mentions oil makes it something deep underground,
expensive, hard to locate, dangerous, hard to
understand, toxic, or bad for the environment.
B113 Pump jacks
And you know, for shallow oil, there is simply no
reason for oil well pump jacks to be so huge, ugly and
expensive.
B114 Concrete pump
For oil wells are less than 1,000 feet deep, we can
use compact pumps like the concrete pump shown
here. The pump is incidentally the orange part left of
the blue electric motor.
Thus we realize that the giant oil well pump
jacks are another part of the Arab matrix illusion. You
see, the Arabs need oil well pumps to be big and ugly.
If they were small like this concrete pump,
we could easily put them inside a concrete box and
plant shrubs around them, and then nobody would
have much reason to care about quiet, invisible, airtight, odor-free, oil well using a vapor-recoverysystem.
And doesn't it strike anyone else as odd that
gas stations are allowed next door to people's homes,
but oil wells are normally considered to be a crime
against nature... pretty much wherever they are
located outside the Mideast
I guess the difference is that one is taking oil
out of the ground that HELPS with Arab oil sales, and
the other is taking oil out of the ground that HARMS
Arab oil sales.
B113 Pump jacks
Look at how the tripods all too tall... and the fulcrum
points are un-necessarily high off the ground. So
here we see how oil well pump jacks were designed
to be tall and ugly.
And even stranger is how they stayed tall
and ugly. So it seems that the free market is not really
working in the oil well pump jack industry.
What a thing it is that the Arabs can burden
our oil industry with oversized and ugly oil pumps if
they want. What a thing it is that they can make us
drill deep wells that need these stupid things.
Depletion curve image 2
Now here is the depletion curve for a typical oil well.
Look at how the well is about half depleted
within only a few years.
In fact, oil well are typically 2/3 depleted
by the end of year 3.
So why are they using giant
6-inch and 8-inch well holes then?
And look at the barrels per day output.
You know, a thousand barrels of oil a day
can be drawn through a 3-inch pipe.

It’s about like a 3-inch fire hose
filling an oil drum every minute and a half.
So there seems to be a bit of a disjuncture
with the output shown on these graphs.
And the expensive 6" and 8" drill pipes
that are used for drilling oil wells.
Depletion curve image 1
Here's another textbook depletion curve.
It implies about a 70 barrel a day maximum output.
So why drill costly 8-inch holes when a 3inch hole will do for a shallow test well?
So the oversized drill holes
are yet another money wasting practice
of the petroleum industry outside the Mideast...
another way for the Mideast
to make it’s competitor's oil more expensive...
Especially with shallow test wells.
Such as people should be drilling
in so many parts of the world right now
especially in tsunami funnels
that are hot and dry
and have offshore kelp
B115 offshore rig
And if we're getting our oil from our land areas, there
is no need for insanely expensive offshore oil rigs.
These are OPEC's idea of where we should get out
oil... And OPEC likes how these things can have oil
spills that easily become environmental disasters.
Because OPEC likes the insane 50-billion dollar fines
that punish OPEC's competitors.
You know, the massive offshore drill rigs
we see over and over again
in oil company ads...
They're not real.
I mean, they are not real in the sense
that we can find other places on land
where oil is much cheaper to extract.
And they are not real in that drilling for oil on
land is hundreds of times less harmful when there is
an oil spill.
And they are not real in the sense that they
exist primarily for propaganda purposes, to show how
oil is getting scarce, and how people have to drill in
very expensive places to find it.
B116 Offshore rig-2
And the Offshore rigs are not real in that our oil
companies are still using them to drill for oil offshore
despite the fact that they need to worry about insane
$50-billion fines like BP recently had to pay.
And they're not real in the sense that nobody
documented any harm to the environment from the
recent BP spill, yet the company still had to pay.
And they're not real once you do the math
and figure out the impossible amount of oil they have
extract to make the investment worthwhile.
And you know, if anyone is going to invest a

billion dollars in a risky offshore oil rig, they are going
to expect at least a 10% return. So that's a hundred
million dollars a year the company will have to net
selling oil.
And if we only assume margins of 75%, that
is about 400 million dollars in oil... that the billion
dollar offshore drill rig will have to extract each year to
pay for itself.
That's over a million dollars worth of oil a
day. And at $50 a barrel, that's 20,000 barrels a day
of oil...each day, every day for each billion dollars
invested in an offshore oil rig
20,000 barrels is 3,800 cubic meters. That's
a cube the size of a 5-story building... and that volume
of oil is supposedly being extracted every day...
Where do they store that huge volume of oil?... And
how do they get the oil to shore?
So basically, the GIANT offshore oil rigs are
not real — they are just more Arab matrix illusion.

And also lithium from dangerous
Afghanistan,
as we see in this article
to make batteries for our giant oversized electric
SUVs...
which are at least 5 times heavier
than electric cars needs to be.
And need 5 times more lithium.
So in addition to all struggling to
minimize outsider mineral output
They are also all struggling
to maximize outsider demand.
Do you think the desperate land of no
resources
is just lucky to have most of the world's proven oil
reserves? Or is it more likely that they used their dirty
tricks to
MINimize our MINerals so their MINerals would be
more valuable.

B117
Sheep pic
Herodotus, 3.110
And isn't the desperate land of no resources
"When the Arabs go out to collect cassia, they cover
just a little bit TOO fortunate
their bodies and faces, all but their eyes, with ox-hides
with regard to natural resources?
and other skins. The plant grows in a shallow lake which,
You know, in ancient times,
together with the area around it, is infested by winged
the Arabs actually convinced the Romans
creatures very much like bats. These have a terrifying
in FERTILE ITALY no less,
screech and are very aggressive. They have to be kept
that they were dependent on Mideast FOOD.
from attacking the man's eyes while they are cutting the
cassia."
REALLY!
You know, for thousands of years, the Arabs have been
Rome in fertile Italy thought it was dependent
running propaganda to justify the high cost of the products they on imported food from the Arab desert
monopolize. Here is some Arab propaganda from 2,500
for most of 800-years.
years ago. It gives a ridiculous explanation for why Arab
And this was about 100 years longer
monopolized cassia was so expensive. And apparently
than Rome existed as an empire.
it doesn't really matter how absurd the propaganda
In the written part of my message
excuse is. <read>
I list some 65 ancient quotes
that show how Rome
B118
was dependent on food from Egypt and Tunisia
"All Max-ed out
mostly.
All mined out"
What is the opposite of ALL MAXED OUT? How
B120 Peak oil
come we don't say ALL MINN-ED OUT? How come
Now according to a bunch of people
ALL MINED OUT refers to a old mine that is no longer
who are surely working for OPEC,
producing minerals? And doesn't that phrase ALL
the world only has a couple hundred years of oil left.
MINED OUT imply someone MINimizing our MINes,
They call this oil PROVEN RESERVES.
our minerals, and our oil resources? And what about
And guess what?
the people who say: "You can't dig there, it is MINE."
The Arabs supposedly
have most of the world's PROVEN RESERVES.
We all know the story right?
B119 Mines in Afghanistan
Well, it's not true. It is simply not true.
Do you think that the Mideast
They just minimized our minerals
might have used some tricks to MINimize our
so their minerals would be more valuable.
MINerals,
And it's super easy for us to verify this.
so THEY could provide more of the world's supply?
To drill shallow wells
And so what little mineral wealth they have to sell...
in the soft alluvial soils
or broker... would be more scarce and valuable
say 3" pipes, 500 feet deep
like with black gold, metallic gold, and De•bars
or until we hit formation rock
diamonds,
And let’s do this on fiesta Island,

and the Del mar fairgrounds
and Lidberg field in the parking lots
and the north-island naval base
and the park near the Long beach refinery
And there isn't supposed to be any oil
In these places, so what's the harm?
But people should watch this in great
numbers
and count the lengths of pipe
Although you must be warned...
in California it's a felony to drill a well without a permit
And California hasn't issued any oil well drilling
permits
in decades really.
Because the Arab have the fix in.
Local search: Moving-all-the-people
And you of the Mideast
This is the very message that the struggle
of your people is trying to bring about.
You Arabs must read my special message to you
before doing anything else

Part C: Corrupting our leadership
C1 Expensive drill bits
You know, if oil is shallow, there is no need for
300,000-dollar drill bits like this one here. Drill bits
that wear out in as little as 100-hours apparently. And
why should this bit cost 25,000 times as much as a 4inch diamond saw blade?
Perhaps the short lived $300,000 drill bits
are another aspect of the matrix illusion, the great
self-reinforcing lie of the Arabs. Maybe they exist to
reduce outside competition for the super-expensive oil
that feeds the Mideast, the totally desperate land of
no resources.
C2 Deep oil propaganda
This illustration from an oil drilling textbook
tells us that oil is generated
between 1-and-4 miles under-ground.
Strange how the world's first oil well
in Titusville Pennsylvania
struck oil at only 66-feet.
and strange how the first well in Los Angles
struck oil at only 200-feet.
And strange again is how in the Persian Gulf
the oil wells are no more than a few hundred feet
deep.
But if we're going to believe
this un-believable illustration,
there isn't supposed to be ANY oil that shallow,
is there?
So you know how the Arabs get around this problem?
You know how they account for the shallow oil?
The oil is supposed to have formed

deep underground and then MIGRATED
upwards to its present location
From perhaps 4-miles underground
to just below the planet's surface
without just dissipating away
And that is how they account
for the pools of salty dissolved bio-matter
close to the planet's surface...
where all the planet's life exists.
C3 anticline 1
The oil textbooks also say that the place to find oil is
trapped under a geological feature called an
anticline... which is shown here. An anticline is the
highpoint of the underside of an underground hill. It is
an arc in earth's crust... where sedimentary layers
have been bent into a hill by earthquakes.
According to oil drilling textbooks, the
lightweight oil is supposed to migrate or float up from
deep within our planet... up to an impermeable layer
in an anticline where it accumulates.
But look carefully at this image. Isn't it
strange how sub-surface contours don't translate into
surface contours. Isn't it strange how the surface is
flat and the sedimentary layers are just sort of cut-off,
or trimmed once they reach the surface... which again
is FLAT, like Los Angeles and most of the world's
coastal oil fields.
Clearly this drawing is nonsense... and Arab
propaganda. And propaganda like this, once we see
it as propaganda, actually tells the truth with perfect
clarity. Hilltops are by far the worst place to find oil,
not the best as we are told here in this Arab
propaganda.
C4 anticline 2
Here is another drawing of an imagined anticline...
from another oil drilling textbook. Note how there's
this special place deep below the surface that must
be located PRECISELY to find the oil. So according
to the Arab propaganda, you can't just drill your
expensive deep well anywhere and expect to find oil.
Therefore, according to the Arab
propaganda, oil drillers need super-expensive sensing
equipment to find that precise spot... super-expensive
equipment that only specialist companies can afford,
companies that are little-doubt quietly run by the
Arabs.
And once people drill the only hilltops that
these companies say might have oil, once they find
no oil in these spots, the whole area is considered as
dry.
Also, the Arab anticline propaganda does
say that the best place to find oil is right at the top of a
hill. However, in the real world, hilltops are the one
place where we will find almost no oil. In the real
world, oil occurs in bays and valleys and on the sides
of hills... where tsunamis and storms deposit giant

heaps of Kelp.
You know, it is only in the matrix, in the giant
self-reinforcing lie of the Arabs that we see oil
associated with hilltops... that is when it is not being
associated with the deep sea floor.
C5 Beverly Hillbillies pic
Another example of Arab hill-top oil propaganda is the
Beverly HILL-billies TV show. These were people that
came from the HILLS where they discovered oil and
struck it rich. Then they moved to Beverly HILLS in
Los Angeles where so much of the world's oil recently
came from.
And every week, the introductory song said
"And they moved to Beverly, HILLS that is, swimming
pools movie stars".
Incidentally, this is what real propaganda
looks like. Here the matrix reality was bent away from
the genuine reality and nobody even noticed. Here oil
is gently being associated with hills, and nobody even
noticed.
C6 LA hill oil propaganda
Note the signal hill oil field on this map. Apparently
SOMEBODY is running textbook propaganda to
associate oil with hills.
C7 Signal Hill Long Beach
Here is a picture of the Signal HILL oil field. Not
much of a hill is it? Any less of a HILL and it might
not trap the floating tsunami debris.
C9 Hughes lunatic
New Subject. Howard Hughes initially made his
fortune selling patented oil well drill bits. And these
super-expensive drill bits were the only way to drill the
really deep wells...
C10 Hughes crazy
and reach the deep and marginally profitable oil that
the US oil industry was being directed to go after.
After all, most oil drilling textbooks say that oil occurs
deep underground.
C11 Hughes naked
And these patented drill bits were both superexpensive and wore out quickly too. Thus they were
also hugely profitable... And that is where Howard
Hughes' fit in.
C12 Hughes burning clothing
Hughes was famously reclusive and by a many
people's reckoning crazy or mentally ill. Here he is
burning all his clothes in the recent Aviator film. So
Howard Hughes was a person that was quite
DISTRACTED and unable to manage his own affairs.
C13 Hughes and Noah Dietrich
So Hughes left his business affairs to his assistant... a

man named Noah Dietrich. Thus we see Howard
Hughes as this straw-man or ornament managing the
billions of dollars in Arab tax money they raised from
the US drilling industry.
His company and his patent monopoly
existed to drive drilling costs as high as possible
outside the Mideast, and capture the resulting
income.
14 Hughes buys TWA
And Noah Dietrich used the drill bit money to buy a
controlling interest in America's dominant domestic
airline TWA. And TWA made nearly all of the profit
from the domestic airline industry.
So on one hand Howard Hughes the Arab
front man was making great sums of money from
getting oil out of the ground. And on the other hand
he was using that money to fund an alternative to the
energy-efficient railroads that the Arabs have hated
since at least the 1840s.
The thing is that trains use less than 3% as
much energy as either personal automobiles or truck
freight. So the Arabs have ALWAYS struggled to
make our trains... Especially our commuter trains...
slow, dirty, unpleasant, expensive, dangerous and
covered in graffiti.
So here we see how the Arabs ran the
Howard Hughes fortune for their own benefit. And it
is just like they have always run many host-nation
institutions for their own benefit.
C15 Hughes La Cienega
How many of the world's biggest companies and
organizations do the Arabs run in similar manner?
And how much of our media are they producing? I
mean, of all the countless streets in Los Angeles,
Why have the oil-well drill-bit guy mention La Cien
Agua boulevard? Remember Century Water
boulevard?
C16 Hughes Zero fighter
And the Hughes fortune was also used to develop the
basis of the Japanese Zero fighter-plane that greatly
prolonged the war with Japan.
C17 Japan burned out areas
And when America cut Japan off from the imported oil
it was completely dependent on... Japan still had this
large fleet of Zero fighter-planes... but no fuel to fly
them. So they economized their fuel by using their
planes for Arab-style suicide bombing attacks, like
flying suicide car bombs.
But these kami-kazi suicide attacks don't
really make sense. I mean, here is a nation that was
completely without fuel for it’s navy and air-force, and
tanks, and to drive supply trucks, and trains, and to
harvest grain and power lights and power the
telephone system...
No fuel for any of these things....There is no

way that Japan can win now. All it can do is lose more
profoundly. So what does it do? It launches
antagonistic suicide attacks against the people who
are about to conquer it... the same people who just
recently destroyed
Germany's cities from the air.
No!..it can't be. This is one of those cases
where world leaders act with such extreme infidelkilling stupidity that we realize how they must have
been working
for the Arab house of war.
And if this is the case, it makes perfect
sense. The kami-kaze attacks were the Arabs in
Japan working to give an excuse to their brothers on
the American side. An excuse for America firebombing ALL of Japan's cities, ALL of them to the
ground.
The red zones show here were burned to the
ground by US aerial fire-bombing of Japan... and this
is just 4-cities. pretty much all of Japan's cities were
bombed in a similar way. This killed huge numbers of
smart urban people as the Arab house of war
generally aims for in a typical epochal•lyse.
And incidentally, the bizarrely ineffective
bombing raid of Jimmy-do-little... that was not real.
That was the Arabs in America framing war
expectations among the Japanese. I say this because
the biggest effect by far of the raid was to minimize
the threat that was perceived by the Japanese
people.
And thus Japan was completely unprepared
for the fire-bombing that was to come... really an
epochal•lyse that flattened every single one of
Japan's major cities.
Also, we should note Jimmy Do-little's matrix
name Do-little and the way it perfectly described how
his bombing raid was supposed to do little damage...
So the Japanese would not make preparations... so
that as many Japanese as possible would die in the
coming fire bombing.
C18 Shizouka burned out
And then after the war, after the epochal•lyse, the
Arabs typically come in and buy up land and stocks
for pennies on the dollar. Thus they sort of surf the
disasters and bubbles they causes in the house of
war, surf them for immense empire funding profits.
Here's the obscure city of Shi•zo•uka. Nearly
all of Japan's cities suffered a similar fate. Look the
total devastation from the US firebombing. It was like
in Germany after the war. There were millions of
homeless Japanese that were totally desperate for
money... in addition to the people who were dead and
the people who were terrified of living in a city center.
The Arab frontmen must have gotten some
real bargains before the Marshall plan money started
making a difference in around 1949. You know the
war ended in 1945 and the Marshall plan wasn't
passed until 1948. So for 3-years there were some

real bargains to be had for land and company shares
in both Germany and Japan.
And nobody really understood what a
difference the Marshall plan money would make ...
except the in-it Arab frontmen buying up assets for
Arabs Incorporated, the world's oldest company.
C20 WW2 bomber in flames
And when some of the bravest men in the free world
volunteered to bomb critical Nazi industries... when
half of them frequently did not return, what was the
effect?
It didn't seem to slow German Industry very
much. Maybe it was just an excuse for a 20-fold
increase in the price of the ball-bearings that the
Arabs had stockpiled. Do you really think the Arabs
didn't know in advance that certain German industries
would be bombed first?
C21 Image of 3 at table
Do most wars involve 2 parties or 3? I mean, there certainly
are the two parties fighting and dying... and in desperate need
of super-expensive war supplies from abroad.
It certainly seems like there's normally
a secret third party
that lives among the two parties actually fighting the war.
Its this third party that typically starts the war
and it help people commit shocking acts of barbarity ...
to prolong and increase the war...
like the Kami•kazi attacks,
and like how the Japanese soldiers
would blow themselves up when they surrendered.
C22 War puppets with scythe
This is so the war is as deadly, destructive, lengthy, and
profitable as possible for the Arabs. This way the Arabs can
sell their stockpiles of ball bearings and other things for more
money.
And then after the war,
the secret third party
uses it’s fat war profits
to scoop up assets for pennies on the dollar
from the desperate survivors of the war.
It also simply grabs the holdings
of many families that have died out...
In fact often helping the best families to die out.
There is much more about this subject in the written
part of my message... under the title: The cause of all war.
C30
The cornerstone flaw in your worldview
Most people fail to understand one cornerstone thing
about the way the world works. They miss one thing
that would change everything in their political and
economic worldview. They miss the immense power
of the Mideast.
There is this famous saying: "If you can't
take Mohammed to the mountain, take the mountain
to Mohammed". This is about how a billion Muslims

really can move mountains if they all take a bucket-full
with them when they are going that way. So again,
most people miss the immense creeping power of the
Mideast... as well as the explosive but brief force of
it’s martyrs.
They miss how the desperately poor Mideast
parasite race is always there feeding on the outside
world... They miss how it’s people must all work
together over their generations to bend and shape
any attitude and any practice they can in the outside
world... so they can better feed on the outside world.
They miss how the parasite race must come
to it’s host in the outside world to survive, because it
has no other way to survive. They miss how the only
industry of the Arabs is feeding on the outside world.
For without this evil ex•pull, the land of no resources
has no way to survive.
C31
Xenophon, Persian Expedition 3.2
"our [Mideast] enemies ... did not dare to make war on
us until they had taken our leaders... because they
thought that so long as we had leaders... we were
capable of victory. They thought that we would collapse...
once we lost our leaders."
New subject. In Xenophon, we read that <read>
Essentially the Arabs way of life requires that
their various host societies occasionally act with great
stupidity and all march off a cliff together. The main
impediment to this is when we have good leadership.
Therefore, job #1 for the Arabs is to get rid of our good
leaders, and even our potentially good leaders.
In fact, the Arabs would prefer if the family lines
of our leaders were all wiped out, so their offspring will
not be a problem for the harem offspring in future
generations.
This way the Arabs will be better able to profit
from their human flocks in the future, when they they're
lead to one of their periodic slaughters.
Wars are one of the main tricks of the Arabs for
achieving this end. The first volunteers are all by nature
leaders.
Then when the government starts drafting
people into the army, the Arabs can frequently get
control of the draft administration and run it as a
bro-cracy ...namely a government administration that
the Arab harem brothers rule. And in fact, in both
Japan and Germany the draft selection process was
TOTALLY opaque.
So the Arabs make sure to first pick all the
people on their list of trouble makers or potential trouble
makers... All the people on their anti-kal-laws list...
Which they apparently check twice.
These men get drafted first, and also assigned
to dangerous positions. Then once the second strata of
potential leaders is gone, the Arabs move on to
eliminating as many of the others as they can get away
with.

C32 God/devil image
Now it is worth repeating that the parasitic agenda of the Arabs
is the polar opposite of whatever a normal person would EVER
want for his own life or his own society.
We want to prosper, but our parasite wants us as
poor, and desperate as possible.
We want freedom, but our parasite wants to make
us it’s slaves.
We want good leaders, but our parasite desperately
needs ALL our leaders and even our potential leaders out of
the picture and if possible dead. And this is so it can run our
group efforts for it’s own parasitic agenda.
C33 Neo in sunglasses
Pretty much everyone on the outside of the Arab
struggle fails to recognize how the land of no
resources infiltrates most of the biggest organizations
in the outside world.
Then it uses these big organizations to
shape the group mind and group efforts of I’ts host
societies... and feed on their economies like a
parasite.
You know, it is much easier to crash a giant
buffet in a ballroom than an intimate dinner for two.
Likewise, it is easier to feed on a giant
monopolist than a bunch of small companies in
competition with each other.
Also, it is much easier to feed on a
government when it is run by one man than when it is
run by 500. And it is much easier to feed on a
government when it is run by 500 than 50,000 men.
So the force
that is always pushing for more powerful monarchs
and presidents and corporations and religions and
billionaire oligarchs... That's the parasitic land of no
resources, the Arabs. And it’s because these men
and these institutions are actually very often the
Arabs in disguise.
C34 Neo awake with tubes
Pretty much whenever you see one man in charge of
an immense organization, be it a Howard Hughes, a
John D. Rockefeller, a Russian oligarch, a German
Chancellor, a hereditary king, a Russian Tsar, a
caesar... a Pol Pot, or a North Korean dictator, you
are looking at a figurehead or agent of the parasite's
agenda...
And even in the nations that don't have
dictators... pretty much all of our institutions have to
some degree been corrupted by the Arabs. They
corrupt or heavily influence our democracies, our big
corporations, our religions, our big news outlets, our
big film studios, and even the false anarchy of science
and academia.
C35 Bruce lee
You know, many of the world's politicians,
uber-rich zillionaires, celebrities,
and other influential people

ARE actually harem brothers.
When these are in positions of great power,
they're often shape-shifters, or ectomorphs,
basically Arab harem-spawn
that don't look like Arabs.
And they have quadroons and octoroons
that are 3-quarters and 7-eighths non-Arab
from every other part of the world.
But because of their Arab fathers,
they tend to be supercilious,
a word referring to nose hair.
That is the hair ABOVE the nose,
their mono-brow,
or just their heavy eyebrows...
like Br-oo-se Ali shown here.
C36
D'ot•ard = from'ear•man
And a great many of our leaders are Arab dotards like
Howard Hughes. A dotard is a de-ot-ard, meaning a
from ear man in ancient Greek, a man who does what
he is told.
In other words, he goes along with his
trusted advisors like a good Arab frontman. George
Washington seems to have been Alexander
Hamilton's dotard, and George Bush junior seems to
have been Bandar's dotard.
C37 missile dick cartoon
Now ponder how the Arab frontman Kim Arab Mole,
the ruler of North Korea recently called Donald Trump
a DOTARD so everyone IN-IT would know that it is all
Arab puppet theater.
You know, we really should stop talking to
the puppets
and start talking to the Arab hand.
We would get much further with North Korea and Iran
if we talked to the hand instead.
Also talking to the nuclear puppets as if they were real
does sort of encourage the hand to use it's puppets
suicidally.
C40
Cassius Dio, d.235AD, Book 51
[Emperor Augustus] "not only put Maecenas in charge
of Rome, but also the rest of Italy as well ... He
delegated great authority to both Maecenas and
Agrippa in all matters of government.
In fact, they were both allowed to read his
imperial commands before he sent them, and then
change whatever they wanted in these commands.
He also gave them a [letter sealing] ring for
this purpose, so that they could re-seal his letters. He
made a duplicate of the seal he used most frequently
at that time. This was in the design of a sphinx... It
was this [sphinx] ring that the succeeding [Roman]
emperors all used"[You know, the Arabs have had
frontmen running outside governments for thousands
of years. And they have gotten very good at looking

like they are not there.
Here is a quote describing Augustus, the 2nd
emperor of Ancient Rome after Julius Caesar seized power
in 44BC.
So: firstly, Agrip•pa and Maecenas ruled Rome,
not Augustus, the ostensible emperor.
And secondly, the emblem of nearly all Roman
emperors was a sphinx. This strongly suggests that the
famously brutal Roman Empire was an Arab front empire
— like so many other nations run by brutal or br•oo•tel
dictators.

C41 Signing scene from Gladiator
You know, MOST Roman emperors were
assassinated after a very short time. The worst period
being 69 AD, the year of 4-emperors... where 4
emperors were assassinated in just barely over a
year.
And certainly, many Roman emperors lasted
more than a decade. So maybe the rulers that lasted
all answered the unspoken riddle of the sphinx
Mafia... Namely, what does the parasite race want
from their ornamental ruler, their odious rex, their
hated king.
So the emperors that lasted were all
probably dotards that just signed whatever their Arabrun administration told them to sign...
And if they didn't, they would be killed and
replaced with a new front-man that would do as he
was supposed to, or HE would get killed.
With this in mind, I would suggest that we all
misunderstand the true nature of monarchy and
dictatorship. All monarchs and all dictators are
ornaments for the sort of government that maximizes
the power of the Mideast. And the more repressive
the government, the more firmly the outsider Arabs
are in charge... for example North Korea.
C43 — Islamic star
How many men want to conquer the world?
On the other hand, isn't the entire economy of the
Middle east based on its management of the outside
world?
Doesn't the parasitic Mideast grow rich and
powerful through domination of the outside world and
getting the outside world to give it something for
nothing?
So world domination is actually the final objective of
the Mideast.
And this is also the final objective of Islam...
to make the entire world obey the religion
of feeding the land of no resources.
And here we see the true meaning of the Islamic
star...
the main symbol of Islam.
It is a house of 8-gables,

a compass rose,
the symbol of a highly profitable monopoly
such as OPEC in every direction
with a trade paradise inside
look at the doe and the plants inside the trade
paradise in every direction

And start talking to the hand
the harem-bred hand,
the floating part of the pyramid...
the large groups of men
with identical Y-chromosomes
and dissimilar X-chromosomes.

C44 Inside cover of book "see page 24"
New subject. Here's an organization chart from the
US War Department's 1945 Handbook on German
Military Forces.

C48 Oak tree art
How come nobody ever asks if the Arabs were behind
the murder of their worst enemies, their own disloyal
cousins the Jews. You know, after a while, the family
lines of Mideast immigrants grow yellow, like leaves
on a tree.
Then they stop producing nourishment and
benefit for the tree. In fact, after a time, they start
going in the opposite direction and draining
nourishment and profits from the Arab tree of life.
And this is the real reason why the
desperate Arabs hate their yellow-star Jewish cousins
like me so much. So they kill them, their own cousins,
whenever they have a chance.
And it's real easy for them to tell who is best
friend, and who is worst enemy. Those that help or
potentially help Mideast Incorporated are best friend.
Those who harm or potentially harm Mideast
Incorporated are worst enemy.

C45 Organization chart close up
Look how Hitler had a 2nd in command, a man
named Keitel. How come we never hear about this
man Keitel, the man directly under Hitler, this man
behind the man?
C46
US War Department's handbook TM-E 30-451, Ch1.3.2:
"Hitler himself is the supreme commander of the armed
forces (Oberster Befehlshaber der Wehrmacht) (12)
Under him Keitel is the chief of the Armed Forces
High Command (Chef des OKW) (13) and as such
serves as Hitler's chief executive officer in the
administration of the armed forces and the application
of his policies and plans."
To quote the US War Department's handbook,
"Hitler himself is the supreme commander of the armed forces...
Under him Keitel is the chief of the Armed Forces High
Command and as such serves as Hitler's chief executive
officer in the administration of the armed forces
and the application of his policies and plans."

How come we never hear about this man Keitel?
C47 Organization chart
The US War Department also tells us that Keitel had
38 duties in Nazi Germany, and Hitler only had 4
duties... vague figurehead duties... party liaison,
interior group, armed forces guidance staff... and he
also, famously, made the trains run on time.
Look at how Hitler only had 4 boxes, while
Keitel had 38 boxes. How come we never hear about
this Keitel or cartel guy who obviously ran Nazi
Germany.
How come we never hear that Hitler was a
high school drop out...a drop out like Pol Pot, the
genocidal figurehead tyrant of Cambodia in the
1970s.
How come nobody ever asks if Kim Arab
Mole with his iconic and ridiculous haircut is another
Arab figurehead and ecape-goat just like Adolph Hitler
with his ridiculous and iconic mustache.
The iconic looking Kim certainly looks like he
is being set-up as a hatred lightning rod... a lightning
rod for World War 3. Perhaps when this disposable
escape-goat nation nukes the land of the free on
behalf of its Arab puppet masters.
We really must stop being distracted by the puppets.

C49 Casablanca DVD cover
Do you have an ear for propaganda?
Can you tell when the media is lying to you?
Here's some old and primitive propaganda
that's pretty easy to see through today.
These scenes from the film Casablanca,
the Academy Award winning best picture of 1943.
C50 Shoe warehouse
But first realize that Casablanca
came out in the summer of 1942.
This was just as Auschwitz
and the other concentration camps
were entering their 2nd phase:
when their ability to kill
and incinerate people jumped by about 20 to 80 fold.
Then this propaganda film
played for an exceptionally long time in theaters.
Month after month after month
this film lingered in the theaters.
And that is why it became such a cult classic.
C55 Concentration camp survivors lined up
Strange how the film Casa•blanca
mentions concentration camps NINE times...
And NINE times a way that hides and minimizes
and makes light of the Nazi extermination mills
that were just then switching into high gear
when this film came out
And also note the peculiar way that the term
concentration camp was so obviously forced into the

dialogue.
C56 173C Casablanca clips
C57 Pile of corpses from camp
Again, isn't it strange how this film mentions
concentration camps NINE times... and NINE times
in a way that hides the true and hideous or hideous
nature of these camps
camps that killed over 6-million Jews
that no longer believed in the religion of feeding the
land of no resources.
You know, some lies tell the truth with
perfect clarity once you realize they're lies... or
propaganda. The only question is who made the
Casablanca film propaganda?
Did Nazi propaganda chief Joseph
Goebbels, manage to take his propaganda up about
several notches—after his primitive comparison
between Jews and rats? Clearly this is SOMEONES
very sub tell propaganda. And clearly SOMEONE
wanted the world to think of the Nazi death camps as
something benign. Who was that?
C58 Epstein twins
Did the Nazis infiltrate heavily Jewish Hollywood? Did
they trick them into covering-up the death camps that
were tooling-up to murder 2/3 of the world's Jews?
Did they produce Casablanca, the ACADEMY
AWARD winning best picture of 1942? Or was this
movie made by Arabs Incorporated?
Here are the twins Julius and Philip Epstein
who according to a 20-18 special edition of Time-life
were quote "the primary writers on Casablanca but
annoyed Jack Warner by regular-lee arriving at the
studio in the afternoon."
They sound pretty cocky don't they... Like
maybe Jack Warner was working for them, or their
group. Note the supercilious eyebrows. And note the
way they are looking right into the camera ... like the
know something... this is the way the INIT harem
brothers look into the camera. If you look, if you just
look, you will see many Arab and mixed race people
doing this in the media today.
C59 Corpse in oven
The big death and incineration camps at Auschwitz
and Treblinka had not even really started operation
when Casablanca came out in the summer of '42.
And two and a half years later, in early January of
1945, it was all over. Around 10 million Jews and
other infidels had been starved down and then
gassed to death... and their corpses incinerated like
you see here.
And all it took was the S.S. Order of Death's
Head being left alone for two and a half years in NAZI
occupied foreign nations mostly.
C60 Jumbled corpses

With Casablanca, we see pre-emptive propaganda,
propaganda that was being filmed months BEFORE
the real industrial-scale death camps opened.
Thus it is pretty clear that whoever made
Casablanca was responsible for the NAZI death
camps. Who was it that made Casablanca? Who was
behind the massacre of all the yellow star Jews of
Europe? Was this the Germans?... or was it the new
green-star harem-spawn of Arabia?
C61
Munich film. Here an Arab speaks
"All you Germans are too soft on Israel. You give us
[Arabs] money, but you feel guilty about Hitler, and
the Jews exploit that guilt. My father didn't gas any
Jews."
[Here is a quote from the recent film Munich. Here an
Arab talking. This Arab says <read quote>
This quote contains two lies which are
underlined. The first lie is that the Arabs have mostly
exploited the German sense of guilt. And Millions of
Arabs have come to Europe due to this sense of guilt.
The second lie is that it ACTUALLY WAS the fathers
of these Arabs that were responsible for the
holocaust.
And again, some lies tell the truth with
perfect clarity once you realize they are lies.]
Munich film clip
Line of refugees
I mean, who's benefitted most
from the death of Europe's yellow star Jews.
The old yellow leaves on the Mideast tree of life.
the descendants of people who left the Mideast
The old yellow Mideast leavers,
The people who are no longer loyal
to feeding the Mideast?
Who's benefitted most from their elimination?
Clearly it is the new fresh leavers,
the fresh green leaves,
on the Mideast tree of life,
the new immigrants
who are all still loyal
to the desperate land of no resources.
I think we have all significantly underestimated
the totally desperate land of no resources.
And this is mostly because
they try as much as they can
to minimize themselves.... and to be invisible,
and to cover their tracks...
and to leave other groups as escape goats
so they can get away with
doing the horrible things they do.
C62
Juvenal, Satire 4

"he robbed [or purged] Rome of her best and noblest
sons, unopposed. No hand rose to avenge them. He
could soak himself in their noble blood. But once the
commons began to fear him, then he was done for."
You know, we read again and again in the pages of
history how the Arabs would kill the best and brightest
of their host societies, so they would have an easier
time as parasites.
C63
Ammianus Marcellinus, 18.5
"the best of Rome was being spilled on both sides in a
prolonged civil war."
we also read that the blood of <read>

C64
Tacitus, Histories, 4.1
"Whenever a man of tall and military appearance
came in sight, they cut him down regardless of
whether he was a soldier or civilian."
We read that <read>

C68
Herodotus, 5.92
"he kept cutting off and killing all the tallest and best stalks of
corn that he could find, until the finest and best-grown part of
the crop [or the flock] was ruined...
It was perfectly plain to him that Thrasybulus
recommended the murder of all the people in the city who
were outstanding in influence or ability. He took this advice,
and from that time forward, there was no crime against the
Corinthians that he did not commit."
[Herodotus is a man from present day Turkey. And
here he is saying of someone that <read quote>.
This certainly sounds like an Arab advising future
generations... but hiding his messages in metaphors...
because it is too hide•ious and can never be spoken.
Also, the Core in theans are not the victims of this
crime, but the ones committing this crime against the entire
rest of the world.]

C73
Procopius, c.565 AD, Secret History, 10.3
"When a man cares nothing for the infamy of his actions
[because he is using an escape goat] and does not hesitate for
C65
fear of being known as a revolting character, no path of
Arnobius of Sicca (Tunisia), c.295AD,
lawlessness is closed to him, but armed with the
Adversus Nationes, 1.64
shamelessness visible at every moment in his face, he
"tyrants, who... by ... murder denude states of their aristocracy" advances cheerfully and without any misgivings to the most
[best born or first born].
loathsome deeds."
We read of <read>
[Thus it seems that the Arab have been leaving escape goats
for thousands of years... and have greatly refined their
C66
techniques.]
Xenophon, Persian Expedition 3.2
"our [Mideast] enemies ... did not dare to make war on
C69 Egyptian sphinx
us until they had taken our leaders... because they
It seems that we have underestimated the ancient
thought that, so long as we had leaders... we were
Arab house of war, the Dar al Harb, the give them
capable of victory. They thought that we would
war, or give them harm... Because it has always
collapse from lack of control and lack of discipline
been there since the dawn of history. Because its
once we lost our leaders."
sphinx-like, and silent and mysterious. And because
And finally we read again that <read>
it takes every effort, to minimize itself, to be invisible,
to cover its tracks.
C67
Auschwitz Nazi Death Camp — A publication of the
C70 Gorgon
State Museum of Auschwitz-Birkenau in Oswiecim
And we have failed to recognize how the parasite
Poland
race will use any means at all, no matter how
"the Nazis killed Poles who they considered part of
revolting and hideous to reduce and dominate its host
the nation's leadership strata, particularly the
societies and thus grow more prosperous as a
intelligentsia."
parasite.
The Nazis invaded Poland on September first 1939...
and the very next day they opened their first
C71
concentration camp in Poland, at a place named
Marco Polo, Ch. 3
Stutthoff. This camp was located near Gdansk
"He remembered the hated belief of the Saracens [the Arabs],
and was mostly for Polish Intelligentsia... more
by which every sin is regarded as a lawful act for men not of
than 85,000 potential Polish leaders died in Stutthoff.
their religion, even killing a man.”
Was this the Nazis eliminating the smart
<read quote>
people of Poland? or was it the Arabs going after
You know,
the smart infidels in their human flock... The smart
the totally desperate land of no resources
ones like me that have always made trouble for them
Isn't burdened by a concept of fairness,
over the centuries?
or fair play, or mercy, or forgiveness.
Because they're totally desperate

And the way we are burdened by
these things is mostly from
their religions and their propaganda.
C72
Marco Polo, Ch.1
"It is a fact that all the Saracens [the Arabs] of the
world are united in wishing harm to all the Christians
in the world."
<read quote>
C74
Polish Proverb
"Where two are fighting, the third one is profiting."
You know, its a polish proverb that <read quote>

C75 Image of 3 at table
Again, do most wars involve 2 parties or 3? You know,
if you read enough history, you get the distinct impression
that most wars involve 3-parties.
C76
636 to 732: Islamic Conquest
626 to 762: No water in Europe's main city
Do you realized that the world is still contending with the
same parasitic empire that ended democratic Athens and
Rome?
Do you realize that according to the Res Gestae
of Emperor Augustus,
that metropolitan Rome
had a population of over 5-million people,
but during the European Dark Ages,
no city in Europe had a population of over 25,000?
That is a population decline of over 99.5%.
Do you realize that the European Dark Ages
precisely bracket the "great age of Islam"?
Do you realize that the Islamic conquest
started 10-years after Constantinople's aqueducts were
cut?
And then the Islamic conquest ended
36-years before the aqueducts were re-connected...
Constantinople being the main city of Europe at the time.
Our weakness is our parasite's power.
And our parasite knows this fact very well.
And the Arabs will make history repeat itself
and take the whole human enterprise
down the tubes again if we don't wake up.
C77 Cloud Atlas exploding dog collar
The Meccan machine has its hooks in again,
and it will take freedom and democracy
and human populations down the tubes again,
unless we wake up.
Soon it will be some version of
remote control exploding dog collars

for the rest of the world
if we don't wake up.
And the chosen harem brothers,
the Ali Bari
will get the space-age white ships.
The rest of humanity will get nothing but war,
plague, tyranny, suffering and annihilation
just like when the Arabs
reduced European populations
by 99.5% after the fall of Rome.
C79
It is totally futile
You know, the Arab struggle, the Arab mechanism does work
to feed the Mideast from moment to moment. But over the
long run, it is totally futile for all mankind including the Mideast.
This is because whatever small advantage
the overbreeding of chosen harem spawn
brings to the human gene pool,
it can never overcome the massive degradation
that Arab cultural meddling
causes among the rest of the gene pool.
I mean how will even 100-thousand chosen harem
spawn overcome the degradation occurring among the other
7-billion people on the outside.
That is 70,000 to one.
Thus mankind has actually been devolving
for thousands of years with Ishtar at the helm.
And you can't speciate on your own because your
network of 100-thousand is 4.9-billion times slower than the
network of the 7-billion people on the outside... and that is just
in the first generation.
So you need to breed with the outsiders. Thus the
degradation you cause in the outside world brings you down as
much as it brings us down.
C80 Arab population growth
Here we see what 45-years of oil hoax money
has done for Arab populations.
Here is what the current Arab struggle
machine seems to exist for—
to breed billions of loyal Arab slaves
to take over the world again.
Then when these have taken over the world,
their descendants will mostly become the mortal
enemies of the new harem spawn, their 2nd and 3rd
cousins back home. Again, Ishtar is totally futile over
the long term.
C81
Angels and Demons film
"The Illuminati were infiltrators. There wasn't a
powerful organization in the world they didn't
penetrate. Including the Vatican by hiding in plain
sight."
New subject. If we assume the illuminati are just an
Arab fabrication, or a scapegoat... who is this quote
really about?
"The harem brothers were

infiltrators. There wasn't a powerful organization in
the world they didn't penetrate. Including the Vatican
by hiding in plain sight."
C82 Arabia map
Do you realize that for thousands of years, distinctivesmelling frankincense tree sap has only been grown
in Arabia... and that the Arabs have had a absolute
monopoly on this pine tree sap for thousands of
years... since before the time of Rome.
Do you realize that at many times throughout
history, this stupid pine tree sap burned as a
sacramental incense sold for more than its weight in
gold?
C83 Censor image
What immense power the Arabs have over the world's
religions if they can get them all to buy their super
expensive pine-tree sap as an sacramental incense.
What wealth the Arabs acquire from our
people when they pour out money to a church that
turns around and squanders it on Arabian pine tree
sap selling for nearly its weight in gold.
The Catholic church still burns Arab
frankincense tree sap... and so do the Hindus... The
Buddhist now burn a different sort of incense, but it is
easy to imagine that they previously burned Arabian
frankincense.
Strange how pretty much ALL the world's
major religions burn super-expensive Arabian
frankincense as a sacrament. That is except for
Arabia's own slave religion of Islam
And you know, according to several
mentions by Bernal Diaz, the Aztecs also burned tree
sap as an incense. And they also circumcised their
men.
And according to Juan De Gri•jalva it was
foretold that "men with beards would come from the
east and rule over them."
So apparently the Arabs are behind all the
world's religions. And with the genocidal Aztecs and
their cannibal priests, we see how truly awful an Arab
religion can become if we all just go along with our
Arab shepherds like good little sheep.
C85 anti-Catholic
How much of the money people give to the Catholic
Church leaks out the back door, to be squandered on
super-expensive Arabian Frankincense? NOBODY
KNOWS. Nobody knows because religions are not
required to file financial reports with government. How
convenient this is for the parasitic land of no
resources.
C86 Under the thumb
And certainly, none of the many child molesting
Catholic priests are going to rock the boat. These
priests are pretty much all total thumbs-men, firmly
under the thumb of those who know about their secret

child molesting habits.
They're actually under the thumb of the
same Arabs selling their church super-expensive
TREE SAP as incense. The same Arabs setting
church policy about abortion and pre-marital sex and
divorce and usury.
USURY incidentally is when Catholics lend
money to others and charge interest, and compete
with the Arabs when they lend their stolen money
back to their host societies. And as usual, the Arabs
just HATE competition and do whatever they can to
prevent others from competing with their rackets.
That's the real reason usury was severely punished
by the Catholic church.
And the total Catholic prohibition on divorce,
abortion, and especially sex outside of WED-LOCK is
mostly about keeping the best men in the host part of
the world from having many too many offspring. This
way the harem... which means forbidden breeding
strategy of the Arabs can stay one step ahead of the
host part of the world.
C87 Confessional
And let’s not forget catholic confession, where the
flock had to tell their thumbs-man priest all about their
sins, so their Arab minders know who to put on the
anti kal laws list and then quietly whack in the next
purge.
C88 Bishops in assembly
Now I don't mean these particular guys shown here.
This is just some image from the internet.
But a lot of people are puzzled about why
the Catholic Church is so full of child molesters and
child rapists...
It is simply that the evil ex•pull of the
desperate land of no resources is running the Catholic
church for its own benefit. And they choose child
molesters as priests because they make such
devoted thumbs-men, or front-men. In effect they are
all being blackmailed... so very few step out of line.
And these pedophile priest front men also
help make many infidel boys grow up into nonreproductive homosexuals.
Thus there are fewer infidels born... and
also, more excess women for the faithful to spawn
with and to make more shape-shifters and
ectomorphs with.
So yes, the Catholic church, like most of our
institutions is run by the evil ex•pull of the parasitic
land of no resources. And again, great good is the
best mask for great evil.
C89 deep drilling ad
We've also underestimated Arab power over our oil
companies... entities that corruptly sell voting rights by
the share... out in the open... in stock markets.
Just consider this magazine ad. Why do our
oil companies need to pour out millions of dollars on

ads like this?
Why do they need to tell us how all the
cheap and easy oil is gone? If they were genuinely
interested in maximizing oil output, or at least in
making money, why didn't they ever run ads asking
for reduced environmental penalties, or more places
to drill on land?
Isn't this ad really OPEC's message?... to
make oil seem harder to reach and more valuable?
Funny how OUR oil companies are running OPEC's
propaganda messages. Maybe they are also doing
lots of other things OPEC's way... Like being
ineffective competitors.
So it seems that we have underestimated
the power of the Arabs to corrupt our corporations as
well as our religions.
C90 WSJVB
And this headline was permanently displayed on the
front of the Wall Street Journal's sidewalk vending
boxes for at least 6 years. It is propaganda about
deep oil wells 2 miles down in the Gulf of Mexico.
It is a great example of Arab power over our
openly corrupt paid commercial media companies.
Thus Arab money and power seems to have turned
all the Wall Street Journal's sidewalk vending boxes
into mini propaganda billboards.
So clearly the Arabs have corrupted our
ostensibly free media — just as they have corrupted
our companies, our religions and our ostensibly free
democracy and our ostensibly free scientific
establishment.
So with all these corrupt institutions, taken
together... where does reality end, and the Arab
matrix illusion begin? Where is the edge of the
political, economic and cultural matrix? What is real
and what is Arab matrix illusion?

Part D: Embargo time
D0 — 126 Front-line image
Where are the documentaries about the Arab oil
embargo? Are there any at all?
D1 Roadway picnic 1973
And where are the websites and books
that explain the strange and contradictory way
America became dependent on Mideast oil?
And how come fuel... just wasn't available at ANY
price?
And here's a road-picnic
staged in the middle of a highway.
How come our roads were deserted,
truly deserted in so many places...
and there still wasn't enough gas.

You know, the traffic levels tell the truth
about how much oil was actually sold...
And there are millions of witnesses.
And all the statistics
that contradict this are lies.
D2
In 1970 the US imported 3% of its oil
In 1977 the US imported 43% of its oil
You know, according to energy department statistics,
the US only imported 3% of its oil in 1970,
and up until just before the embargo
it was still only 11%.
So the question is:
How on earth could an 11% cut in our oil supply
cause our nation's traffic volume fall by 40%
... or even by 20%?
So the official 11% number is an understatement
And we must have been importing
much more Arab oil than the official statistics say.
So there was clearly a lot of oil smuggling going on.
And thanks to a tariff and quota system,
domestic oil cost a bit over 3-dollars barrel,
while foreign oil cost about 2-dollars a barrel.
So of course there was smuggling going on
Also, according to the official statistics,
the US imported 3% of its oil in 1970
and by 1977 it imported 43% of its1970 oilconsumption.
So the question is,
how did the Arabs have an embargo and starve us of
their oil, while at the same time they grabbed an
added
a 40% market share?
So here is another aspect of the official
US energy department statistics that doesn't make
sense.
D3
Time Magazine, 1974.01.21
"The country has become dependent on the Arabs
for a pivotal 11% of its oil"
And let’s not forget about energy conservation.
Over the course of the embargo,
the cost of oil rose 10-fold
from $3.30 to $34 a barrel.
And there was a HUGE recession as a result,
and because of this, we needed much less oil.
And there was also a HUGE conservation effort.
We turned our thermostats down.
We drove a lot less,
and we lowered the speed limit to 55 miles an hour.
And also in the first part of the embargo,
there was simply wasn't enough oil to go around.

Now the US was only importing 11% of its oil
in the first month of the embargo
How come our conservation didn't turn us into oil
exporters? How come the Arabs instead grabbed
40% of our 1970 oil market?
D4
America was dependent
on smuggled Arab oil
The simple truth is
that the Arabs didn't grab a huge share of the US oil
market DURING the embargo.
They actually did this well before they cried embargo.
There was a huge amount of oil smuggling
going on before the embargo,
when nobody was paying attention.
Then, just before the embargo,
all at once, the Arabs stopped selling this smuggled
oil,
this backdoor oil.
And we NEEDED the fuel.
So we bought it from the front-door oil market.
And THIS is how the Arabs simultaneously
starved us of their oil AND grabbed 40% of our
market.
They starved us of their back-door smuggled oil,
sending the demand to the front-door oil market.
And on this market, there simply wasn't enough oil to
go around. ...
and prices were up to 17 times higher
than the smugglers were paying for the same Arab oil.
D5
Time Magazine, 1974.01.14
"There is so much new drilling planned that a
shortage of tubular casing, drilling platforms and other
equipment has developed."
These words were written
about 4 weeks after the Arab oil embargo began to
bite
in December of 1973.
So it seems like the Arabs either
bought-up or booked-up a great many of our drillers
and oil well drilling equipment companies.
And at this time, the cost of drilling for oil went sky...
that is IF the driller was taking hefty deposits
on new jobs to be completed more than a year in the
future.
And nearly everyone thought the embargo
was just a temporary thing.
And the real reason why America
was unable to find any new oil
given a 10-fold increase in prices.
is because the Arabs didn't just have their people
running our giant oil companies,

they also ran many other parts of the industry
And they made every reasonable effort
to seem like they weren't there.
D6 LSD one dollar
Also drugs started becoming stylish
in around 1967,
about six years before the Arab oil embargo hit
in December of 1973.
Consider how distracted we suddenly became
with sex, and drugs, and parties, and music,
and enjoying our lives ...
right when the embargo hit.
D7 Hippies smoking pot
What a coincidence that drugs went totally
mainstream
just a year or two before the 1973 oil embargo hit.
Nowadays, the media characterizes the
1960s
as the big drug era. But that is not really true.
A cover from Time magazine in the autumn of 1969
said that only 9% of Americans had TRIED marijuana.
So drugs actually went totally mainstream in the early
1970s,
in the two or three years before the December 1973
embargo.
Then in around 1981, just as the 2nd phase
of the oil embargo was ending, the new wave
appeared, the new music, the new style that wasn't
nearly so into drugs and casual sex.
What a coincidence how the extreme
relaxation in morals precisely brackets the high oil
prices of 1973-1981.
So judging from the timing
at least,
it sort of looks like this relaxation in morals
was NOT an organic natural thing
that happened in our society all by itself.
And it certainly looks like
it was the embargo people
who corrupted our media
and steered our herds to suit their own agenda.
After all they were the main beneficiaries, weren't
they?
D10 Nixon resigning
What a coincidence the way the Watergate scandal
broke in 1973, just months before the oil crisis hit in
December of 1973. This obviously distracted our
president, our uber-powerful, 4-year elected monarch.
In fact when Richard Nixon resigned, he even said
"America needs a full time president".
D11 Stop the war now
What a coincidence that our nation was totally war
phobic from its experiences in Vietnam and
Cambodia. In fact, the Vietnam war pullout didn't
even finish until 1975, 2 years AFTER the oil crisis
began. Perhaps the Arabs were afraid of what we

might do if we found out.
D12 JFK
What a coincidence
that the two brothers
who would have ended the stupid war in Vietnam
were both assassinated.
John F. Kennedy was supposedly assassinated
by a man who claimed to be a patsy or an escape
goat
who was quickly assassinated himself,
And his brother Bobby Kennedy was
assassinated by an Arab named Sirhan Sirhan, who
was a Christian but so what... he was still and Arab.
And it is also worth mentioning that Wahdi
Sirhan is on the exhodos route that all the harem bred
kids take when the leave Arabia.
D15 F-350 AD
What a coincidence that just before the embargo our
government imposed vehicle emission standards that
significantly lowered milage. Also, note how Standard
oil became not just Exxon, but also Chevron.
And what a coincidence that the LAST of the
baby boomers born in 1964 were turning 16 in 1980
and getting their driver's licenses, just as the 2nd
phase of the embargo was winding down.
D16 Free love
What a coincidence
that people suddenly started having sex much more
freely
in the years before the oil embargo.
And then in 1983, just after oil prices fell,
HIV/Aids hit
and caused a sudden re-tightening of sexual morality.
And we should also consider how HIV/Aids
stories were suddenly JUST ALL OVER THE MEDIA
starting in 1983... and many people became afraid to
have sex. Thus our sexual drives were bottled up
again to be released when needed.
D17 Bruce Dern with knife
And just before the embargo, hitchhiking suddenly
became much more dangerous. Here is an image
from a film called Thumb Tripping from 1972. In this
film, a hitchhiking couple is held at knife point by the
crazy guys who picked them up.
The film Breezy from 1973 also showed the
bad things that happen to people who engaged in
ride-sharing and burning less gasoline...just before
the 1973 oil embargo hit.
In fact, there were many anti-hitchhiking
movies and scenes at the time, as well as some real
life murders.
This caused more of the huge baby boom generation
to get cars and drive instead of sharing rides... right
around the time of the 1973 Oil Embargo.

D20 Breezy with William Holden
And just before the embargo,
there was lots of media like the film Breezy
that showed older men dating the girls
of the huge baby-boom generation.
Here we see 50-something William Holden
dating 19-year old Breezy.
Was this film a natural and organic product
of an American film maker?
Or were the Arabs producing media
to help assure the distraction of America's older
men...
just before their embargo hit?
And surely many older men
must have started thinking about sex with the new
generation after seeing the many long scenes with
Breezy topless.
D21 America on the moon
And lets also remember that it was Americans
that first landed on the moon in the summer of 1969.
And 24-years before that,
we defeated Japan and Germany AT THE SAME
TIME.
We were by far the RICHEST and most powerful
nation in the world.
Freedom had defeated tyranny,
and it was Miller time. It was time to relax,
time to party, time to enjoy life,
time to take life a little easier,
time to make life a little easier,
as the endless Jack in the Box television ads told us.
D22 Bullfighter
You know, the Arab oil embargo
never got a proper investigation at the time.
Everyone was just so distracted
by all the things the Arabs threw at us.
And besides, it was supposed to be
just a temporary thing...
D23 Arab population growth
And here we are 45 years later and it isn't a
temporary thing. In fact now Arab populations have
bloated by many-fold. <pause>
D24 Eisenstadt v. Baird in 1972
You know, America's Supreme Court only made birth
control pills available to unmarried women in all states
in 1972... in the year before the embargo.
D25 Supreme court photo
And America's supreme court only made Abortion
legal in 1973, just months before the embargo hit.
And regardless of what you think about abortion and
birth control, you must admit that these court decision
caused many more people to follow their passions.
And this was surely a big distraction for many people
right when the oil embargo hit. Again, what a

coincidence.
So if you want evidence that the Arabs can
corrupt and steer the US democracy, look not further
than the timing of the Roe versus Wade and the
Eisenstadt vs. Baird decisions.
Also, the decision to allow abortion is one of
the most important and most contentious policy
changes that our democracy has yet made.
Strange how it wasn't even made by people
we elected ... but by an oligarchy of nine lifetime
appointees... 9 elite lawyers... or LIARS as they are
often called. Are these appointee liars a check or
balance for our ELECTED legislatures? Or are they
are a backdoor to power over them?
D27 Alaska fields
The Alaska oil pipeline
is another good example
of the Arabs corrupting the US government
in support of their embargo.
With this stupid boondoggle,
our government was encouraging people
to drill for oil on the NORTH shore of Alaska.
This is THE coldest, THE most remote,
THE most expensive part of the nation to do anything
in.
Why did our government build a pipeline
to our nation's MOST remote oil fields?
And why did it take us almost 4-years to do
this?
You know, our nation went
from the edge of economic depression in 1941
to vertical output in 1944.
Why did it take us 4-years to bolt-together a stupid
pipeline?
D28 Alaska oil pipeline image
Anyway, once we got the Alaskan oil out of the
ground,
we used part of the oil to heat the other part
from near freezing to near boiling, or 80° Celsius.
This is so the oil liquifies and flows
through the 1,300-mile insulated pipeline...
which is on stilts and has heatsinks,
so it won't melt the delicate frozen ground,
and harm the delicate life-forms
supposedly living in the FROZEN ground.
Strange how we never bother with stilts
when we build roads to USE OPEC's oil.
It is only when we are building pipelines
to carry oil that COMPETES with OPEC,
that we have to be careful about the environment.
D29 Road kill
Also, nobody ever says anything about
the tens of millions of poor animals
that die EVERY year as roadkill.
Did you know that 1.2-million deer
are killed by vehicles each year in the US alone.

None of our roads are up on stilts
because of the environment.
And how many are even fenced?
So why did we need to put a stationary
and insulated oil pipeline up on stilts,
except to delay it and make it more expensive.
And how many animals
are ever harmed by FENCED oil wells?
Strange how we forbid all new oil drilling
on our public lands.
But unfenced, animal slaughtering,
oil burning roads are just fine,
even in our national parks.
D30 Alaska fields
Strange how the Alaska oil pipeline passes over
THREE mountain ranges...when it could have easily
passed over just one mountain range. And you do
realize that this stupid pipeline is just to REACH the
oil tankers that ship and import this domestic oil to the
lower 48 states.

Part E: Our corrupt government
E1 Trusts sitting in congress
You know, these FACTS about the Alaska Oil
Pipeline
are no exaggeration.
Here we see our democracy's response to the Arab
Oil Embargo.
Clearly our democracy is corrupt
and clearly, during the Arab oil embargo,
it was the Arabs
that got us to drill for oil in the coldest, the most
remote,
and the most expensive part of our nation.
Clearly our democracy
of 1-in-a-million elected oligarchs
is powerless to take action against its true masters,
the Arabs... its main downstream campaign
contributors.
And clearly with the Alaska oil pipeline,
we see that the Arabs can actually direct our
government
when they need to.
E2 Biggest companies chart
New subject. To see the Arab involvement in OUR oil
industry, just look at how for 155-years, off an on,
Exxon has been one of America's biggest companies,
and frequently it was America's biggest company.
E3 Original Drake oil well
Exxon slash Chevron
was there RIGHT at the beginning of the oil industry
when it was called Standard Oil.
The world's first oil

well was drilled in Titusville Pennsylvania in 1859.
And only 3-years later, John D. Rockefeller
built the world's first oil refinery
in Cleveland, about 100 miles away.
E4 Standard oil — octopus
This world's first refinery was rolled into Standard Oil.
Remember Standard Oil from high school,
Remember its famous market abusing tactics —
tactics that sucked money from the US economy
just like OPEC does today.
Funny how Standard Oil is never presented as OPEC
1.0.
Funny how nobody calls John D. Rockefeller
an Arab ornament, a frontman like Howard Hughes,
Cornelius Vanderbilt, J.P. Morgan, John Jacob Astor
and the rest.
Standard Oil was the biggest and baddest
of the trusts fronting for the Arabs.
And here we see Standard Oil's tentacles
grabbing hold of America's corrupt legislatures,
as well as the American people.
And one tentacle is reaching for the White House...
rather like OPEC's power today.
E5 Standard oil and railroads
Here' s another old political cartoon depicting
Rockefeller's Standard Oil... which not only ran the
US oil industry, but it also ran the railroads, the
transportation industry of the time.
E6 Coal trust
And there were lots of other Mideast-fronting trusts...
really just giant industry dominating corporations
that were riding the American consumer
for whatever they could get.
Here we see the Coal Trust riding the
consumer.
It was trying to get the American consumer
to jump over $8 a ton for coal,
but later the price would be put up to $9 and then $10
a ton.
E7 Railroad corruption 2
And it is worth repeating that the Arabs just hate rail
travel due to its unbeatable energy efficiency. Here
we see how the US rail industry suffered from archaic
regulations and crushing taxes.
E8 Railroad corruption 3
Then when automobiles came along,
people couldn't wait
to get away from the railroads
that were made to be as expensive,
awful, time-wasting and dangerous
as the Arabs could get away with...
sort of like with the energy efficient

domestic air travel industry today..
The Arabs after-all sell several times more
oil
when we drive our single passenger cars
a few hundred miles between cities.
E9 Trusts squeezing the consumer
Then as today,
most Americans just hated the monopolist trusts
secretly fronting for the Arabs.
They hated the high cost,
the profiteering and the market manipulations
that constantly squeezed more and more
from the American consumer.
And we can see this sentiment in the laws passed by
Congress. For example the Sherman Anti-trust Act of
1890,
which didn't really have any effect for over 20-years.

E10 An idle threat cartoon
In all, for about four decades,
the thoroughly corrupt US democracy
wouldn't listen to the people.
As usual, the corrupt government of the people,
by the people, and for the people
was powerless to take action against
the feeding tubes of the Arabs, its true masters.
So the Arabs stole with relative impunity
for about 40 years
using various trusts
more accurately called monopolies as frontmen.
E11 Trusts and Republican campaign funds
But by 1910, everyone, literally everyone,
saw the corruption and overreach of the trusts,
and most people turned against the Republican party
as a result.
After this, the Arabs could no longer get
away with stuffing ballot boxes and the other election
shenanigans that have always plagued our
democracy.
So in 1910, the Democratic party
took the House of Representatives.
Then in 1912 it took both Presidency and the Senate.
E12 1911 the US Supreme court broke up
Standard Oil into 34 pieces
After 1910, the Arabs had to make a big change,
and if they didn't they might have crashed the matrix,
or SHOCKED THE MEEME KEY,
or key idea as Peter Gabriel once chanted.
In other words,
people might have tried to re-write
America's prototype democracy.
So the Arabs had the US Supreme Court
break Standard Oil up into 34 pieces.
Although they broke Standard oil up into territories,

and in a way that didn't actually interfere
with its ability to monopolize the US oil industry.
So after Standard Oil was broken up,
that wasn't the end of this imaginary entity,
this fictional citizen fronting for Arabs incorporated.
I say this because over the following decades
Standard Oil slowly grew back together again
as a big market-swaying oil business.
Now it's both Exxon and Chevron
E14 Exxon gas prices
Doesn't it strike anyone else as strange
how the only Arab resource
should be repeatedly super-expensive
due to some giant faceless entities
cornering the market for the stuff.
Certainly we didn't kill Arab-fronting Standard Oil in 1911.
It seems we only forced it to play dead for a while.
And today, the 156-year-old,
and much hated Standard Oil company
still largely exists under different names...
that of Exxon, Chevron and OPEC mostly.
And the profit money flows to the Arabs
through completely different Meccan•isms.
But the end result is the same.
We overpay for oil,
and the Arabs make lots of money selling us oil.
E15 Jorge Santayana
"People who can't learn the lessons of history are
doomed to repeat it."
Here with Standard Oil
we see a great example
of how the parasitic struggle of the Arabs
is a relentless and multi-generational thing.
After 50 or 70 years,
when the people who experienced the first set of
events
have died out in the host society.
The Arabs will frequently try a similar scheme
with later generations.
And if the Arabs can record history in a
vague or defective way... If they can hide the lessons
of experience from the new generation... Then the
revival can come sooner and be more profitable for
them.
So the Arabs make sure their parallax
history, their historical fictionalizations... their slightly
skewed memories and interpretations of events are
recorded and remembered for future generations...
In other words, the Arabs pay close attention
to the Tree of Knowledge, also lately called the
Matrix. They do this because they know that: <read
quote>
E16 Report of the Pujo Committee, 1913.02.28
The 1913 report of the Pujo Committee of the US

House of representatives is quite an interesting
document. It says that men from a handful of Banks
dominated the boards of America's biggest
companies.
For example, the directors of the firm J.P.
Morgan and company held 72 directorships in 47 of
the nation's greater corporations.
So here we see how a few opaque financial
companies controlled the monopolies that ran the US
economy up until about 1913. Did we ever really stop
this sort of thing, or did we just drive it underground,
as with Standard Oil which is now Exxon and OPEC
and Chevron?
And you know, WW1 started the very next
year in 1914... and then everyone mostly forgot about
taking back control of America's industry. Boy that war
really distracted us and saved the Arabs.
So I guess now we all now understand why
the Arab puppet figurehead Kaiser pushed Europe
into WW1.
And if there are any nuclear attacks or plagues in the
near future, we should have no doubt about who it
was behind them, or what message they are trying to
stop.
E17 Pork barrel spending
Here's a political cartoon from 100-years ago. I guess
things never change. Then just like today... the giant
fictional citizens fronting for the Arabs were the prime
beneficiaries of the government's pork barrel
spending.
You see, on one hand, we have this totally
corrupt congress that only really works for the rich
corporations or trusts fronting for the Arabs.
And on the other hand these Arab-fronting
corporations were the prime beneficiaries of the
government's pork barrel spending.
When did this stop? Did it every stop? Or is
America's corrupt congress still passing tax reform
bills that primarily benefit the corporations and uberrich people fronting for the Arabs?
E18 Trusts sitting in congress
In high school history class, we learn about the evil
market manipulating TRUSTS or monopolies that
reigned in American from around 1870 to 1911.
The way people felt about these trusts was
very well stated in this political cartoon titled "The
bosses of the Senate".
Note how the people's entrance is closed,
but there is a giant entrance for the fat-cat
Monopolists fronting for the Arabs. Note the sign that
says, "This is a senate of the monopolists, by the
monopolists and for the monopolists".
So the question is: If these monopolies and
giant corporations are all mostly fronting for the
Arabs, when did we the people actually start having a
genuine democracy? And did we ever have a real
democracy?

E19 — Civil War pic
Or is it all just a giant illusion of democracy that has
no power to take action against its true masters, the
Arabs, now matter how horrible their feeding is.
Here we might consider how the land of the
free initially allowed slavery in its 2nd constitution the
present constitution.
This while less than 13% of the free
population of the nation even lived in the slave states
at the time. And most of these people did not own
slaves. In fact, no more than 2% of the nation was
seriously invested in slavery.
Isn't it strange how we allowed slavery in the
land of the free when such a tiny portion of the
nation's free population was actually invested in
slavery? And stranger still is how our constitution
allows slaves to be counted in the calculation of
congressional representation.
And at any time, we could have easily said
no more new slaves. And this would have made all
the existing slaves more valuable, so the existing
slave owners would have actually made money on the
phase-out of slavery.
Instead we fought the US civil war over
slavery, a war that is still our deadliest. In fact, more
American infidels died in this TOTALLY predictable
and totally preventable civil war than any other war in
US history.
So again, how come our constitution once
allowed slavery in the land of the free? And clearly
our current US constitution is far from perfect
E20 — Drafting Declaration of independence
And look at how the 39 men
who wrote our current constitution
sent it for ratification without a bill of rights.
You know, each of the 13 state constitutions had a bill
of rights.
It’s just crazy that the new national constitution,
the new law of the land,
could have been sent for ratification
without a national bill of rights
Without this,
the state bills of rights
could have simply been swept away
by any laws of the national government.
And even crazier was how Alexander Hamilton
and the other federalists
REPEATEDLY spoke out against including a bill of
rights
at the various state ratifying conventions.
I mean, why not include it?
And why go out of your way to speak out against
including a bill of rights. It just doesn't make any
sense.

The only answer that really makes sense
is that Alexander Hamilton
and some of the other men
who wrote the current US constitution
were actually Arab moles
that were not trying to help the cause of freedom,
but to hinder it as much as they could get away with.
Did you know that Alexander Hamilton came from the
Caribbean?
Did you know that Thomas Jefferson called Hamilton
a Creole bastard?
Which doesn't mean African, but someone of mixed
African, European, and Moorish blood
And look at the swart complexion of the important
Federalists
John Adams, Aaron Burr, John Jay, and Hamilton
It’s nothing remarkable today, but it was then.
Although nobody imagined that there was this
tiny desert kingdom halfway around the planet
that was behind all the monarchies
that we rebelled against in 1776
Nobody imagined that there was this parasitic tick
nation
that was quietly supporting and using those
monarchies and dictatorships as a source of income.
And that it was mostly this nation's feeding,
its stealing, and its wars for profit,
that American freedom lover so hated about
monarchy.
And nobody imagined that the Arabs had men in prerevolutionary America, quietly getting rid of our true
leaders and installing their own men as replacements.
And nobody imagined that the constitutional
convention of 1787, the convention that wrote the
current US constitution,
the 2nd US constitution.
Nobody imagined that this was Arab sham
and a way to make the democracy
of the land of the free into a broad oligarchy.
E21 — rep ratio graph
Do you realize that under the 1st US constitution, the
Articles of Confederation, that there were over 2,000
lawmakers in the United States. This was a little less
than one lawmaker per thousand people.
Today our nation of 300 million people
has 435 Representatives,
about one lawmaker per 700-thousand Americans.
So our broadest legislature is today
700 times more oligarchic
that the legislatures of the first US constitution.
But in our 100-man senate
we have one lawmaker per 3-million Americans.

And this legislature is about
3-THOUSAND times more oligarchic
that the legislatures of the first US constitution.
And then finally our new laws must be approved
by the nation's elected constitutional monarch that
serves for 4-years.
Our super-powerful president
and his non-elected administration
can veto any measure our legislatures pass
unless both legislatures agree 2-to-1 to override his
veto.
So basically unless our congressmen
get really riled up by a 2-to-1 margin about some
issue,
our monarch president rules the nation.

And Mr. president is just one man
So pretty much everything devolves
to his unelected administration
And this is pretty close to the way things worked
under the monarchies that we
supposedly rebelled against in 1776.
So US-style democracy today is really just an illusion,
an Arab matrix illusion.
In the new democratic design I propose,
a nation of 250-million voters
will have 1-million part-time, unpaid Sub-Senators,
100,000 full-time Main-Senators and
10,000 full-time Over-Senators
This is a representation ratio in the
democratic sweet-spot where our lawmakers are too
numerous to corrupt, yet not so numerous that our
nation can't afford to payroll them.
Also, our Main-Senate will be so numerous
that it can be divided into 10 specialized channels or
sluices of about 10,000 Senators each. Thus we will
have a 10-channel democracy that is 10-times faster
and smarter than our current single channel
democracy.
And this is not counting the fact that each
sluice will have about 23 times more elected officials
than our broadest house of government today.
And with so many annually elected people,
there will be very few high-level government roles that
are managed by appointee bureaucrats.
Instead we will use large and sometimes
giant committees of our 100,000 Main-Senators to
make all the management decisions of government.
And isn't democracy based on a presumption
that elections provide us with the best leadership?
How come our current democracy isn't managed
through and through by elected officials? How come
we only have a thin coating of 536 elected officials spraypainted on the surface of an immense appointee bureaucracy
or bro-cracy?

In the written part of my message, there is a
thousand-page book on how to make democracy
incorruptible and smart. There is also a 130-page
constitution for a new form of democracy that is
VASTLY less corruptible than the current form of
democracy used around the world today.
And even though the new democracy will
surely not be perfect, it has a REASONABLY easy
amendment process. This is in sharp contrast to the
current constitution. Apparently ITS authors didn't
want their orthodoxy easily changed once they got
things the way they wanted.
E23 — Plank cartoon
The new constitution ALSO has a detailed system for
the people to muster-up and hold elections without
the approval of those already in power.
And while we in the land of the free might not
really need this... we really should consider the
example we will set for the rest of the world. We
should show the rest of the world how easy it is for
THE PEOPLE to institute a new democracy when a
majority decides to do so.
Rules 181 and 182 of the new constitution
explain the process where people meet with 250 to
500 people from their neighborhood.
Then each such group elects one person as
their temporary mustering sub-senator... to represent
that a certain number of people have mustered under
the new constitution.
Once the national quorum point has been
reached, and a majority of the recently active
electorate mustered, these mustering sub-senators
will come to power as a temporary 10-day
government, completely replacing the old national
elected government in every way.
During the first couple days of this 10-day
period, the people will form themselves into 250-voter
groups and elect regular Sub-Senators. Then a few
days later, these Sub-Senators will elect MainSenators. And then a few days later, these MainSenators will in turn will elect Over-Senators, thus
fully propagating the new democracy.
E24 — rep ratio graph
In all elections, face-to-face, in-person contact
either as a neighbor, or a Senate colleague
will unavoidably be the deciding factor.
This is a democracy where the media
and campaign spending will have practically no value
in comparison.
Besides, with 100,000 Main-Senate elections
each year, how will any group figure out where all the
candidates stand, let alone influence so many
elections?
So, this is a democracy designed to work
without money or media coverage, and the corruption
these things ALWAYS bring to the process of electing
leaders.

E25
US Constitution, Section 7
"the names of the person voting for and against the bill
shall be entered on the journal of each house respectively"
US Constitution, Article 1, Section 5
"the yeas and nays of the members of either house on
any question shall, at the desire of one-fifth of those
present, be entered on the journal."
<don't read>
And because our legislative voting will be done in
secret,
it will be impossible for corrupters to tell
if their bribes, threats, and blackmail actually worked
on any particular lawmaker.
What a huge impediment this will be
to those corrupting our democracy.
And this is in sharp contrast to the current
US constitution,
which says TWICE
that the vote of each congressman is to be recorded.
Apparently the true authors of the US
constitution
didn't want this vitally important pro-corruption feature
omitted... so they said it twice.
And one more thing.
It costs nothing to have secret legislative voting ...
Nothing at all.
And secret voting is not really time consuming either.
So why not do it to reduce corruption?
E26 — Here's how your senators voted
Also, as a point of contrast...
under the 1st US constitution,
the Articles of Confederation,
there was no recording
of how our nation's 2,000 lawmakers voted as
individuals.
But today,
we record the votes of our one-in-a-million lawmakers
as they cast their highly sellable... billion-dollar...
mega-votes.
That takes place in the open,
like we don't care at all about vote selling.
Meanwhile when the people go to the polls
and cast their nearly worthless micro-votes,
that takes place in total secrecy.
Then election secrecy
serves as an excuse
for countless boxes of anonymous ballot cards,
and the corruption that THEY introduce.
But which problem is bigger
ballot box tampering or vote selling?
Clearly, an act of ballot box tampering
is potentially thousands of times more powerful
than an act of vote selling.
So aren't we doing voting secrecy backwards

on both counts in our democracy?
And do you think this is just a dumb accident?
Or do you think that our current US constitution
was written to be as corruptible as possible,
while looking fair and reasonable?
E27 King Rockefeller
When we say WE THE PEOPLE,
and when we call ourselves a Democracy
of the people, by the people and for the people,
we're obviously referring to the real flesh and blood
human citizens of our nation.
And we are not referring to their
corporations,
or their religions are we?
We the people come first,
and our fictional citizens and notional entities come
second,
and a distant second at that too.
And certainly we should not be ruled by our fictional
citizens
as happened with Rockefeller's Standard Oil...
which today still exists as Exxon and Chevron and
OPEC.
And we should never allow the immense
cash streams of our fictional citizens
to be used as a back-door for corrupting our
democracy
and leading it away from the will of the people.
You know today, our one-share, one-vote, for-profit
fictional citizens like Exxon are not only openly corrupt
in themselves,
but they are also a back door to corrupting our
democracy.
After all, they sell voting rights by the share on stock
exchanges. Then these purchased voting rights can
be used to elect managers.
Then these managers are allowed to divert the
massive cash streams of our fictional citizens to
political causes and corrupt our democracy.
Thus the immense cash streams of our fictional
citizens
can be used to drown out the voice of our flesh and
blood citizens as they try to participate in their
democracy... A state of affairs that is totally corrupt.
In the new democracy,
fictional citizens do not have the absolute right of free
speech, like real flesh and blood citizens.
Instead, there is TOTAL prohibition
on fictional citizens lobbying government...
as well as advertising
and sponsoring political and social causes in the
media.

And if our fictional citizens do pollute
our democratic environment with their propaganda,
they will have to pay huge fines
similar to what our oil companies have recently had
pay
when they pollute our physical environment.
Now if a shareholder or parishioner of any fictional
citizen
wishes to address government on behalf of an entity,
they will be free to do so.
It's just the non-democratic entity that will be
excluded.
These people are free to approach their SubSenator, like the other 249 people he represents.
And if the Sub-Senator thinks their comments are
valuable,
he can post them to his Sub-Senate BBS page.

And one big advantage of having too many Senators
is that fresh ideas
will be inherently more scarce than Senator time.
So all our Senators, even our Main-Senators
will always be looking for fresh ideas to elevate
and ideas that will help them rise in Senate status...
even the tiniest and most incremental ideas.
Thus the new democracy is designed
to hear the voice of the people,
and at the same time,
this democracy will NOT really hear the voice
of the nation's fictional citizens.
Thus we will finally have a democracy
that actually IS of the people, by the people, and for
the people.

Part F: Arab desperation
F5 Arab desert photo
How can there be 100 million Arabs living in a land of
no resources if oil only became valuable 45 years
ago? How did millions of Arabs eat before the 1973
oil embargo? If they have nothing, how did they get
something for nothing?
F6
Egyptian sphinx photo
You know, this parasitic feeding on the outside world
is an absolutely ancient thing for the land of no
resources. It has been the basis of the Mideast
economy and its culture for at least 5,800 years.
In fact, the parasitic feeding of the Sphinx
trade is what generated the surplus that paid to build
the Sphinx monument some 5,000 years ago, along
with the Great Pyramids about 500 years afterwards.

F7 Sphinx on map far
The great pyramids are by far the largest and most
expensive monuments of antiquity, and they mark the
exact place where the overland journey between the
Red Sea and Nile was easiest — around 120km.
Look at Cairo at the center of the box. Here
is where the Sphinx monument and pyramids are
located. Look at how Cairo, is located right where it is
easiest to get to the blood Red Sea.
Here's where the overland journey is
shortest and easiest for the international boat trade.
Here the trade between Europe, Asia and east Africa
traveled the most by high-capacity boat, and the least
by low-capacity pack camels that had to be loaded
and unloaded nightly.
F10 Sphinx on map close
Nobody wants to use camels when they can use a
boat. Even in ancient times, boats held at least 20times more cargo... and boats don't need to be
unloaded every night, and they also don't need to be
fed in the desert.
So the flow of goods between Asia and
Europe naturally went via the Egyptian sphinx,
because it was the easiest way to move goods.
The Egyptian Sphinx is the strip of land
between the Nile and the blood Red Sea. On one
side of this land, boats would arrive from Europe, and
on the other side, boats would arrive from Asia and
Africa. Until the Suez Canal, the boats always had to
be unloaded and put on camels.
As long as the Arabs kept the outsiders and
their goods from getting through this land, or going
around it, they could frequently sell the goods from
each side for many times what they cost on the other
side.
F11 Bab-al-Mandeb from time magazine
In later times the blood Red Sea was made entirely
off limits to outsiders. Under this scheme, the
thickness of the sphinx was increased to make it more
impermeable.
The Asian traders would come and sell their
goods near the Bab-al-Mandeb, the so-called gate of
tears at the south end of the pirate infested Blood Red
Sea. Their trade was frequently welcomed on at the
south coast of Arabia, but they were generally not
welcome to pass through the gate of tears and enter
the blood Red Sea itself.
And on the European side, traders would
come and sell their goods near the monument of the
fearsome Sphinx demon... at the north end of the
Blood Red Sea. They were generally welcome to go
to Cairo which meant opportunity in ancient Greek,
but not to go any further.
And this protected, or walled area is what is
meant by an Arab paradise. It's a commercial... or
more accurately a monopoly sort of paradise with high

walls, or high barriers to entry for competitors. Its a
business where outsiders could not come in and
compete... This is the real Arab paradise.
And the basis of an Arab paradise is
fundamentally the ability to extract fat profits from the
international trade of the outside world.
And these walled paradise have been
feeding this land of no resources since there were
people in this place. For why settle in this worthless
desert if not to profit from trade?
And these walled paradises are not just
trade crossing the Middle East. They can also exist in
virtual form, and in other parts of the world.
They can exist anywhere that the Arabs can
figure out a way to get between other people's trade
and choke it off so as to increase the value of the
goods on the other side of the transaction.
That is what a sphinx is... it is a trade
sphincter, a way to choke off outie trade and raise
insider or mafia profit.
F12 Enslaved Jews in Egypt
Until the time of Moses, the Egyptian sphinx was
shared by two races. One made its living from
farming the Nile, and the other less populous race
made its living from the Sphinx trade.
And judging from the legend of Ex•hodos,
the traders came to be either enslaved,
or more likely just heavily taxed by the farmers.
So the traders wanted to leave or secede,
but the farmers wouldn't let them
because they brought in so much tax money.
F13 Egyptian whipping man
And the traders would have been much richer than
the farmers. So the traders were probably enslaved
by high taxes. And it was their tax money that paid
for the labor that built the Pyramids and other
Egyptian monuments.
F14 Ten commandments pic
Now around the time of Moses, there were a number
of plagues afflicting the Nile farming race, ten plagues
in fact. And except for the last plague, all seem quite
harmless. Its hard to imagine that they affected much
of anything.
Funny how nine harmless plagues are
explained in such detail in Exhodos... as if they were
the real reason why the Pharaoh let the highly
profitable traders move away from Egypt.
Obviously it was the last plague, the plague
affecting the first born of Egypt that really worked.
Obviously this was the real reason why the Pharaoh
let the traders leave.
And just to be clear, this plague did not afflict
the first born, but the best born, the leaders of the Nile
farming race.
In Exhodos 12 we read about how the
traders were supposed to eat well roasted meat and

unleavened bread. And those doing this would be
protected, unlike the Egyptians.
So it seems then that the luxury products of
beef and leavened bread were poisoned. And this is
how the traders perpetrated a plague afflicting the first
born, or best born, the leaders of the Nile farming
race.
And we know that the Arabs DO commonly
go after the best born of their host societies. So that's
what this 10-plagues legend is about. The other 9plagues are just extraneous information to distract
from the shocking way the Arabs got the Egyptians to
let them leave.
F15 Ten on tablets
Now Moses first delivered 10 plagues upon the
Egyptians, plagues that were the only reason the
Egyptians allowed their highly profitable trading class
move away.
But after this Moses also delivered 10
commandments to the traders. You know: Don't kill,
don't steal, don't lie, don't have sex with your
neighbors, Respect your neighbors property, honor
your parents, don't worship other gods, don't make
idols, don't misuse your god's name, and use a 7-day
week. Except for the last one, aren't these just all
totally common sense?
Today we hear over and over about the
rather common-sense 10 commandments, not the 10
acts of germ warfare that were the main reason the
Egyptians allow the traders to leave.
Thus it seems that the 10 commandments
were added later to draw attention away from the
problematic 10 plagues story and the idea that the
Arabs frequently use germ warfare to get their way
from their host societies.
F17 Map of route between Cairo and Jerusalem
No lets move on to Moses parting the Red Sea. In
case you don't realize, it is pretty much a straight shot
over LAND from Cairo to Jerusalem. After all, the
Mediterranean and Red sea didn't connect until the
Suez Canal was built in 1869, and this nonconnection was the entire basis of the Egyptian
Sphinx.
So until 1869, people could just walk the
280-miles over land. There was simply no need to
part the waters of the Red Sea to walk from Cairo to
Jerusalem.
F19 Moses parting red sea 1
Strange how even today, there is so much media
showing Moses parting the blood Red Sea and
walking across on the dry sea floor. And if we look at
Exhodos 14 and 15, we see dry land mentioned 5
times, and walls of water mentioned 3 times, and
most of all we see an incredible TWENTY-FIVE
mentions of the Pharaoh's military being killed by the
collapsing waters after Moses had crossed the Red

Sea.
In all, the King James Bible mentions
THIRTY-ONE things that describe Moses parting the
waters of the Red Sea so his people could walk
across the sea floor.
F20 Moses parting red sea 2
You know, saying something 31 times is not the way
of people telling the truth. But it IS the hallmark of
propagandists and liars. This especially when it’s at
the start of a book, in the most read part, as this
legend is... on page 31 of the bible, in the 2nd of 66
books.
So again, it looks like the old testament is
being used to distort another troublesome legend
about the desperate land of no resources.
And clearly legends of Moses parting the
Red Sea with terrorism would have been a big
problem for the Arabs. So they apparently came up
with a different version of the same story, a
particularly ridiculous version that took the parting of
the Red Sea literally.
F21 Map image, Red side of Red sea and old
route/ new route
Now the genius of Moses was 2-fold.
On one hand he parted the blood Red Sea
by terrorizing the Egyptian side.
This forced the Sphinx trade
to hug the shore on the Arabian side
of the blood Red Sea.
Thus he moved the sphinx
from Cairo to Jerusalem
and freed his people
from the slavery of Egyptian taxation.
Now the second thing Moses did was move
his people away from all local sources of food. And
this a big a HUGE thing. Its big because it made the
parasitism of his people into a life or death matter.
And it is big because his people were now
totally unified under the parasite's agenda. Thus they
became a race united under the one god, the one
"undying" group spirit of parasitism, or getting
something for nothing from the outside world.
Thus we see the monotheistic god of Moses
for what it actually was... the parasitic Arab ex•pull,
the evil expull of the Arabs.
F22 Moses parting red sea 3
So it seems that the great prophet Moses was
actually a terrorist and a terrorist mastermind, like
Osama Bin Laden.
He was a pirate that used shocking acts of terrorism
to part the blood Red Sea and drive the business to
the east side, the Arabian side.
And I want to be clear here. I am talking
about Moses who supposedly spoke with god in the
form of a burning bush... Moses the receiver of the
ten commandments ... and "Moses the Teacher"

who supposedly wrote or received the first 5 books of
the bible
And this man Moses not only terrorized the
blood Red Sea, he also practiced germ warfare and
targeted genocide, or rather acmecide, killing the best
born of Egypt with intentionally introduced plagues.
So here's a question for all the people
in the Judaeo Christian Islamic tradition...
all the people whose religions revere Moses:
Is your religion a thing of the good god of the host?
Or is it a thing of the evil ex•pull
of the parasitic land of no resources?
Maybe it is all a giant ancient trick to get you
to pay taxes to a church. Then the church turns
around and leaks all the money back to the Mideast.
I mean, once an ideology has followers, and
is collecting money, the Arabs might as well leave it in
place and do what they easily can to sustain it. Thus
some of their ideologies must last for thousands of
years.
F23 Adam and Eve art
New subject. In order for an Arab trade paradise to
work, pretty-much all the Arabs have to stay loyal to
their group cause. The Arab sphinxes will simply not
work if too many people take a bite of the sphinx trade
for themselves.
When people start taking a bite, the price
differentials collapse and the Mideast grows poorer
and less able to feed its always bloated populations.
Then people starve to death. They die, they die of
hunger. And this fear is always driving the Mideast.
So the trade passing through the Mideast is
the national trade of everyone, and it feeds everyone.
And this is the real forbidden fruit in the legend of
Adam and Eve.
F24 Map of route out of Mideast
So the legend of Adam and Eve is actually about
how when Arab people all start taking a bite of the
sphinx trade,
it tends to get out of hand.
Then lots of really hungry and desperate
people will have to walk out of Arabia, through the
desert land of no resources and through Turkey, and
the Balkans, the balking lands.
And they'll have to do this during a famine,
when everyone is quite hungry. The best these Eves
and Adams can hope for is to grow gaunt, running the
dangerous gauntlet out of the Mideast during one of
its periodic trade or matrix related famines.
So the forbidden fruit is not sex, but cheating
on the sphinx trade that feeds the relative paradise of
the Mideast when the sphinx trade is working.
And there have always been selfish snakes
or sneaks in the desperate land of no resources. And
these have always been saying, "let’s take a small
bite"... nobody will notice.

F25 Unity & Darkness
The ancient legend of Adam and Eve clearly speaks
about how the Mideast struggles to be totally unified
in its parasitic feeding on the outside world. When
exactly did that total unity stop? And when did they
ever stop trying to hide their true nature?
F29 God/devil images
And if you follow a religion with Adam and Eve as its
creation myth... is your religion a thing of the good
god of the host, or is it more of a religion of the evil
de•ex•pull of the Mideast parasite race?
And again, if Moses was one of the original
Arab terrorists, then what about religions that exalt
him as a prophet? If you follow such a religion, then
aren't you worshipping the evil ex•pull of the parasitic
land of no resources?

F30 It’s based on a parasite's religion
The idea that everyone should work together to
maximize the extraction of money from the outside
world... that's clearly at the core of what the Mid-east
is all about. In fact, you really have to understand
THAT before you can properly understand all the rest
about how the Mideast works.
So we might expect Adam and Eve to be on
page 1 of the parasite's religious book, because the
tale is so fundamental to understanding the parasitic
feeding process. On the other hand, this tale doesn't
really relate to ANYTHING in the host society.
So here we come to see the bible as this
collection of secret Arab monotheistic parables that
got out and lost their secrecy.
Also here it seems that Christianity didn't first
spread as an ideology to adopt, but as a bunch of
Arab secrets that got out.
And all together it may have been called the
core•eastern message, or the cori•easti'un message,
or the core•in•thean message.
But the message explaining the world's
dirtiest secret... that got out around the time of 31BC,
After the battle of Ak•tium.... when Rome
DISCOVERED the Red Sea. And this discovery was
an absolute and total catastrophe for the land of no
resources.
And the original core eastern message
was something of complete and total goodness
for the Europeans.
And that spirit of total goodness
remain firmly affixed to Christianity.
The Arabs could do nothing about that spirit...
even though
they diluted the original message
by over a hundred fold
and completely changed its meaning
And the Christian books
contain many valuable nuggets

about how the Mideast actually works,
and a whole lot of dross about other stuff.
So it does seem that the original message
was highly diluted, so as to hide it,
and turn it into something else.
And thus a message that was deadly to the Mideast
was hidden.
F31 Christians to lions art
Now if the secrets of Arab parasitism
are the basis of Christianity,
it is easy to understand why
the early Christians were persecuted.
It was the Arabs behind this...
struggling to get the original core east message
out of circulation.
And the Arabs couldn't be seen
as behind this persecution,
so they used the Romans to do it.
Thus history records how
it was the Romans
who were crucifying people
for spreading the core eastern message.
F32 stone Jesus on cross
And the figure of Jesus, the man on the cross. He's
like Helen of Hellenic Greece and Peris of Persia...
He is one man representing an entire movement that
the Arabs wanted to get rid of. In this case... it was
the movement that was trying to keep the original
core-eastern message alive.
He represents all the countless brave people
of total goodness that were crucified for trying to
spread the message that explained the world's dirtiest
secret.
Now, the Romans didn't handcuff their
prisoners. They tied their wrists to flat side of a small
log split down the middle, a notched piece of wood
called a transtrum.
And this was a piece of wood too heavy to
be used as a weapon as we saw in the original BenHur film. But this was the true CROSS-BEAM that
Roman prisoners had to bear on the way to their own
crucifixion.
F33 Roman nails
Once the prisoners reached the crucifixion grounds,
they were tipped over onto their back.
With the victim's hands already tied firmly to the
transtrum,
it was easy to nail their hands in place.
Now of course most people would simply go
into a frenzy once they realize that they were about to
be crucified. And this is where the word tantrum
comes from. The tantrum was the totally emotional,
but totally ineffective outburst that people would have
when they realized they were being nailed to the
transtrum.

F34 F41
Draw this with L. crus = leg
The crucifixion transtrum had a hole in the middle
called a MORTICE and this was basically the killing
hole, or the morter or murder hole.
And it was probably like a typical mortice today. Just a
rectangular hole chiseled through the transtrum.
Once a person was nailed to a transtrum, this was
placed on a post called a CRUS in Latin... CRUS
being the Latin word for leg or post. And the CRUS or
curse posts normally had an elongated ten•on, or
extend•big, pointing upward.
This extended through the transtrum, and it is the
reason why the Christian cross is shaped like a lower
case T Instead of an uppercase T... For why waste
the material otherwise?
And it is important to realize that the public fear
caused by the spectacle of crucifixion was almost as
important to the Arabs as getting rid of the people
who were spreading the core eastern message. So
first these people were marched through town as a
spectacle and as an example for the whole town then
they were crucified just outside the town on the main
road.
F35 stone Jesus on cross
Now history records that Roman crucifixions normally
took place on the main road at the edge of town, in
one place. So birds and rodents must have hung
around in this place and they must have grown
accustomed to eating in this way.
Some scavengers probably got started the
moment the executioners walked off. And scavenging
birds instinctively peck out the eyes first. Then they
start tearing the flesh from the places they can reach
from their perch. On a crucifix, this was the face, head
and hands of the crucifixion victim ... because these
sensitive parts of the body are the places the birds
can reach easily when they perch.
The crown of thorns was more of a helmet of
thorns. It kept the birds from starting on the victim's
scalp and pecking into the brain and killing him too
fast.
F36 Jesus on cross
Huge numbers of brave people, the true apo•tels of
the original core-east message died horribly on the
cross to keep the message alive.
The Romans would kill them and then many
more would come to life to replace them. Did you
know the word resurrection comes from the Latin
word resurgere, to rise again like the waves, or to
swell with great force.
The truly amazing resurrection wasn't about
one man coming back from the dead. This is the
cover story. The amazing resurrection was how they

crucifies thousands of people for talking about the
world's dirtiest secret and then thousands more would
rise up to replace them.
That was the real resurrection of the original
core eastern message. That is what the symbol of
the man on the cross really means. It is the symbol of
the countless people who died to keep the truth alive
about the world's dirtiest secret in the face of the
hellish deaths that the Arabs were inflicting on them.
Thus the true second coming
is not of the messenger,
but of the message.
It is the resurrection of the outside world's
understanding
about the worlds' dirtiest secret.
The messengers
are all pretty much impersonizations...
mythical historical figures
that were created to cover-up
and hide a message, or a movement,
or a political or cultural system
that the Arabs needed to get rid of.
F37
A pamphlet diluted into an encyclopedia
Soon after the original core eastern message came
out, the Arabs released a great mass of other
material. They said that this was part of the original
message, but it had been omitted,
so the main message would be easier to copy and
would spread faster.
Later, over some generations much more
content was added. And many of these parts and
versions were not really accepted at first. But the
Arabs talked them all up so they would have some
claim as a legitimate part of the core eastern
message.
Then about 350-years after the secret got
out, the Arabs had their new church take pretty much
ALL of the writing and put it all together as their new
bible. And this is how the Arabs turned a pamphlet
into the encyclopedia bible we have today.
Ultimately, an easy to understand message
of MAYBE 20-pages was turned it into a million-word
bible of about 2,300 standard pages.
So the bible is maybe 1% modified and
degraded original tale and 99% Arab adulteration.
And this is how the Arabs got the world to forget
about the world's dirtiest secret
the last time it got out.
F38 The Bible is a non-book
In 409AD, the Arabs got the Catholic Church
to begin rounding up all non-Christian books,
and also killing people that were found with nonChristian books.
So from this standpoint,
the bible looks like a non-book...
it looks like the illusion of a book

that the Arabs left in exchange
For the books they took,
so the theft wouldn't be so easy to notice
Now here I want to point out some things about the
bible:
1) It has no information of practical use.
2) It is hard to understand.
3) The words are archaic.
4) The sentences are long and awkward.
5) It is often contradictory.
6) It is mostly subject to interpretation.
7) Interpretations occur through an opaque process.
8) Interpreters are chosen by an opaque process.
9) There is no system to the book's organization and
the subjects are jumbled.
10) Is not indexed, but only divided
11) The divisions have long alien names
12) And finally, the division names give no hint of the
content within.
F39 The Koran is a non-book too
And the Koran is also a non-book.
It suffers from the same problems as the bible
AND it also is
19) in hard to understand verse and
20) Its sung to its believers
F40
BIBLE
IMBIBE
BRIBE
BIBLIOTECH
The word IMBIBE speaks of the drinking involved
when ancient people first absorbed the stories of the
BIBLE. It was rather like the drugs that hit America
right before the Arab Oil Embargo. And these drinks
seem to have been a BRIBE, so people were
apparently bribed in a number of ways to sit down and
listen to the new brible.
The Arabs spent much effort and money
getting their new bible adopted, a bible that would
eventually totally replace the troublesome old core
eastern message and become the new core eastern
message, the new testament as far as anyone was
concerned
F45
Jesus = G•sus
Jesus Christ = G•sus Core East
In the particle language of the Harem brothers, call it
bur•peh, or bro•lingo, they use particles like AK which
means up or top and UK which means down or
bottom. And SUS which means yours, and G which
means grand, giant, or great.
And the harem brothers frequently use this
language to name their creations for their matrix role.
This is so the bros don't get confused about which
direction they should pull in.

Also, it should be pointed out that everything
with a matrix name is not real, but a creation of the
Arabs.
So G sus actually means big•yours, just like
G•viz means big•picture. So the name Jesus Christ
means your-big core•east.
And this is connected to how the Vatican is
the 2nd holiest site under Islam.
And its also connected to how the Vatican
has a sistine, or sustain chapel...
a chapel that must be sustained at all costs.
And that is why the Sistine chapel
has this greatest artistic treasure to mankind
painted on its ceiling.
So once the Arabs turned the core eastern
message into the Christian message, they had to
explain where it came from. So they invented
someone, an impersonization named
your•big•core•east, and that's where the message
came from.
F46 Pantheon
You know, Roman religion was polytheistic and quite
inclusive. They had many gods and they were
constantly admitting new ones. In fact, they even built
a great pantheon shown here, a temple for all the
gods. So why crucify the harmless Christians?
By far the most reasonable explanation for
the Romans crucifying Christians and feeding
Christians to lions is that it wasn't actually the
Romans behind this, but their corrupt government.
And who was corrupting Rome's
government, but the people who most wanted to do
away with the core eastern message, the world's
dirtiest secret?
F47 Catholic Confessional
With the new adulterated message, the Arab dirty
secret was turned into a new religion. This had
mandatory tax payments, mandatory church services,
and mandatory confessions. And it also had a
worldwide command structure that at times had life or
death power over both believers and non-believers
alike.
Once the Arabs got their new and 99%
adulterated version of the core-eastern message the
way they wanted, they hijacked the original spirit of
the message and diverted into their new religion.
Then they struggled to make all the other versions,
the older and truer versions into heresy.
F48
Emperor Theodosius II, 395AD
"Those people who are found to deviate, even in a
minor point of doctrine, from the orthodoxy of the
Catholic Church shall be called heretics and shall be
subject to the punishments which we have decreed
against them."
[By 395 we see Emperor Theodosius the second

saying <read quote>
And make no mistake about it. We read
over and again that this Catholic punishment was
either torture, death, or both.
Our word bishop comes from the Greek word
epi•scope meaning overseer. And about 265 Catholic
bishops or overseers attended Council of Nicaea in
325AD.
Here in present day Turkey, not far from
Istanbul, is where the Catholic Church first
established the current form of the bible as official
orthodoxy. And funny thing, only 6 of the 265
overseers attending were from west of Greece.
In other words only 2% of the bishops who
initially established Catholic orthodoxy and accepted
the current form of the bible came from Europe. The
rest were all from the then Greek-speaking Mideast,
except for a few that were from Greece itself.]

problem and deal with it quickly. Quickly move all the
people.
If you are going to really end Ishtar and
Islam once and for all, you have to move all the
people to places where they can actually make an
honest living for themselves.
And I will tell you again. We must move
them quickly, because in half a generation, the outies
will start forgetting, while the innies will grow more
and more aggressive and weaponized. We must not
go down this road again. You must move them all
quickly.

F49
Then by 409 The Catholic Church was rounding up,
or cleaning-up all the books saying. "Anyone… found
in possession of any noxious [pre-Christian] books
and writings, or having hidden away any [preChristian] books under any pretext, or having failed to
deliver them [for burning] regardless of the
circumstances, is hereby notified that he shall suffer
capital punishment if found guilty of the crime of
maleficium"
[The great Arab book round-up first started
as a way to purge the world of the world's dirtiest
secret, and then it became this total purge of all the
books they could find. And in the end Europe entered
this thousand-year period of darkness where human
progress was halted for just about a thousand years.
And all of this, the ending of Rome and the
great age of darkness was first and foremost to make
the world's dirtiest secret a secret again. So everyone
should just remember, the Arabs destroyed the world
once before for to make their dirty secret a secret
again. And they may do so again.
And this is why I am worried about nuclear
war and pan-epidemic now. If either thing happens
now, nobody should have any doubt who it was
behind it. It was the Arabs, especially the ones with
many half-brothers by many different women. Men
with identical Y-chromosomes and dissimilar Xchromosomes.
Also we should bear in mind that according
to the inverted logic of parasites, our best friends in
the Mideast are actually our core enemies. Likewise
a nation calling itself IS REAL actually ISN'T REAL
and it is just part of the matrix illusion of the Arabs.

F53 Arabs in arms
Little know today is that Rome had troops stationed in
the Mideast for about 450-years. Ostensibly this was
to protect the people living there.
And in Roman times as today, these troops,
and these construction projects stimulated the
Mideast economy. Strange how the outside world
always finds itself giving things to feed the land of no
resources in one way or another.

F50 Roman built ruins in Syria
The last time the world's dirtiest secret got out... it
ended Rome and brought about the Dark Ages. Don't
let this happen again. Deal with the root cause of this

F52 Roman built ruins in Syria
New subject. in Roman times, about 2,600 year after
the pyramids, and about 1,900 years ago... Rome
was paying to build many big projects in the Mideast,
projects like this one in Syria.

F54 Roman built ruins in Syria
And you know what is even stranger? Its that the
Mideast just loves to be occupied because of the
economic stimulus it brings to their economy.
So if we give them any chance at all, they
will happily provoke us into crusading against them
and occupying their land ... say with some sort of
September 11 attacks.
And do you know what’s strangest of all
about the Arabs getting us to occupy their land? It is
that they will pretend to hate this occupation when in
fact they just love the economic stimulus and will
struggle to keep it going as long as possible.
F55 Ammianus Marcellinus
According to the ancient historian Ami•an
March•all•in, Rome was still garrisoning troops in the
Mideast when the city of Rome fell. This is something
that we really must take note of.
F56 Line of European refugees
In section 31.3, Mr. March•all•in also talks about how
the Romans kindly allowed a vast hoard of starving
Barbarian refugees to enter the Roman version of the
EU without any provision for feeding them. Then with
nothing to eat, this hoard of starving Barbarians
turned to plundering and taking what they needed.
F57 Refugee boat

Eventually the refugees overran Italy including the city
of Rome thus ending the Western half of the Roman
Empire. This was the first of two steps in precipitating
the European Dark Ages, and a 99.5% collapse in
European populations.
Europe really should take note here...
because the same eternal enemy is using similar
tactics today... simply because... it worked before.
F58 Bible, Leviticus 18:25
"The land itself vomits out her inhabitants"
F60 The Day of the Barbarians,
by Alexandro Barbero, 2007
Here's an Arab heuristic guidebook on the ancient
history of the European refugee crisis. And note the
timing and matrix name of this book and its author.
Apparently after many centuries they think the day of
the barbarians has finally just about come again.
F61 Barbarian = Arrabbian
You know, if you double the R and the B in Arabian
you have perfect anagram of Barbarian.
And there was this endless stream of new
Barbarian groups that migrated to Europe. And these
did come from the East of Rome, nobody argues with
this. The only thing we should clarify is whether they
came from the northeast or southeast, via
Constantinople, via today's Istanbul.
And also, in Roman history, we constantly
read about fresh new barbarian groups ... groups with
many different names, but maybe this is all just a
ruse, to cover up how there has always been just one
source of barbarians or Arabbians in the world...the
harems of the Mideast.
So it seems that it was actually the Arabians,
and not the Barbarians that overran Rome. Why did
Rome fall? It was invaded by Arabians... not
Barbarians.
F62 rabble, rebel, repel, rival, arrival, revile, barb,
rape, army, ravage, ravenous, harpoon, harbinger,
harm, horrible, rubella, rabies, rabid, rapid, rapier,
robot, rob, and repudiate
The written part of my message has a list of 500
negative words that come from the word Arab in
English, Spanish, Italian, French, and German mostly.
Here are some examples. And if we take all
these 500 words together, we get a crystal clear
picture of the totally inverted agenda and struggle of
the parasitic land of no resources — a struggle that is
the exact opposite of anything we in the host part of
the world would ever want for our lives.
And if you meet someone with many
different aliases, it is pretty safe to start out with the
assumption that he is a totally evil professional crook.
So here we understand that terms like PLO,
Hamas, Al Queda, Isis, IS and the Taliban are just the
latest in an endless string of aliases for an ancient

crime family, a harem bred crime family from a land
of absolutely no resources.
F63 Line of European refugees
Is this really a line of refugees? And if it is actually a
line of refugees, where are the women and children?
And how can men in desperate need of refuge afford
to leave their women and children behind? Here once
again we see an Arab matrix lie for what it is.
F64 Arab chaos scene
New subject. You know, most people conceive of the
Arabs as disunited individuals or disunited families...
rather like our people. But the truth is the exact
opposite.
F65 Yavno praying to Mecca
They are all from a totally desperate land of no
resources, and the way they can survive best is by
working together and organizing their crimes and
parasitic feeding. And this they have been doing for
thousands of years... under an ancient system for
cooperating to feed their land of no resources.
In truth, the Arabs are totally cohesive and
unified in their agenda and activities or ak•ti•we•itis.
Just consider how they pray 5 times a day
facing the same direction, like they're all slaves to the
instructions of central command in Mecca, Saudi
Arabia.
F70 S•audi = no•hear
In fact, they are all slaves of central command in
Saudi Arabia, the S•audi part... the part you are not
supposed to hear about. They just pretend not to
appear organized,
so they can get away with more, much more in fact.
F71 WTC Towers on fire
I mean the Arabs wouldn't dare have tried the
September 11 attacks if everyone perceived them as
slaves to the totally desperate and unified cause of
their people. Could there be any Arab terrorism at
all... if the world realized that the Arabs are vastly
more organized than we are in the part that is
supposedly free?
F72 Yavno praying to Mecca
If we realized that the Arabs are vastly more
organized and unified than we are in the free world...
if we realized that there actually was a single nation of
Islam, as so many Muslims repeatedly and
emphatically claim...
If we just opened our eyes and saw them all
praying to central command like slaves... five times a
day... would we allow their central command to have
1/3 of the seats in the UN?
You know the UN constitution says that all
IMPORTANT MATTERS require a 2/3 overmajority to
pass the general assembly. And the definition of an

IMPORTANT MATTER is a pretty low bar at the UN.
So basically anything we would ever read about in a
newspaper requires a 2/3 vote at the UN.
Therefore, Arabia's empire with 20% of the
world's people can effectively block the other 80% of
the world from taking action at the UN.
Do we really want to give this power to
Arabia's obedient slave empire? Do we really want
Arabia's slave empire, with its diametrically opposed
parasite's agenda to have a veto right over anything
the UN considers?
Clearly the UN has been designed to
maximize Arab power while seeming reasonable and
fair. Clearly all the power at the UN... like with all
bicameral legislatures lies with the primary house, the
General Assembly where Arabia's empire uniquely
has a veto.
The secondary house of the UN,
the Security Council is just a second veto,
a shared veto that's subsequent to and lower than
Arabia's veto.
So clearly the UN has been designed to maximize
Arabia's power,
while minimizing the power of the rest of the world.
F73 Turkish flag
You know, while Ishtar may sort of run, or at least
heavily steer the world, it still must pretend not to be
there as a unified force. This is because the moment
the host part of the world sees a foreign con•piracy, it
automatically unites and become vastly stronger.
Thus the parasite's evil expull must exist in
darkness and secrecy... in the dark light of the slivery
moon. And this is what the crescent or cresc•n't
moon, the non-growing, or shrinking moon of Islam
symbolizes.
It symbolizes the increasing darkness of the
parasite's agenda. It symbolizes the HIDEOUS or
HIDE•IOUS agenda of the Arab ex•pull, an agenda so
evil it must be HIDDEN or at least disguised from
nearly everyone, including most of its own people.
Even the Arabs don't talk about Ishtar openly
among themselves. And there are no textbooks on
the ways Ishtar, except heuristic texts that only make
hints.
Everyone INIT is terribly afraid that Ishtar's
secret THE WORLD'S DIRTIEST SECRET will get
out again, like after the battle of Actium or Ak•ti'um in
31 BC...
This event lead to a horrible famine and the
near total de-population of Arabia. It also lead to the
western Dark Ages some centuries later.
This time we are going to do it differently.
This time, the outside world will understand that if it
doesn't feed and give hope to the people of the
Mideast it weaponizes Ishtar at the dawn of the age of
artificial intelligence and killing robots.
This time, everyone gets fed and moved.
This time we will have a better world for

EVERYONE... A world without Ishtar and a world
united under the agenda of more and better for
everyone.
F75 Robot factory
Come with me. Thanks to computers and robotics,
there is no longer any need to foster the desperation
that the group spirit of Ishtar feeds on. There is no
need for anyone to be a desperate slave any more.
There is no need for the suffocating restrictions of
Islam. And there is no need for the outside world to
hate you.
Thanks to automation,
mankind can have plenty to sustain everyone in just
3-years...
Come with me.
We will have a global war economy without the war.
And there is no longer any need for Ishtar or Islam,
and now it will end...
now Ishtar will die root and branch.
F76 Lifeless desert with ruins
In the outside world, we underestimate the absolute and total
desperation of the land of no resources... a persistent, even
eternal desperation that the Mideast leadership struggles to
foster and grow... because it is this desperation that drives the
critically important exit-promise meccan•isms that feed the
Mideast.
And they go to church, 5-times a day, every day.
So we also underestimate the regimentation of Mideast life.
And we also underestimate the codification of its
society. as well as its strict internal laws, and the hellish
punishments that transgressors face...
We have all heard that saying, "Allah the merciful".
Well it is actually doublespeak, and there is ANYTHING but
mercy for Arabs who seriously go against the interests of the
Mideast. Those who seriously go against the interests of the
Mideast frequently die by a prolonged hell.
F77 starving kids
We also don't really understand how the Arabs are all loyal to
feeding the dirt-poor, and totally desperate people back home.
And we also don't grasp how they are all in debt to the
diametrically opposed parasitic cause of their people for
funding and paving the way for their ex•hodos, their trip to the
promised land, our land.
And this trip to the promised land... our land. It’s both
the most important thing that Ishtar sells... and the easiest
thing for us to take control of.
F78 Syrian ruins modern
Everyone in the land of no resources
desperately want to migrate out,
to do the ex-hodos thing
to GET OUT of a land that is awful by design.
A land that by design is dangerous
and a land that has no work, or water, or greenery
or fresh food, or music, or romance, or media,
or so many of life's simple joys.

rights.
Its a hellish land everyone desperately wants to leave,
A land where everyone wants to undergo ex•hodos...
And leave the relative hell of the desert...
and go to relative heaven in our lands.
It’s a land where people sells their soul to leave.
A land designed to maximize hellishness
and the value of exit promises and positions in the
outside world
A land that all the harem spawn are desperate to leave
and make room for the new harem spawn...
constantly coming off the conveyor belt.

So here we see how the DACA controversy is not real.
And no other interpretation makes any sense.
Because not even the most extreme liberals
are going to shut down their own government
to assure the rights of non-voting illegal immigrants...
So when we strip away the immigrants serving as camouflage,
DACA, or De•ak•A is the Arab Acme
making sure that they can obtain promises
from a new generation of harem spawn.

F79 Taxi balaclava
They all desperately want new lives in the outside world.
But the outside world is expensive for them by design,
and it was also made to hate them by design.

This is so that Ishtar can have a new generation of debtors...
people that will do the often reprehensible things
that Ishtar needs in our nation.
And this is the exact opposite of what we should be doing as a
nation.

So most can't manage by themselves,
and most need Ishtar to get them a place in the outside
world. And a place is thus a hugely valuable thing
for Ishtar to sell the countless slaves that its harems
breed. And thus Ishtar acquires an army of people
beholding to its evil parasitic ex•pull.

Instead, we ourselves must scrutinize and choose
who we let into our own nation.
And we must never allow people to think that Ishtar
has any ability to corrupt this all important life-changing
decision,
or Ishtar will acquire a legion of loyal operatives in our nations.

So as strange as it sounds,
Arabs incorporated actually struggles
to get us to hate its people to a certain extent.
It does this because this increases the value of its exit
promises.

And if WE move them,
WE can offer this under any conditions WE chose.
We can demand that they cleave from their old religion.
We can scatter them into the countryside,
and subject them to life-long monitoring.
And we can make them pay back
the cost of their re-education and re-location

And Ishtar actually has difficulty surviving
without the ability to sell new lives in exchange for exit
promises,
and as a reward for past service to the evil ex•pull,
F80 DACA pickets
Here we see the DACA immigrants
And we look at their faces
which part of the world do these people come from
mostly?
And what do they want?
They want lives, or positions in our land.
They want us to give them ex•hodos in our land
And how are they going to obtain that exhodos?
Isn't it with the involvement of Ishtar's power in
Washington?
So wont they will all think that Ishtar had a role in their
new life,
and won't they all be forever in debt to evil Ishtar for
this
So now we consider our non-elected
and totally corrupt political parties.
And we note how one party
is so BIZARRELY fixated on the rights of illegal immigrants...
that its willing to shut down the government to assure those

And by moving ALL the people,
we do one really huge thing for the world.
We end the energy force that is driving Ishtar,
and we unify the world
under the cause of more and better for everyone.
Local search: Moving-all-the-people
And you of the Mideast
This is the very message that the struggle
of your people is trying to bring about.
You Arabs must read my special message to you
before doing anything else

Part-G: Other Arab hoaxes
G2 Flat earth art
The desperate Mideast has told the world many
matrix lies... many great self-reinforcing lies
throughout history. In the 1400s, they corrupted our
institutions... so they'd spread propaganda about the
world being flat.
This was to keep the Europeans from sailing
around the Arab spice trade monopoly... the Arab

monopoly on super-expensive spice or spicy•al or
special imported goods moving between Asia and
Europe.
At the time, this monopoly was the biggest
source of income for the Middle east. So obviously, it
was the desperate Mideast that was behind the
ridiculous science lie about the world being flat.
G3
Plato, d. 347BC. Phaedo, 108e
"the earth is spherical"
>>>
Aristotle, d. 322BC, Meteorologica
"The horizon [of the stars] changes with a change in
our position [on Earth]. This proves that the earth is…
spherical"
Here we note that the ancient Greeks and
Romans DID NOT think that the world was flat. In fact,
the written part of my message lists 19 ancient Greek
and Roman quotes, like these, that mention a spherical
world.
You know, the Romans knew the world was
round and they also knew how to get past the Mideast
to reach Asia. But after the fall of Rome and a 99.5%
collapse in European populations. And after the dark
ages where all the books disappeared
Europe forgot how to reach Asia,
Europe forgot how to get past the Mideast to reach
Asia. Who do you was responsible for the fall of
Rome and the great forgetting? It’s obvious who
benefitted? And certainly the desperate land of no
resources was the main beneficiary of this.
Now, when Christopher Columbus
returned...
he brought word of land only THIRTY-FIVE days west
of Europe. And he proved that there was no risk
of sailing off the edge of the earth.
Thus he famously proved that the world was not flat
as the Arab propaganda repeatedly said.

G4 Egyptian sphinx
After Columbus' 35-day trip,
it became obvious that the Portuguese effort
to sail around the Arabs had been sabotaged,
or at least corrupted.
After all, it took the Portuguese 194 years
after the Marco Polo book came out,
to get only 2/3 of the way down the west coast of
Africa.
So Columbus also made it clear that the
Arabs had quietly corrupted the Portuguese
government.
And the widespread awareness of this Arab influence
in Portugal caused a SHARP decline in Arab power
and effectiveness throughout Europe.
And this was right at the moment that the
idea of legendary forgotten continents and exploration
seized the popular imagination of Europe.

I think also, many people realized that if the
Arabs were secretly manipulating us into going in one
direction... that it was a pretty safe bet that we should
be going in the exact opposite direction once we woke
up to their secret manipulations.
So after Columbus, it was clear that Europe
would soon find out how easy it was to simply sail
around the Arabs,
and the highly profitable trade sphinx or trade
sphincter that fed their race.
And soon the Arabs would have much less to eat.
So history records that starting in 1492, the
same year that Columbus re-discovered America,
Europe experienced a huge influx of Mideast
refugees.
Although history interprets these as Jews
from Spain,
and not Arabs from the Mideast... as if the cream was
substantially different from the milk.
You know it is very HARD to change
historical facts, like the huge influx of Mideast people
that came after 1492. But it is very EASY to change
historical interpretations, like what sort of Mideast
people these were ...
Indeed, these altered INTERPRETATIONS
are the very fabric of the matrix, the giant selfreinforcing lie of the Arabs.
G5 Roman ruins in Arab desert
Another great Arab hoax
was how the Arabs convinced the ancient Romans
in famously FERTILE ITALY no-less
that they were dependent on food from the Mideast
desert... supposedly from Egypt and Tunisia.
This matrix ruled for about 800 years,
or most of time that Rome existed as an empire.
From the end of the 2nd Punic War
until the fall of Constantino-pol in 595.
G6
DK Eyewitness guide to Egypt
"Rome's expansion... was fueled in part by the need
for ever-increasing quantities of grain. Grain's
importance to the ancient economies is somewhat
analogous to the value of oil to modern economies."
Here we read how <Read>.
Now clearly its a ridiculous idea that Rome in
fertile Italy could become dependent on imported food
from the Mideast... Shipped in on ancient freighters
no less.
And even more absurd is the way that Rome
remained dependent on imported Mideast food for
most of 800-years. This was about the same time
that Rome existed as an empire, a murderous,
expansionist world dominating empire, a police state
fronting for the Arabs.
G7 Roman ruins in Arab desert
Isn't it strange how the world always seems to find

itself dependent on some commodity that only the
Arab have?
Can you see a pattern yet? Do you think the
Arabs, in their total desperation might have tricked the
world again with petroleum?
Can you imagine that they might have spun
another great lie or matrix to feed on the outside
world? Can you see that our dependance on Mideast
oil is just another of many Arab hoaxes?
G8
Recent oil shortage years
1973-77
1980-81
1990.
2003-2007
Now of course there wasn't a constant state of famine
in Ancient Rome. But there were regular food
shortages where the price of grain was increased
greatly. It was probably similar to what we've gonethorough in recent decades with oil... about one
shortage in each decade.
The way the scam works is that the harembred Arabs infiltrate our society and pose as our
people. Then they struggle to raise domestic costs.
With oil, they struggled for expensive drill bits,
expensive environmental regulations, expensive
offshore drill rigs, and that sort of thing.
And at the same time,
the Arabs are getting their goods
from the parts of the world that they have totally
enslaved and impoverished,
for example China today
Where wages are only 10% of those in the US.
Thus the Arabs can lower their prices
to the point where our domestic producers
can't really compete.
Thus the Arabs come to provide us with a large part
of our supply...
which is often smuggled and invisible to government.
Then, once they have driven enough of their
competition out of the market, they stage a shortage
where prices go up 5-to-20-fold for a short time.
Then new producers enter the market and
set up new facilities. But it takes time for domestic
output to increases to the point where the Arabs are
forced to slash prices again. So the Arabs make a pile
of money in the meantime.
Then the process repeats over and over
again. And this process works with petroleum, grain,
money, gold, diamonds, Mexican limes, marijuana,
cocaine, or anything other commodity really. And the
Arabs have been practicing this sort of market
alchemy with many different commodities for
thousands of years...
so they're experts at it.
G9 Athens dependent on imported grain
Before Rome, democratic Athens became dependent

on imported grain from Ukraine.
Then in 404BC, the Spartan—Mideast
alliance
went for the food, or rather they went Al•cibai•de,
which means towards•food•idea in ancient Greek.
This Spartan—Mideast alliance seized the
Athenian grain ships
near the city of Troy, or Byzantium, or present day
Istanbul.
This in turn forced the Athenian democracy
to surrender.
Now democratic Athens fell
due to an interruption in its food supply
And apparently this knowledge was a problem for the
Arabs.
I say this because history now records Al-cibai•de as
a man,
an Athenian leader,
and not the tactic by which the Arab/Spartan alliance
defeated democratic Athens.
After this the details are a little sketchy.
But within about 70 years,
Alexander invaded Greece
and massacred pretty much everyone in Greece who
did not join his Arab-fronting army of pillage, or
pullage.
This Army incidentally, once it had pillaged the known
world was lead into the desert and nearly everyone
died.
But Alexander,
which breaks down as A•lex•an•dar,
or no•books•rebirth•give,
seems to have rounded up all the Greek books.
And there was also a great Mideast library
called the library of A•lex•an•dar•i•A.
Full of the outsider books that the Arabs had seized
So here we see who was behind Alexander,
and that the purpose of his frontman conquest
was to profit form pillage and pull.. under
But it was especially to round up all the books.
Because that is what the conquest was named.
G10 These aren't the droids
Here we stop to consider the martyr George Orwell's
Ministry of Truth, and how it told lies and changed
events. Well the Ministry of Truth is actually a real
thing. It is an aspect of the Arab tree of knowledge
mentioned in the book of Genesis.
And here with Alcibiades, as with the term
Barbarian, we see two of the countless words and
stories the Arabs have modified over the centuries...
two aspects of the matrix.
It sure makes me wonder when mankind will
mankind stop lying to itself What an achievement it
will be for mankind when it stops lying to itself. When

it stops making and supporting all these fake news
stories, fake ideas, fake word definitions, and fake
ideologies.
G11
Host
Parasite
Good
Evil
truth
lies
light
darkness
knowledge
ignorance
honesty
dishonesty
You know, the world is ruled by two group spirits that
are polar opposites. One is the host spirt of more and
better for everyone. The other is the parasite's spirit
of less and worse for the host so there is more for the
parasite.
The host spirit of goodness worships truth
and light and knowledge and honesty... and the
parasite's spirit of evil worships lies and darkness and
ignorance and dishonesty.
And the organized pursuit of the parasite's
agenda is the main thing, the most fundamental and
cornerstone thing wrong with mankind.
Now that stops, and now the world turns at
once and with total unity to stopping the organized
crime, and the organized parasitism in every single
way that anyone can think of.
G12 Pie chart 6 vs 63
New subject. The governments of the world owe
about 63 trillion dollars collectively. Meanwhile China
and Japan hold less than 5 trillion dollars of foreign
debt.
Who is holding the other 90% of the world's
debt? Perhaps it is mostly the people that have been
selling the world around a trillion dollars-worth of oil
each year for about 45 years?
Funny how we never hear about all the
trillions we surely must owe the Mideast.
Funny how China only holds about $1-trillion
in US government bonds... and this gets all the
press... really ALL the press... as if China was the
world's main creditor.
How can our media be so dumb
as to cast China as our main creditor,
when it only hold about 5%
of the 20 trillion dollar US national debt?
Maybe our media isn't dumb.
Maybe its just been corrupted by the Arabs...
like our government
Now remember how the sub-prime crisis
was super hard to understand?
Basically, when the Arabs created the field of
subprime finance,
they purposely made it hard to understand...
so they could trick everyone.
And this is why
so many people bought these debt insurance
liabilities

that they thought were actually assets.
And this is how the Arabs got us to fund their oil
bubble,
their stealth embargo that popped in 2008
and caused so much trouble for the world economy.
Now the Arabs also created our credit
system,
which they also made hard to understand.
And they made it especially hard
to get a big picture of who exactly owns our debt.
And it certainly isn't Japan or China.
and Europe is in debt just like us.
So by process of elimination,
who are we in debt to?
So when we're paying our governmentencouraged
and tax deductible mortgages,
who are we actually paying?
... behind all the screens, who are we paying?
Certainly it’s the Arabs. Mideast incorporated,
the Sphinx, whatever you are going to call it.
And who is collecting up to 15% of our tax
money
in the form of interest on the national debt?
Of course it’s the Arabs as well.
G13 Mortgage Rates
So nearly all of the world's debt
is from the Arab oil hoax.
and it’s all mostly criminal proceeds.
And thus simply not binding.
It’s a matrix illusion.
It’s our oil scam payments lent back to us
and converted into long-term debt
to feed the land of no resources over the long-term...
G14 National debt
So when we go to work to pay our mortgages,
we are actually working hard for our Arab slave
masters.
And while we are certainly free as individuals within
the matrix,
we've still been enslaved as entire societies,
enslaved by a matrix, a giant self-reinforcing lie...
enslaved into working for the land of no
resources,
into supporting one fifth of the world
that produces nothing at all
except cohesive desperation
and HATRED of non-believer infidels.
G15 The routes from China
And you in China. You are even more enslaved that
we are in the US. I say this because you are kept
POOR and deprived of resources. You are THE most
industrial nation in the world today. How come your
wages are only a tenth of ours?
Now go to any foreigner in China
and ask a very simple question: Do more than half of

your nation's manufactured goods
come from China? They will all say yes.
So I ask again... why is your nation is so
poor? How come average Chinese wages
are only 1/10th those in the US and Europe?
Let me put it another way.
How come the average Chinese worker
must work 20 minutes to buy a liter of Arab oil,
while the average American worker only has to work 2
minutes?
And how come when you trade with Europe,
the goods don't move by energy efficient train?
Why do your goods your trade go twice as far
by energy INEFFICIENT boats...
boats that use perhaps 50 times more energy than
trains?
And look how your trade with Europe
must STILL pass through the blood Red Sea
and the gate of tears,
the Bab al Mandeb as it has for thousands of years.
And look how your trade with Europe
must still pass through the Arab sphinx or trade
sphincter,
where it is subject to Arab profiteering.
G16 Pie chart, 4-below and Alibaba
Look at how China only makes a tiny sliver of profit
from the goods it produces and exports. The rest is
OIL to extract the raw materials,
OIL to refine and produce the raw materials,
OIL to ship the raw materials to China, and
OIL to ship the finished products to the rest of the
world,
AND of course the Arabs are making most of
the money selling you this oil...
directly or indirectly,
because they've hidden most of your oil...
just like they have hidden, or mined or minimized
most of our oil.
And of course you have to pay ALI-BABA its
cut for introducing you to your foreign markets. And
its easy to see who owns Ali-baba right?
So ultimately, the Chinese slave nation only
makes a sliver of the profit despite doing ALL the
work. And Ishtar, otherwise known as SHE in English
makes all the money. This name SHE is incidentally
pronounced just like your Arab figurehead monarch.
Funny how this guy SHE just recently
cleared the way to be China's lifelong emperor... just
like those Arab-fronting emperors that lived in the
Forbidden City and totally impoverished China for
thousands of years... before you all became
impoverished communist slaves of the Arabs...that is.
Did you know that when the Arabs grabbed
dictatorial power over Rome, they kept the Senate
around as a powerless ornament for about 650
years? until the very end of Rome really. So the mere
existence of an elected legislature means nothing at
all really. Just search at Cassius Dio 53 point 21 in

the written part of my message.
G17 Chinese flag
Are you the PEOPLE'S republic of China?
The people's republic of the Chinese people?
Or are you still secretly a slave colony in Arabia's
empire?
Look at China's flag.
Look at how there is sort of an Islamic crescent moon
hidden in it. Strange, isn't it?
When did the Arabs stop running China like a slave
state?
G19 Soviet flag
Look at the flag of the USSR, the old Soviet Union.
Look at how there is sort of an Islamic crescent moon
hidden in it too. Strange, isn't it? When did the Arabs
stop running China and Russia?
G20 Chinese flag
Are you the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC of China?
The people's republic of the Chinese people?
Or are you still a slave colony in Arabia's empire?
You know the US is the people's republic of America.
Just like you are the people's republic of China.
And like you, we are supposedly a rex publica,
a nation where the public, or the people are the king.
At least that is what it says on the product label...
Come with. I claim to be the panda, the peh•an•da,
the say•new•give
the creature with the sharp distinction between white
and black in his coat,
the sharp distinction between good and evil in his
writings.
Come with me and abandon the peacock, with his
many eyes,
the symbol of big-brother and all the eyes of the Arab
Sphinx Mafia.
G21 Exxon gas prices
When did the Arabs stop running... or rather
corrupting and influencing the United States? Clearly
Standard Oil slash Exxon, age 156 is still going
strong.
And clearly this company has had some role
in why the world is now dependent on Arab oil.
Clearly we have all underestimated Arab power in the
world.
G22 China and US as oil importers
This graph shows why the Chinese people
are only making 10% of the wages of Americans and
Europeans
It is because this maximizes your container trade with
the outside world.
And this maximizes oil sales for your secret Arab
masters.
And it also helps undermines the economies

of world's freest nations
something that's a prime objective of Arabia's slave
empire.
G23 The people don't know their power copy
Clearly China is not being run for the benefit of the
Chinese people... and the same goes for the rest of the
world really. Clearly the world is being run by the
ARABS for their own benefit.
And clearly it’s time for the world to oust its
current opaque Arab-run governments, and muster-up
into the new crystal clear and incorruptible people's
democracy I explain in the written section.
And it’s time to tear down the great wall of the
internet, the great wall against invasions of the truth.
It’s time for China to become a prosperous, and
informed PEOPLE'S democracy of China.
And you know, the same Arabs who got you
to build this modern wall of the internet, got you to
build the ancient great wall... and both walls exist for
their benefit, not yours.
The ancient great wall was to keep trade out...
not barbarians. The Barbarians were just the
provocation, the terrorism that was the excuse for the
Arab-fronting emperor to build a wall, or trade barrier.
This way, the Arabs were able to use your
government to manage competition and tax their
competitors. This way they were able to make money
selling China overpriced imported goods.
G24 Gas prices
After thousands of years,
we will have a new matrix and a new world.
Come with me
I will make the price of energy and raw materials
fall by over 75% worldwide...
G25 real debt fake debt
Muster up and come with me.
I will wipe out over 90% of the world's debt,
our fake debt to the Arabs
that came from their great oil scam.
G26 Single-wide vs. double-wide cars
Come with me.
I establish new standards for single-wide cars
a bit narrower than an old-style Fiat 500.
These will be network positioned,
and computer driven so the lane clearances can be
smaller. Thus they almost double the capacity of the
world's roads
and more than double its parking capacity.
Thus we will eliminate most traffic congestion
in the world's cities, a few cities at a time.
Double-wide vehicles will use two single-wide lanes,
but will suffer from per mile charges and rules
that will prevent their use except for transit and deliveries
And these new cars will also get well over twice the

mileage
due to their lighter weight and smaller wind profile...
And due to their light weight, they will also cost about half as
much to buy.
And due to their network operation,
and multi-redundant anti-collision systems,
they will also be much safer than the current human-driver
system
that kills 40-thousand people in Americans alone each year.
G27 TGV Atlantique
Come with me for I give the world super-stable double-wide
trains.... WHEELED-trains rolling on STEEL tracks... tracks
that are almost 4-times as far apart as those today. These are
trains with computer controlled acceleration and motion
sensors... and track adjustment robots that keep the track
PERFECTLY flat.
G30 Other fast train
These are trains that interlock with their I-beam tracks
so they can't easily derail...
AND so they can use the tracks for tethered braking,
for SUPER-FAST stops when needed.
These are trains on one-way, no-crossing viaducts...
viaducts with proper foundations so their tracks will remain
relatively stable... and trains with proper noise shrouds so
they'll be super quiet.
These are trains that will be faster than all but the longest
domestic flights... They are trains that will cost one fifth to one
tenth of flying.
They are trains that will be 50 times safer than self-driving.
And best of all,
they're trains that will slash our energy consumption by over
95%
to the extent we use them instead of driving.
G31 Map of bearing straight
Come with me, for I bridge both the Bearing Strait,
and Central Asia with these high-speed railroads.
Thus the energy IN-efficient shipping of the Arabs
becomes obsolete for over 95% of the world's trade.
Come with me for there will be no more wars
fought over the seas, as the Arabs seem to be angling for
in the South China Sea.
G32 Freedom's forge
Muster up and come with me.
I show how national economies
actually work better the more we ask of them.
Just look at how the United States
went from the edge of economic depression in 1941
to vertical output in 1944.
Let me show you all how easy it is
to have a war economy worldwide without a war.
G33 poor African kids
Muster up and come with me.
The poorest parts of humanity

will obey a 1-child policy
in exchange for industrialization aid.
G34 Climate image
Come with me. The idea of manmade climate change
is another Arab matrix... a giant self-reinforcing lie to
reduce consumption of coal and increase consumption
of Arab oil.
G35 Sphinx pic
And most of all, come with me
because I end the 5,800-year rule
of the Mideast harem-bred race,
and its inverted agenda
of less and worse for the rest of the world.
Now the group spirit of PRO MEN THEUS
awakens and will rule the world exclusively.

Part-H: Ending
H1 gorgon from film
This is the great transcendental message for
mankind,
the end of the old world and the beginning of the new
world.
The gorgon's 7,000-page reflection
now plays on every screen in the world.
Ishtar the gorgon now petrifies with fear
and dies as it beholds its own hideous reflection...
and as it beholds the unbelievable stupidity
and 95% wastefulness of its own true nature.
Here is a new and much better way,
a unified system that will feed the entire world
and end the human desperation that Ishtar feeds
upon.
H2 Naked emperor
Now think of the emperor that had no clothes. Do you
know what this legend is really about? It is about how
one day, a boy will come along and say, BEHOLD...
here is Ishtar's empire naked with no cloth, weave, or
matrix.
You Arabs are immensely fortunate that this
boy does not say "Kill them all". And you're fortunate
that he gives those who have been following the
Mideast's parasitic de•ex•pull, the devil, one last
chance to confess all, to repent all, and most of all to
cleave to the new prophet of the Middle East.
The spirit of Pro•men•theus is now
awakened, and your feeble chains will no longer hold
him, now that he is awake. He's everywhere in the
world now, on every screen. And he will according to
his nature kill Ishtar wherever he sees her.
H3 Yavno praying to Mecca copy

Many of you are confused about what you are actually
struggling FOR. Islam or Ishtar has always been only
the means to an end.
It only existed to feed the Mideast until ALL
the people could be moved to places than can
actually sustain them. This is the true and ultimate
objective of your people ... and I present your ancient
objective IN—ONE—STEP.
Here are two tickets to paradise, to a much
better world for everyone. Here's a shortcut that will
bring about your ultimate goal in far less than a
decade. Here is a plan for killing Ishtar, and freeing
the ENTIRE world from its clutches. But you must all
cleave fast to your new prophet with an alternative to
the devil's agenda, the parasitic de•ex•pull of Ishtar.
Now is when you all turn against Islam and
say how scared you all were to go against the
Meccan isms. And really, you have no alternative.
Thanks to my 7,000-page message, the old ways of
Ishtar and the parasites evil ex•pull will no longer work
any more.
This message is the Omega for the old world
that PERMITTED the existence of Ishtar and Islam.
And it is also the Alpha for the new world,
a unified world that will feed and move ALL THE
PEOPLE.... and end the horrible waste and stupidity
of Ishtar once and for all.
So NOW. NOW is when you all turn against
Islam and Ishtar and say "We all lived in fear of the
meccan-isms... and we didn't understand." And "We
all hated our Mideast obligations and now consider
ourselves immensely lucky to be free of them."
H4 Kaaba cube
While I can offer you amnesty and amnesia ... you
must cleave to the new prophet of the Mideast fairly
immediately to obtain this. And you must know that I
only have to power to obtain this from Pro•men•theus,
the good spirit of man, by focusing all outsider rage
against the last to cleave... without any limitations at
all.
There shall be total forgiveness for those
who immediately cleave against Islam and Ishtar.
But there shall be total rage, fury and El's fire
brands for those who fail to immediately cleave
against Islam, Ishtar, and the totally evil ex•pull of
the Mideast.
If you're Middle Eastern or in any way
connected with Islam or Judaism, or the harems,
NOTHING will help your life going forward like quickly
cleaving against Ishtar and Islam.
There are ten gradations ranging from total
forgiveness to total hell, and your category will
depend more than anything else on how fast you
cleave against Ishtar on posted video as described in
the written part of my message.
H5 Top of the one dollar pyramid
And I must say that if World War 3 happens now, it

was the chosen green harem spawn who did it. These
are men with many half siblings, men with identical YChromosomes and mostly dissimilar XChromosomes. So they'll be pretty easy to spot
genetically once we make the $3 genetic test kits.
If world war 3 happens now, regardless of
the apparent cause, hold these brothers and their
female siblings accountable, and do not restrain you
rage.
But if there is no world war 3, just forget
about punishment and retribution among those who
cleave rapidly.
It is best to just end the 5,800-year war, and
put everything behind us, to move all the people, and
to unify mankind under the agenda of more and better
for everyone. A beautiful Eu•tropia is only one step
away for mankind... if we all take the step together.
H6 7,000-pages = 3-million words
I can go on and on about these subjects. In fact I do
go on and on, in the written version, which is about
7,000 standard pages long.
I hope this is enough. I hope you all say to
yourself that this message is important and that you
are going to drop your other plans and spread my
files.
And there is no downside to spreading this
message. If these ideas are untrue, nothing bad will
happen to you by spreading them. But if these words
are true, they will clearly help save the world.
Local search: Moving-all-the-people
And you of the Mideast
This is the very message that the struggle
of your people is trying to bring about.
You Arabs must read my special message to you
before doing anything else

Part-J The volcanic theory of climate (Parts-I is
omitted)
J1 The volcanic theory of climate change
Part 1: How the ice caps regulate climate
Here is an introduction to the new volcanic theory of
climate change... a theory which conclusively refutes
the CO2 theory of climate change.
J2 How can CO2 be 36-million times more
powerful on Earth than on Venus?
The planet Venus is often used to support the idea of
greenhouse gasses and the CO2 theory of climate.
People say, look at how Venus has an atmosphere
full of CO2 and look how the planet is 445 degrees
hotter than Earth.
But few people realize that the supposed
greenhouse effects of CO2 must be about 36-million

times more powerful on Earth than on Venus.
J3 Venus atmosphere pressure
Here's why. Venus' atmosphere is 92 times as dense
as Earth's
J4 Venus 96% CO2
And Venus' atmosphere is 96.5% CO2. Earth by
contrast has an atmosphere that is only 400 parts per
million CO2.
J5 92 x .965/.0004 = 221,950
Here are these numbers in an equation. Here we take
the density of Venus' atmosphere and multiply it by
the ratio of CO2 concentrations for the two planets.
When we do this, we realize that Venus
doesn't just have a LITTLE more CO2 in its
atmosphere, it has almost 222-THOUSAND times as
much CO2 by volume.
J6 460°C = Venus avg. surface temp
15°C = Earth's avg. surface temperature
445°C = difference
221,950/445°C = 499
And Venus averages about 445 degrees hotter than
Earth. So for each degree Venus is hotter than Earth,
it has almost 500 times as much CO2.
J7 170-300 CO2
Now back on Earth, CO2 levels have run around 170
parts-per-million at ice age bottoms. And except in
recent decades, they only get up to around 300 partsper-million in warm ages.
And 170 parts-per million is just over 1-in6,000. And 300 parts per million is just under 2-in6,000.
And according to all ice core climate data,
this 1-in-6,000 change in CO2 levels corresponds to
about a 12°C change in Antarctic temperatures.
And if we multiply these two numbers
together, we realize that on Earth, each degree hotter
corresponds to a tiny 1-in-72,000 change in CO2
levels.
J8 On Venus 500 times more CO2 = 1°C
On Earth 1/72,000th more CO2 = 1°C
500 x 72,000 = 36,000,000
Now let's compare the two planets:
On Venus, 500 times more CO2 equals 1 degree
Celsius,
while on Earth, 1-in-72-thousand times more CO2
equals 1 degree Celsius.
If we multiply these two numbers, we get 36-million.
So the effect of CO2 is supposedly 36-million times
stronger on Earth than on Venus.
How can this be?
And doesn't such a wide discrepancy in the power of
CO2
sort-of disprove the greenhouse gas theory of climate

all by itself?
For how could CO2 be 36-million times more powerful
on Earth than on Venus?
Clearly there is no relationship between CO2 and
temperature when comparing Earth and Venus.
J9 "How big is mankind in proportion to the
environment?"
New subject. How big is mankind in proportion to the
environment? Do you have a clear understanding?
And if you don't have a clear understanding, how can
you make sound environmental policy decisions?
I mean, what if the environment was actually
ten,
or a hundred, or a thousand times bigger than you
thought in proportion to mankind?
J10 14 stick figures = 1 cubic meter of water
Let’s say the average human weighs 71-kilos or 157
lbs., then 14 humans would weigh a thousand kilos.
This is the weight of 1 cubic meter of water by
definition.
J11 cube
And a cubic kilometer is 1,000 meters by 1,000
meters by 1,000 meters, or a billion cubic meters.
Thus 14 billion humans would weigh about as much
as a cubic kilometer of water. Thus the 7 billion
humans alive today weigh about as much as half a
cubic kilometer of water.
Now remember that number. All the humans
alive today weigh about as much as half a cubic
kilometer of water. Half a cubic kilometer.
J12 The oceans weigh
2,800,000,000 times as much as mankind
Now Earth has almost 1.4 billion cubic kilometers of
water. Thus, all the water on Earth weighs about 2.8billion times as much as humanity. Look at all those
zeros.
J13 Al-Gore-ocean circulation
Did mankind really do something that warmed 2.8BILLION times its weight in water? And the oceans
DO CIRCULATE. Here is Al Gore showing us how the
oceans circulate in his recent film.
J14 The Average Walmart is 9,700 square meters,
(106,000 sq. ft.), and has a 6.1-meter ceiling
2 point 8 billion is just an ENORMOUS number. To
put this ratio in perspective, the average Walmart
store contains about 60,000 cubic meters of volume.
If we divide this volume by 2.8-billion, we get 21 cubic
centimeters, or about the volume of a man's index
finger.
Thus to compare the mass of mankind to the
mass of Earth's hydrosphere is to compare a finger's
volume of water with the volume of water that could
be contained by a Walmart store.

How can it be that this tiny finger amount of
matter is altering the temperature of the other
immense amount of matter? And how could we by
any means direct, or indirect, cause 2.8-billion times
our weight to warm by any measurable amount? Of
course we couldn't possibly have done this, even if we
tried. The hydrosphere is just too big in proportion.
J15 1-in-10,000 = 100 parts per million
Now CO2 levels have gone from about 300 to 400
parts per million over the past century. Thus
humanity seems to have increased atmospheric CO2
by 1 part in 10,000 — because that is what 100 parts
per million is... its 1 part in 10,000.
And supposedly this 1 part in 10,000 of
increased CO2 has altered the ENTIRE way our
planet holds on to heat. And because of that,
humanity has warmed 2.8-BILLION times its weight in
water. But could mankind have warmed 2.8 billion
times its weight in water by any means at all? It
simply doesn't seem possible
J16 Earth's atmosphere has 10.4 million
times the mass of of mankind
Even Earth's atmosphere has a mass that is 10.4
million times the mass of mankind. How will we ever
pollute such an immense atmosphere?
And how can we be so silly as to worry much
about global air pollution given the true scale of
Earth's atmosphere?
Even if every human alive today causes 10
times his weight in air pollution to permanently
REMAIN in the atmosphere, it will still be less than 1
part in a million.
And harmful gasses are harmful because
they are reactive. So by nature, they quickly react
away and don't remain in the atmosphere for long.
J17 Smog photo
So manmade air pollution is never going to harm the
planet, because mankind is simply too small in
proportion.
Thus we realize that air pollution is only an
urban problem and mostly just a problem for cities in
basins, like Los Angeles and Mexico City — where
the wind doesn't diffuse the pollution.
J18 US Ford Focus art 40mpg
Thus we realize that its dumb and unnecessary to
require that our vehicles be 98% clean in terms of
exhaust emissions.
J19 Euro Ford Focus 80mpg
Instead, we might only require that our vehicles be
90% clean in terms of exhaust emissions. This way
they can get over twice the mileage... like this
European version of the same car.
And of course this would cut our
consumption of OPEC's oil by half. And of course

OPEC will hate this. So it will go on directing money
to candidates, lobbyists, scientists, journalists,
universities, and propaganda that talks about how air
pollution is such a terrible problem.
This way our corrupt democracy will have a
plausible excuse for the super-strict pollution
standards that cut vehicle mileage by half or two
thirds, and double or triple our consumption of
OPEC's oil.
J20 Earth's overall mass is 6087 times that of its
hydrosphere
The hydrosphere's mass is 2.8-billion times that
of mankind
Now lets get back to the oceans,
or more specifically the hydrosphere,
which has 2.8 billion times the mass of mankind.
According to the CO2 theory,
we puny humans have warmed 2.8 billion times our
weight in water.
But according to the new volcanic theory of
climate,
our planet's surface temperature
is primarily the result of variable gas and heat leakage
from our giant planet's hot molten center.
And our planet has a mass that is over 6-thousand
times that of its oceans.
Now isn't it just common sense that big
heavy things
tend to affect the temperatures of tiny light things,
rather than the other way around?
And isn't it just common sense that variable heat
leakage
from within our planet is warming the oceans
which weigh 6,000 times less?
And isn't it just a ridiculously leveraged
explanation
to think that mankind is actually warming the oceans
which weigh 2.8-billion times more?
J21 Seafloor age in color
This is a map of the planet's new seafloor by age. It’s
a pretty good indication of the portion of the planet's
surface that has been accreted over say the last
hundred million years... along Earth's 80,000-km long
seafloor rift system.
And it is widely accepted that hot magma
bubbles up
and accretes to the sea floor at the seafloor rift,
also called the seafloor ridge.
And this accreting of hot magma is the driver
of seafloor spreading and earthquakes and volcanos
on Earth, as well as continental drift.
J22 Clip of heat ripples in water at the ridge
Look at the heat ripples in the water. Now ponder
how this volcanic water heater operates 24-hours a
day, every day — and it is 80-THOUSAND kilometers
long.

J23 Plates and movement
And here we see how the seafloor rift accretes about
8-cm of seafloor on average each year. And
according to seismologists, the seafloor is about
60km thick on average.
J24 0.00008km x 80,000km x 60km = 384 cubic km
If we do the math, this comes to 384 cubic kilometers
of rock accreted each year on average from the
super-hot and totally molten center of our planet. This
is accreted to our planet's somewhat hot seafloor rift.
J25 2,304 times the mass of mankind each year
And given that this sort of basaltic rock is about 3
times the mass of water, and mankind has a mass
equal to half a cubic kilometer of water, this annual
accretion of rock has a mass that is about 2,300 times
the mass of mankind.
And here's a volume of rock that is cooling
by thousands of degrees over time. (from around
5,000 to around 500°C).
So this is over a billion times the mass of
mankind that is constantly leaking out from within our
planet and cooling by 1 degree Celsius in each
century.
So I ask you is climate change from
variations in this massive amount of heat leakage
along the seafloor rift? Or is it due to a tiny 1-in10,000 change in Atmospheric CO2 levels?
J26 384 x 3 x 4,500°= 5,184,000
Let’s look at these numbers another way. Each year,
seafloor spreading on average accretes enough
magma to warm about 5.2-million cubic kilometers of
water by 1°C. This is enough to warm the entire
hydrosphere by 2°C in 538-years.
But this spreading rate is the long term
average, including both ice ages and warm ages. And
CO2 levels run about 50% higher during warm-ages.
So we should expect seafloor rift activity
to be more than 50% higher during warm ages.
Thus the hydrosphere will warm by 2°C
in less than 360-years,
and perhaps in as little as say 300 years
j27 Triple graph
And here's a graph that shows how during ice ages,
volcanic ash levels in the atmosphere
get well over a hundred times higher than they are
today
And we should expect the shading from this volcanic
ash
to be much lower at the equator
where the sunlight passes almost straight down
through the atmosphere at mid-day.
And in the polar regions where the sunlight
passes diagonally through the atmosphere, the light
filtering is 3 to 10 times higher. Thus we should

expect more exaggerated ice age temperature swings
in polar regions,
as atmospheric ash levels rise and fall.
J28 Global temperature graph
And you know,
the Antarctic ice core data IS from a polar region of
the planet.
And during ice ages,
the polar regions cool much more than the other parts
of the planet.
The poles are about 12° colder than today
while the planet overall is less than 4° colder...
This incidentally, is a very important fact
that seems almost intentionally hidden
by the nomenclature of this graph.
For why not simply state the corresponding Antarctic
temperature?... Why use the utterly meaningless term
Antarctic Temperature Units? unless of course you
are trying to hide the truth rather than shine light on it.
And while we are on the subject of hiding the truth
in climate data graphs...
note how the data lines are shown super-imposed
here. This is actually QUITE unusual in studies
supporting the CO2 theory of climate.
J29 separate data lines
In fact, MOST of these pro CO2 theory graphs
have separated data lines like the graph shown here.
But why would anyone show these data lines
separated
if they were trying to show the correlation between
them?
Why not always super-impose them?
It doesn't make any sense, does it?
Unless these people are trying to hide the truth.
J30 temp leads CO2
Also, the Antarctic climate graphs with super-imposed
data lines generally show that changes in CO2 levels
occur before changes in temperature as we see here.
And strangely, the graphs with separate data lines
generally hide this fact...
And this IS a mortal problem with the CO2 theory of
climate. I mean, how can CO2 be the cause of
temperature change if temperatures change before
CO2 levels.
J31 Lapse Rate
Now let’s return to the idea that during ice ages,
the polar regions cool much more than the other parts
of the planet.
The poles are about 12° colder than today
while the planet overall is less than 4° colder.
And if outgassing is a main driver of earth's

temperatures,
We should also expect the colder ice age
atmospheres
to be thinner like when we go to higher altitudes.
So perhaps during ice ages,
the oceans cool by 2°C,
while the atmosphere thins and cools by 4°C on
average,
and in the polar regions by 12°C.
Thus if something were to turn seafloor
spreading on and off, it would account for 1/3 or 1/2
half of the fastest temperature swings we observe in
the Antarctic ice core data.
J32 Pinatubo solar shading
And skies filled with volcanic ash
certainly play a role in atmospheric temperatures.
This is plainly evident from recent eruptions
and from the Antarctic ice core record.
For example, the eruption of the Tambora
volcano in 1816 caused temperatures in London to
average 6.7°C below normal all summer. And this is
why 1816 was called the year without a summer.
J33
• seafloor accretion rate
• volcanic gas leakage rate
• atmospheric density
• volcanic ash
• exaggerated effects of volcanic ash
Now when we put all these factors together,
the changes in the seafloor accretion rate,
the changes in atmospheric density,
the changes in volcanic ash levels,
and the exaggerated effects of volcanic ash at the
polar regions,
we have a new climate model.
And we have a climate model that actually
accounts for the rapid temperature swings we see the
ice cores —
unlike the CO2 theory of climate,
which can't be modeled...
because it involves such an incredible leverage of
scale.
J34 Who benefits most from it?
Now who benefits most from the CO2 theory of
climate? Isn't it OPEC and the desperate land of no
resources except oil? And isn't the CO2 theory of
climate the main reason why we are phasing out coal
and oil sands through carbon trading and buying more
of OPEC's oil?
Maybe the desperate land of no resources
sponsored some science propaganda so it can be rich
and powerful instead of poor and desperate.
J35
Plato, d. 347BC. Phaedo, 108e

"the earth is spherical"
Aristotle, d. 322BC, Meteorologica
"The horizon [of the stars] changes with a change in
our position [on Earth]. This proves that the earth is...
spherical"
In addition to these two quotes
the written part of my message has 17 more quotes
from ancient Greek and Roman authors
that show how people knew the earth was spherical.
And altogether I've found 19 ancient quotes
that indicate a round earth,
and I have never found one that in any way
suggested that the earth was flat. Not one.
Now recall how Columbus proved that the world was
not flat
and there was no risk of explorers sailing off the edge.
Clearly, between the fall of Rome and the time of
Columbus,
we forgot that the world was round.
And we also forgot how to go around the Arabs and
get to Asia.
So who was pushing the ridiculous science
propaganda about the earth being flat?
And who hid the knowledge of how to get to Asia?
Clearly it was the Arabs saying this
to keep us from sailing around their highly profitable
"spice" trade...
their monopoly on all trade between Europe and Asia
So it seem that these days
the desperate land of no resources,
has invented a new batch of science lies,
to help it better feed on the outside world.
This time about climate change
J36 soda bottle being opened and starting to
bubble
New subject. Imagine the bubbles slowly coming out
of some soda and rising to the surface. In a similar
way, primordial gas constantly bubbles out of Earth's
molten or liquid center to replenish the atmosphere.
The quantities and distances are immense, so our
planetary soda bottle takes billions of years to go flat.
J37 Mt.St. Hellens ashing
This is the new volcanic air that we clearly see
exploding from volcanos. And this new volcanic air
can also be found in the water streaming out of the
seafloor rift.
J38 clip of volcano burping magma
And if we exclude water vapor,
which is really just surface contamination,
this new volcanic air is 95 to 96 percent CO2,
EXACTLY like the atmospheres of Mars and Venus
our sister planets.

Also, note how the super high pressure volcanic air
bubbles
are propelling the molten magma upward here.
J39 Dover cliffs
This is the new volcanic air that replaces the CO2
constantly lost when seashells and bones get buried.
Just consider of the famous chalk-white cliffs of Dover
England — cliffs that are hundreds of feet tall. Note
the tiny people standing on top of the cliffs
J40 Chalk explained
These cliffs are white from calcium-carbonate in
seashell that have been mostly pulverized, although
many were fossilized and are still to be found.
J41 fossil sedimentary stone
Marine creatures took calcium and carbon dioxide
from the oceans and atmosphere and turned it into
shells and bones. Then they died and fell to the sea
floor and were buried more or less forever, along with
immense amounts of carbon.
J42 uplift
Later the seafloor was raised due to the well-accepted
theory of continental uplift, where earthquake
hammering compresses and raises the continents
over millions of years.
J43 Sequestered carbon
Massive sedimentary carbon deposits like Dover are
all over the planet. And here's a college textbook
illustration about that fact.
All that carbon bubbled out of the planet as
new volcanic air before it was accreted back to the
surface (and interior) of the planet by life-forms.
Incidentally, this illustration is terribly out of
scale. The ratio of 10 units to 50-million is the same
ratio as 3 square centimeters to the area of 126
automobile parking spaces.
In other words, the two bottom rectangles
combined should be about the size of 126 typical
parking spaces.
And finally, I want to say that given the
minimizing nature of this illustration, the numbers
stated may also be a minimization.
J44 Plates and movement
Now recall Earth's 80,000 kilometer seafloor-ridge
system.
This is well documented as a volcanic hot-zone,
a planet-scale volcanic water heater
operating 24-hours a day, every day.
Here is where most of the CO2-rich new volcanic air
bubbles escape.
J45 Sealed bottle of soda opened clip
Yet there are few bubbles in the water
because high-pressure water

can contain lots of gas without bubbles—
just like a sealed bottle of soda.
Open a bottle, and lower the pressure,
and bubble appear, due to the lower pressure.
J46 ridge depth
Now the sea-floor-rift averages 2.5km under sea
level. Here, immense pressure not only permits
bubble-free soda-water, but it also permits water to
remain un-boiled at extremely high temperatures, just
like in a pressure cooker.
J47 Hot water at rift with visible heat distortion
In some places,
the water in seafloor ridge vents
has been measured at over 400 degrees celcius
This is almost 412 degrees
the temperature where steel-frame buildings
first start to barely soften and weaken in structure
fires.
And it is close to 460 degrees
the temperature where some forms of magma
become not entirely solid.
J48 Columnar basalt at rift
So here, at the sea floor rift, the planet's hard shell is
hot, thin and barely solid. And here is where super
high-pressure volcanic gas bubbles melt, break and
force their way through the thinnest part of Earth's
skin.
And these gas bubbles come up from deep
within our planet. And they normally come up as a
froth... of gas mixed with super-hot magma
J49 tongue frozen
When the gas propellant escapes from the froth, it
leaves behind the super-hot magma... it leaves this to
cool and accrete to the seafloor rift. And on a
geological time-scale at least, this cools about as fast
as a person's tongue touched to frozen metal. So it
takes hours or years to cool and grow progressively
more viscous.
J50 Columnar basalt Mexico
Thus we see how when there is more gas leakage,
there is also more magma and heat leakage. And
when gas leakage slows, so does heat and magma
leakage from the planet's hot and molten center.
J51 Columnar-basalt-at-sea
So the reason why temperatures move in step with
CO2 levels does not have to do with any greenhouse
gas effect. It is because each bubble of new volcanic
air that escapes from our planet is about 95% to 96%
CO2... and each bubble tends to be followed by a
column of molten basalt that warms the oceans.
J52
1) CO2 drives climate (The old CO2 theory of

climate)2) Climate drives CO23) Another thing
drives both CO2 & climate (the new theory)
Now there is undeniably a relationship between CO2
levels and climate. Nobody questions the correlation.
However, there are three possible CAUSALITIES for
this relationship.
Either CO2 drives climate, or climate drives
CO2, or another thing, namely seafloor spreading,
drives both CO2 and climate.
So... what I am saying is... that we have had
the causality of this relationship wrong thanks mostly
to a bunch of OPEC propaganda designed to reduce
our consumption of coal, oil shale, and oil sands.
J53 24,000yr-sea-levels
New subject.
Now we know from drilling coral reefs
that sea levels were about 140 meters lower 21,000
years ago.
And this was at the bottom of a particularly cold ice
age,
with particularly high levels of volcanic ash.
So we not only have a consistent bottom
temperature
for Earth’s climate,
but we can also infer a consistent bottom sea level
about 135m lower, only briefly reaching 140m
in the last particularly deep and ash-filled ice age.
J54 shelf topo art
Now outside the polar regions, the average depth of
the continental break is also about 135 meters below
sea level.
The continental break is where the barely
sloping continental shelf abruptly becomes the
continental edge, and a much steeper descent to the
deep sea floor... as depicted here.
Clearly, sea-erosion of the continents is
something that mostly happens near the ocean’s
surface, in the wave and tidal zone. Then, over the
eons, and countless climate cycles, as sea levels
cycled between ice-ages and warm-ages, wave and
tidal action eroded the continental shelf.
The remarkable abruptness of the
continental break speaks of a climate bottom that has
remained relatively constant for eons. If the climate
bottom temperature had varied by much, the
continental break would have a rounded edge, not the
remarkably abrupt edge we see.
J55 second aporia
And here is a graph of planetary temperature over the
past 800,000 years. Here we clearly see a
remarkably consistent climate bottom. And obviously
sea levels repeatedly fell to about 135 meters lower.
And the way climate bottoms coincide with
the continental break — this still makes perfect sense
within the CO2 theory of climate. A remarkably
consistent climate bottom eroded a remarkably

consistent continental break in all the places where
ice caps do not form, and depress the continents.
The problem — the fact, or one of many facts that
disproves the CO2 theory – is how planetary
temperatures and CO2 levels peak right when the
planet starts running out of ice to melt.
You see, in each of the 5 last climate tops,
during the period where we have believable ice-core
data... planetary temperatures approached a couple
degrees higher than today.
And obviously, a couple degrees higher, and
the planet will start running out of ice to melt. After
all, its already starting to run out of ice to melt, isn't it?
Now surely it can't be a mere
COINCIDENCE that Earth always starts running out
of ice to melt right when temperatures and CO2 levels
peak.

J56 CO2 >> climate temperatures >> ice cap size
Ice cap size >> sea levels >> climate temperatures
But under the CO2 theory,
it must be a mere coincidence.
You see, according to the CO2 theory,
CO2 levels determine climate temperatures,
which then determine ice cap size —
and not the other way around.
So under the CO2 theory,
it must be a mere coincidence
that Earth always starts running out of ice to melt
RIGHT when climate temperatures peak —
a coincidence repeated in all 5 of the 5 recent warm
ages we have reliable ice core data on.
But surely this can't be a coincidence.
Surely the running out of ice to melt
must cause climate temperatures to peak.
And sea levels must in some way drive CO2 levels,
rather than the other way around.
Now the new Volcanic Theory of Climate
solves the fully melted ice cap coincidence.
And it also solves the theory-killing problem
presented by the fact that climate temperature
changes actually precede changes in CO2 levels.
J57 SF ridge under deeper oceans warms
The new Volcanic Theory says
that when the planet's surface is warming and melting
ice,
the oceans deepen.
This causes the already hot and soft rock at the seafloor-rift
to grow a bit hotter and softer,
just as if it was buried deeper underground—
only its buried with water, not rock.
Then the softer rift permits more bubbles of
new volcanic air to force their way way out of the
planet—bubbles that are 95.5% CO2. And with
these bubbles come more columns of the super-hot

magma froth that normally comes up with them up.
Thus increased seafloor spreading further
warms the planet's surface, melts more ice, deepens
the oceans, and softens the seafloor rift still more,
allowing still more CO2 and heat leakage.
Then the increases in CO2 and heat leakage
continue on feedback-style until Earth starts running
out of ice to melt. At this point, ocean deepening
slows greatly, or stops, and then the system becomes
more vulnerable to reversal than continued warming.
And this is the main reason why Earth's peak
temperatures coincide with the approach of fully
melted ice caps. And at this point in the climate
cycle,
Earth is far above its average temperature.
So at some point, due to either volcanic eruptions,
or decade-scale climate variability,
the process reverses and it reverses in feed-back
style.
More ice causes shallower oceans. This
makes the seafloor rift more solid, permitting less
outgassing, less heat leakage, and causing still more
ice to build.
J58 ridge depth
There's a one hundred and 35-meter change between
ice•age and warm•age sea levels. This is about a
5.4% change in ocean depth at the seafloor ridge —
which averages 2.5km down.
J59 Columnar basalt at rift
And the seafloor rift is hot and thin, and poised at a
tipping point. Thus a small change in ocean depth has
a significant effect on the rift's strength, gas
permeability and heat leakage... Thus we see that
Gaia’s primary thermostat is a pressure mechanism
as we might expect — a pressure mechanism
regulated by ice cap size and ocean depth.
J60 seafloor spreading drawing
Now again, when the 'soda bubbles' of new volcanic
air force their way out of the planet, they tend to come
up as a froth of high-pressure gas and super-hot
magma from down deep. When the gas escapes to
the planet's surface it mostly leaves the relocated
super-hot magma behind.
As this magma cools, it gives off heat and
warms the planet's oceans and surface. But in
cooling, it also accretes as rock the sea floor rift. So
while the bubbles of new volcanic air replenish the
atmosphere and warm the surface, they also drive
sea-floor spreading.
Then this spreading drives earthquakes,
plate margin volcanos, and continental drift. Thus
these 'soda bottle' gas bubbles are Gaia's primary
driving force, directly or indirectly giving rise to all
active geology, as well as atmosphere and climate.
J61 triple graph

What will be end result of global warming? Will the
Earth warm without end? Or will it cycle into another
volcanic ice age as it has in the past... and as we see
in this graph?
First, let’s back up a little bit and take a fresh
look at the nature of volcanos... and the high levels of
volcanic ash in the Antarctic ice core record.
The graph you are looking at here is
essentially the same graph that Al Gore used in his
film. The main difference is that this graph also shows
volcanic ash levels.
Here we see the clear DIRECT correlation
between atmospheric CO2 levels and climate. Look
at how the blue temperature line and the green CO2
line move in step with each other.
But also note how there is a clear INVERSE
correlation between the blue temperature line and the
red volcanic ash line at the bottom of the page. When
there is more volcanic ash in the skies, Earth
obviously gets colder... as we would intuitively expect.

and ash
moving at explosive speed.
But when we look at the subsequent lava flows.
they tend to be small and slow in comparison.
Clearly volcanos are driven by outgassing,
by new high-pressure volcanic air bursting out,
or erupting out from our planet,
and into the relative vacuum of its atmosphere.

J62 Pinatubo solar shading
Also scientists have also measured how much of the
planet's sunlight was filtered by volcanic ash after
recent volcano eruptions. And here we see how the
comparatively tiny eruption of Mt. Pinatubo cut solar
energy for the planet by about 5% for almost two
years.
In human terms, this is a huge amount of
heat our planet lost, many times more heat than was
released by all the fossil fuels ever burned by
mankind.

J67 soda bottle spray out
soda bottle spray out clip
Now let’s consider the way volcanos lay dormant
for thousands of years,
and then over a brief time they erupt.
Clearly the soda-bottle outgassing gets trapped
and builds up pressure.
Then it's released all at once in a giant eruption.

J63 141 Pyro•helio•metric graph
And here is another Pyro•helio•metric chart from the
eruption of Krakatoa in 1883, along with three other
eruptions. Clearly the way volcanic ash reduces solar
energy is quite real, quite well documented, and quite
frequent.
Here are three eruptions that each cut
worldwide solar energy by 11 to 16%. Also, note the
way Krakatoa cut worldwide solar energy for 4-years.
J64 triple graph
And to be clear, recent eruptions, including the 1816
eruption of Tambora don't even show up in
comparison to the ice age ash levels that we see in
the ice cores.
The Tambora eruption caused 1816 to also
be known as the year without a summer, causing
temperatures in London to be 12°F (6.7°C) below
normal.
And Tambora doesn't even show up on the
red line indicating the level of volcanic ash pollution
during recent ice ages.
J65 clips of volcano erupting
Now if we look at most volcanic eruptions
we normally see immense volumes of volcanic gas

J66 soda bottle
To understand this outgassing,
Let’s again compare the planet
to a bottle of soda water.
Both are gas-infused liquids in a container.
And if there is an opening,
both depressurize and both outgas,
or bubble out CO2 gas.
The planet is of course much larger,
under much more pressure —
and it takes billions of years to go flat.

J68 ridge depth
The water pressure at the seafloor ridge
gives us some idea of volcanic gas pressures within
our planet.
The gas pressure must be higher
than the water pressure at two and a half kilometers
down,
or the gas would not be able to escape.
So we know that the volcanic gas pressure
is quite a bit higher than 200 atmosphere’s.
So we are talking about quite a high pressure soda
bottle.
J69 Pumice-and-scoria
And the bubbly nature of most rock blown out of
volcanos is plainly evident. So volcanic gas and
magma don't seem to exist as separate things really.
J70 bubbly lava rock
Instead it seems to largely exist as rock froth or foam
of varying concentrations.
J71 Soda fizz clip
Here is some dynamic water foam
to help understand the dynamic rock foam
that exists under the planet's hard shell,
under its lithosphere,
and is constantly building pressure
in most active volcanoes.

J72 Soda can explosion
And when a volcano becomes active,
soda bottles are again a good model.
Just imagine a shaken bottle of soda the size of a
mountain.
And inside the bottle
is many cubic kilometers of molten rock foam
And everything is pressurized at over 200
atmospheres.
And try to imagine the bottle cap
as thousands of long drain pipes all clogged
with wet volcanic ash silt. That is what a volcano is.
J73 Vesuvius mouth
The biggest eruptions frequently involve huge
explosions and exhalations through a comparatively
tiny nozzle hole in the planet's skin. I mean, just look
at the size of the nozzle hole at Vesuvius.
This hole is sort of like the tiny nozzle hole
on a spray paint bottle. Also, in both cases there's
much high pressure gas and much liquid under the
tiny hole. And in both cases the gas and liquid come
out as an aerosol mixture, the gas propelling the
liquid.
J74 microscopic ash particle
As with aerosol bottles, the escaping volcanic gas
tends to blow the volcanic rock froth to tiny bits,
aerosolizing it. In fact, this frequently causes the
molten rock to be blown into a microscopic version of
bubble bath foam, as can be seen by this image.
This volcanic ash particle is a tenth of a
millimeter across, and it has hundreds of micro
bubbles in it. So it is no wonder this volcanic ash is so
FLY•able and tends to stays flying and airborne for a
long time.
Also, here we understand volcanic ash as an
aerosol, a solidified aerosol. When the liquid aerosol
hits the cool air and relative vacuum of the planet’s
surface it quickly cools and solidifies and its form is
preserved.
With bigger eruptions, not only are larger
amounts of super-hot volcanic ash exploded into the
sky, but the particles are blasted to even smaller bits
and thus more flyable.
On top of this, the heat from the biggest
eruptions punches high into the atmosphere, even
into the planet's dry stratosphere. And once there, it
apparently takes decades, if not centuries for the ash
levels to tail off and the skies to grow clear and blue
again, and for the stars to become visible again.
It is also worth mentioning that drier and
thinner ice age atmospheres not only have a lower
stratosphere, but the atmosphere is also drier
overall. So smaller eruptions will make it into the
stratosphere in ice ages. And even eruptions that
don't make it to the stratosphere take longer to wash
out of the drier atmosphere.

J75 Ash-heap-volcano
With tiny eruptions, the ash tends to be trapped by the
ash heap itself, sometimes causing the volcano's ash
cone to grow with astonishing speed.
J76 paper towels
Now dry volcanic ash does not offer much resistance
to escaping volcanic gas and the ash it brings up. It is
sort of like 8-layers of dry paper towel. If you press
this dry paper towel stack to your mouth, you can
easily blow air through it.
On the other hand, if you wet the same 8layers of paper towel, and press them hard between
your palms — to press out all the excess water out—
the membrane becomes noticeably harder to blow
through. A similar thing happens with ash mud when
its wet and is under pressure. And in this way, wet
ash tends to trap gas and builds up gas pressures.
J77 fissures filled with water drawing
The formation rock we see around all of the worlds
volcanos is typically heat fissured. Where there is no
surface water, the volcano's gasses can escape
harmlessly.
But where there is surface water, the water
flows in and creates percolation channels that trap
volcanic ash. Over time, the ash content grows until
the material eventually become hard packed ash
mud.
And in comparison to dry ash, this hard
packed wet ash mud tends to be considerably less
porous with respect to gas leakage, especially when
we are talking about narrow fissures that are
thousands of meters tall. As a result, gas pressures
build up in volcanos when they are wet. In fact wet
volcanos can be viewed as naturally self-clogging and
self-pressurizing.
But when wet volcanos dry out,
the ash mud reverts to its porous state.
And once hot gas starts flowing through a porous
area,
heat convection causes more drying of surrounding
areas,
and thus still more "ash plugs” dry out grow porous.
Thus we see a cascade effect,
that culminates in the sudden explosive eruption
of trapped volcanic gas.
And frequently this is many thousands of
years
of trapped volcanic gas exploding forth all at once...
bringing up and aerosolizing many cubic kilometers
of magma froth all at once.

J78 triple graph
And some of the volcanoes

on and near the continental shelf
only dewater late in ice ages.
So it's sometimes 110,000 years of trapped gas
pressures
that are exploding out all at once.
And some volcanoes may even tend skip
a number of ice ages before erupting.
Most of the planet’s active volcanos
are around the shores of the oceans —
where the seafloor subducts and melts.
This releases the ample gas
that was trapped under the seafloor at its formation.
In fact, the underside of the seafloor
is probably saturated with gas by nature.
J79 side by side volcanos with and without water.
Now if the subduction zone is always dry,
the melt-gas doesn't get trapped or build up pressure.
Instead it bleeds out harmlessly into the atmosphere.
However, if there IS water
in the normally heat-fissured rock,
then the melt-gas tends to get trapped
and generate ash mud plugs.
This causes a build-up of gas pressure
that goes on until there's either too much gas,
or more frequently, a decrease in water.
In either case the end of the build-up
is a sudden eruption of the trapped gas —
along with whatever molten material the gas brings up
with it.
J80 new map of volcanos worldwide
The role of water in volcano formation
is easily seen by looking at a map of Earth's active
volcanos.
Active volcanos are exponentially more common near
surface water, be it an ocean or a fresh water source.
Although there do appear to be a few Ancient
volcanos
that stubbornly refuse to heal and go dormant.
J81 Crater lake
And a truly remarkable number of active volcanos
have lakes in their calderas.
These lakes are another indication of the role of water
in volcanic eruptions.
J82 North America volcano map
Also, the dry desert areas on the ring of fire
have far fewer active volcanos.
For example, the dry areas of California and Mexico.
J83 South America volcano map
And the Deserts of South America
also have far fewer volcanos,
than the surrounding wet areas on the ring of fire.
So again we see that surface water
clearly has SOME ROLE in volcano formation.

J84 Shelf profile
Let’s get back to the continental shelf
which averages about 60-kilometers wide.
And the average continental break
is about 130 to 140 meters down (depending on how
we define it).
So the average continental shelf is almost flat,
with a slope of about one quarter percent.
In other words,
the average continental shelf has an incredibly
shallow slope.
It drops only 2.3-meters per kilometer
until we reach the continental break,
then there is a much steeper slope to the deep sea.
This textbook drawing is incidentally extremely
exaggerated.
J85 penny drawing
The true slop or rather flatness of the continental shelf
is shown here to scale.
Only if you look carefully can you can see the slope.
Also, this is about one tenth of the 2% slope
that people generally try to engineer
into their walkways and roadways
..so that surface rainwater runs off properly.
So the continental shelf,
with respect to water movement at least, is essentially
flat.
J86 Bay of Fundy clip
In fact the average continental shelf
is quite like sea in the Bay of Fundy shown here.
Note how a tiny increase in sea levels
from the daily tide coming in
causes the shoreline to move miles inland.
J87 triple graph
Now again, if we look at ash levels from the Antarctic
ice cores, they rise when earth cools, and fall when
earth warms.
On top of this, when temperatures fall so low
that sea levels reach the continental break, we see an
almost total end to volcanic ash in the ice cores.
Then the skies clear and the planet
experiences a brief clear-skied blue phase such as
we have had during the past 18,000 years or so.
J88 slope drawing
The reason for all this seems to be the flatness of the
continental shelf. And that for every 2.3 meters that
sea levels fall in an ice-age, the oceans retreat an
incredible 1-kilometer away from all of the world’s
many coastal volcanos on average.
This is clearly much less than the slope
needed for water to penetrate through cracked rock.
After all, it is one-tenth of the slope generally used to
drain surface water.

Thus many volcanos dry-out and erupt as
sea levels fall, and more importantly as coastlines
retreat AWAY FROM the world's coastal volcanos.
But when sea levels fall below the level of
the continental break, coastlines stop retreating and
merely fall. After this, further falls in sea level tend to
have a greatly reduced effect on volcano dewatering.
Thus there are far fewer eruptions. Then the
skies clear, and the planet enters its clear-skied blue
phase where the planet rapidly warms under clear
blue skies.
J89 Bay of Fundy clip
And when sea levels rise, the coastlines advance
rapidly, and the presence of seawater tends to trap
gas, build up volcano gas pressures, and stall
eruptions.
But this increased irrigation of the planet's
volcanos doesn't go on forever, because there is a
limited amount of ice on our planet to melt. And once
the ice mostly melts, the rise of sea levels slows and
then eventually stops.
J90 How does global warming end?
So let’s answer the big question: ...How does global
warming end? or more importantly, how does the
world as we know it end and the next ice-age begin?
J91 Drawing of seas down to continental break
At some point there will be a large volcanic eruption
and the planet will be enveloped by a worldwide
volcanic haze
for some years.
And incidentally, this volcanic haze seems to have
been recorded
by the ancients, who called it the 'end of days',
the end of bright sunny days.
and the beginning of a perpetual daytime volcanic
twilight

in the seafloor spreading rate,
it will trigger more volcanos.
This especially considering how we are talking about
tipping points and lateral water penetration distances
for the world's almost flat continental shelf.
This is because each meter that sea levels fall
translates into a 435 meter
pull-back of the oceans on average
for ALL of the world's volcanos.
And while this will probably have no affect
on over 98% of all volcanoes,
It's not hard to imagine that this may
lead to a total de-watering in a couple volcanos
at the edge of their water saturation zone.
So any fall in sea levels
will tend to increase volcanic eruptions.
And this is on top of an immediate worldwide
reduction in rainwater and meltwater.
But only a global volcanic ash sedimentation survey
will tell us exactly what has happened in the past,
and what we can expect in the future... call this field
tephrology
J92 irrigation
Now humanity should be able to eventually counteract
the ice-age dryness feedback loop.
This especially if we can figure out WHICH volcanos
have tended to erupt first in recent ice ages...
and focus our efforts where they are most needed.
And each of these volcano irrigation projects
will be a massive undertaking,
like digging a shipping canal or maybe 10 canals.
But given enough decades and centuries for our work,
we should be able to significantly delay next ice age.

This will cause less rainfall...
which will tend to cause more eruptions
especially among volcanos irrigated by rainwater
runoff.
As well the lower temperatures
will cause the loss of meltwater
to some of the planet's volcanos.
And this will tend to cause more eruptions
among volcanos irrigated by meltwater.

Also, I imagine a world where most grid electricity
is generated by geothermal or thermocline
generators.
These are holes drilled in the hotter parts of the
planet.
Then we circulate water in these holes
and thus we have an energy source that is like a
nuclear reactor,
but inexpensive and without any radiation.

But given the slow rate of ice build-up at the poles,
it will probably take more than a century
to lower sea levels by even 30-centimeters. ...
which is about one quarter percent,
or one part in FOUR hundred of the total ice age sealevel change.

And these thermocline generators
will not only provide most of the world's grid electricity
but they will also power the pumps
that irrigate the problematic inland volcanos
AND also some of the world's deserts
and inland areas for agriculture

Now while a 30-centimeter fall in sea levels
will almost certainly not make much of a difference

J93 Rock into volcano clip
Here someone is throwing a rock into a volcano from

the caldera's edge.
Note how sensitive volcanos are to even small
disturbances.
And just try to imagine what a high-speed artillery
shell would do.
So it’s not hard to imagine that we may become
skilled
at using explosive charges
to open our volcanic soda bottles slowly”
and bleed down gas pressures in the world’s volcanos
—
while they are still wet and self-clogging.
J94 smog photo
If we don’t take measures to keep the world's
volcanos irrigated, Earth will see a much quicker end
to the current 18,000-year blue phase.
And then, as surely as winter after summer,
the planet will go into another cold, dry, filthy,
and unstoppable ice-age of around 110,000 years.

at their time of greatest weakness,
at the dawn of an ice age.
J99 population graph
And finally, I want to say that 7-billion people
will build irrigation to Earth’s volcanos
7 times faster than 1-billion.
But in a global iceage famine,
it makes little difference whether we are 7-billion or 1-billion.
We'll still have a horrible murderous famine
and an eco-system catastrophe
at the dawn of the next ice-age
if we only have 3-months food supply.
Thus the key to averting an ice-age disaster
is not so much to reduce populations through dreadful
methods,
but to use our giant populations to irrigate the world's volcanos
and to put away many years of food... as a buffer.

J100 Local search: Moving-all-the-people
And you of the Mideast
This is the very message that the struggle
of your people exists to bring about.
J95 triple graph
You Arabs must read my special message to you
And really, all climate data sources describe this ice-age cycle before sharing this message
without exception. Thus the real problem that humanity faces is
not global warming without end. Instead it is the ice-age that
ALWAYS happens when sea levels stop rising and delaying
the planet's volcanos.
J96 famine victims
Now, in addition to irrigating the world's volcanos,
mankind really should store-up many years,
if not decades of food supplies while the sun actually shines.
Today’s 3-month worldwide food buffer
is completely inadequate for the next ice age.
In fact, it is even inadequate for another Tambora-sized
eruption,
such as occurred in 1816.
J97 bags of rice in a warehouse
Are we all fools? Why don’t we take care of our most basic
need, that of food to eat? A year's buffer supply of grain costs
only about $100 per person.
This is an insurance policy that only costs only 1% of world
GDP.
And we can still eat the grain.
Or we can give it to the poor,
or feed it to livestock as it expires.
J98 hunting in cars
You know, looking at the planet's volcanic ash record,
the world WILL eventually suffer another global volcano
famine.
But things have changed,
and now mankind has vehicles to comb the planet
in a quest for food and survival.
Thus we may destroy many species

